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Introduction
How to convince ourselves that a piece of software is failure-free? In a world where our
lives increasingly depend on technologies, what are the guarantees that the computations
performed by the product of an engineering process really return what we expect from them?
These questions certainly are of little interest when applied to your web browser. But what
about them when they deal with the software that is composed by – or that has been used
to obtain – the bits governing the plane you are in, the car of a friend or the (expensive)
rocket that has been launched above our heads?
Until recently, these programs were exclusively validated through tests, executing the
programs in a (possibly huge) set of cases to check their outputs were consistent with their
specifications. The problem is that we are unable, in general, to test all the possible behaviors
of a given program, leading invariably to unchecked cases where the program could fail.
Tests are the only way to go in the concrete world where exhaustiveness and certainty are
pure illusion. It is not in computer science where programs are taken to be mathematical
objects.
Indeed, the essence of mathematics is their ability to derive statements from other ones
such that no doubt can be phrased on their conformity w. r. t. their assumptions. The same
can be done on programs where the correctness of one program can be proved to conform
to the correctness of another one, possibly simpler and less efficient. This process called
abstraction can be iterated until obtaining a so-called specification exactly embodying the
idea we could have on the intended behavior of the program. Given the program is always
written to satisfy a need translatable into an at least informal specification, this process can
also be reversed in a so-called refinement chain ensuring the final program to conform to
the initial specification.
Validation of industrial critical systems – that are entities whose failure has to be
prevented at all costs – is thus evolving towards more formal and mathematical approaches:
formal methods. However, this can not be done as easily as it could seem, notably because
of the lack of tools, support and knowledge. Moreover, formal methods necessarily add an
extra complexity leading to the introduction of constraining industrial standards for the
development of programs. These constraints especially have an impact on the efficiency of
the program by preventing for example the use of memory allocation or pointers.
Also the question of the faith we can have in the provided proofs is slowing down the
efforts that would be necessary to obtain a wide use of formal methods in industry. A part
of the available tools are built around a small (and thus manually verifiable) certified kernel
through which all the proof steps are checked, but using several of them can rapidly enlarge
the trusted code base. A set of them whose objective is to provide a framework in which a
huge number of applications can take place – thus reducing by the same number the size of
the trusted code base – are called general purpose proof assistants.
In this thesis, we are interested in providing methods – aimed at an industrial context –
to carry out refinement proofs involving pointer structures in proof-assistants from which we
chose Isabelle [113]. The first word of the thesis title (inductive) – the only one which has
not been covered by this introduction – is what gives it its originality. We elaborate on this
and all the other concepts in the following.
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Initial Motivation
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE). This PhD thesis draws its initial motivation
from the Topcased [58] project. This project was interested in providing tools for the
development and certification of critical systems using model-driven approaches. Such
approaches encourage the specification of the different views of a system as models being
(often graphical) representations of specifications. These specifications are defined as graphs
with the informal semantics (and the graphical syntax) provided by UML [80, Unified
Modeling Language]. To construct, combine or update these specifications, one can define
graph (model) transformations to ensure a uniform modification, and provide a concrete
object that can be analyzed or formalized. These transformations evidently also have to be
as efficient as possible.
Formalization in proof assistants. The formalization and validation of these graph
transformations then had to be performed. Previous work had been conducted to verify
properties on graph transformations based on automated tools such as model-checker
like MONA [82, 109]. It appeared that both the limitation to Graph-Types [81] and
the combinatorial explosion was preventing to consider them to verify real-world systems.
Instead, we switched to interactive provers (also called proof assistants) to benefit from their
generality and their means to guide the proofs.
An Efficient Implementation
Pointer Structures. An efficient representation of graphs has to provide easy and fast
accesses to arbitrary nodes, as well as avoiding too much duplication, to prevent unnecessary
consumption of the resources giving all the legitimacy to computer science: time and space.
Such properties can be satisfied with pointers that provide access to data through their
addresses. As a consequence, several pointers to the same data can be used to read or write
it from different locations. This can be seen as a space savings – given that the data does
not need anymore to be duplicated – or as a time savings – given that the data can be
accessed directly (by its address) instead of being found through other paths or that the
result of a computation can be put into a shared data to be directly available from other
locations. With explicit pointers, the nodes of the graphs can be represented by records
in a heap and edges can be represented by pointers between these records. To represent
such mechanisms, we use the library Imperative_HOL – provided by Isabelle/HOL – that
introduces a shallow embedding of an imperative language allowing to manipulate pointers.
By using Imperative_HOL, we discovered some shortcomings that we solved and present.
In an object-oriented (OO) language. Proof assistants in general and Isabelle/HOL
in particular provide means to extract executable definitions through code generation into
different languages. This mechanism is also available for Imperative_HOL. In order to be
widely usable, the generated code has to be in a language close from those commonly used
(for example in industry), while being sufficiently close from the language furnished by the
proof assistant to allow a straightforward (and easily verifiable) translation. Scala [114, 145]
– a modern language unifying the OO and functional paradigms in a seamless way – appeared
to be perfectly fitted to this task. Besides the advantage of such a combination, it also
compiles to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) so that Scala and Java are interoperable,
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meaning that Scala can benefit from the huge number of libraries available for Java while
Java developments can easily use Scala ones.
Scala is supported as a target language of the code generator of Isabelle/HOL, however,
it is not always optimized or idiomatic. To improve this code generation, we suggest in
this thesis a shallow embedding of OO constructions in Isabelle/HOL and highlight the
Isabelle/HOL counterparts of some OO mechanisms that should allow to obtain code that
would be both valid and easy to use.
A Practical Representation as Inductive Datatypes
Verification of programs manipulating pointers is an active research domain that has proved
to be difficult. All the problems inherent to the manipulation of pointer structures are
still present in Imperative_HOL that only provides means to define imperative programs in
Isabelle/HOL. Instead of fighting against such problems, we propose to start from a practical
abstraction of pointer structures that could be refined later to imperative programs.
Inductive datatypes. The proof assistants providing support for program development
are in the vast majority based on functional languages whose semantics is sufficiently close
to mathematical concepts to be also useful for the development of abstract theories. In such
languages, the manipulated data are to a large extent built from (co)inductive datatypes, that
are a means to define (possibly infinite) tree datastructures whose shapes are constrained by
types. As a consequence, it is hard to find a direct representation of pointer structures as
shared or cyclic graphs and to reason about them in a proof-assistant.
For tree-shaped graphs. However, the difficulties stems from the extra assumption that
the pointer structures should be represented in all their generality, without discriminating
some cases to favour others. We however find ourselves in the case where the graphs that
we want to represent arise from models that seem to be commonly tree-shaped, i. e. with
a natural spanning tree standing out. Indeed, edges of models are often split into several
categories – such as inheritance or composition relations in class diagrams – which ease the
identification of their skeletons, thanks to the possibility to give an emphasis on a particular
category.
With this general background assumption that a spanning tree can be extracted more or
less easily from the manipulated pointer structures, this work describes the methods and
needed restrictions to represent graphs and graph transformations by inductive datatypes
(trees) and recursive functions.
Extended to more general graphs. We will also see that this representation can be
applied for graphs without obvious spanning tree, as long as some other restrictions on the
algorithms hold. Indeed, the idea of representing a graph with a tree evidently does not
come out without inconveniences. Trees are strictly less general than graphs but that is also
their limitations that are their strength when it comes to verify properties about them.
Refined to pointer structure. A refinement can then ensure that the algorithms at
high and low-levels preserve the simulation relation between the inductive representation
and the pointer structure. We show that the inductive representation we choose simplifies
the refinement by enabling a direct correspondance between the two and we also provide
some tools to ease this refinement.
xiii
xiv Introduction
The Contributions in Short
Here, we summarize the 4 main contributions of this thesis that we have already discussed
before:
• The representation of pointer structures by inductive datatypes easily manipulated in
proof assistants
• Tools for the refinement of this inductive representation to an efficient imperative code
• A shallow embedding of some OO features to improve the code generation into a
propitious language
• Two substantial case-studies demonstrating the practicality of the representation
Thesis Layout
In an introductory example (Chapter 1), we first illustrates the intended workflow we propose
to obtain correct programs manipulating pointer structures. It describes an inductive
representation of cyclic lists allowing to specify common operations on them, that is followed
by an implementation in Scala, informally proved to refine the inductive specification.
Chapter 2 contains an overview of the scientific context in which this work has been
realized. It starts with Section 2.1 that gives a glimpse on Isabelle and the tools it provides.
These ones, and especially the library Imperative_HOL will be used in the rest of the thesis.
This is followed by an examination of the existing works regarding representations and
transformations of graphs (Section 2.2) and correctness of programs (Section 2.3).
Our contributions are presented in Part II, organized in two Chapters. The first one
(Chapter 3) explains the difficulties we encountered with Imperative_HOL and the solutions
we propose to get rid of them. It also describes an extension to manipulate objects in
Imperative_HOL that is used in the several examples of the following Chapters and it
gives considerations towards a better integration of a shallow embedding of object-oriented
developments in Isabelle. The second one (Chapter 4) more thoroughly presents the workflow
we propose to represent pointer structures by inductive datatypes. This is done by means of
examples followed by a general methodology exhibiting two kinds of representations.
Part III is devoted to two substantial case studies that have been carried out using the
tools and principles described in the previous sections. Each of them illustrates one kind of
the representations presented in Chapter 4.
The last Part IV presents perspectives and future work based on the conclusions that
can be drawn from this thesis.
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Part I
Foundations
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Chapter 1
An Example: Cyclic Lists
This chapter presents the intended workflow we propose in this thesis. This is done through
the example of cyclic lists represented as inductive lists and for which functions are defined.
The datatype is later implemented in Scala by a concrete datastructure with pointers, and
the functions are informally refined to their Scala counterparts.
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1.1 Cyclic Lists: Informally
We are interested in representing graphs in a proof assistant with the objective to define
and prove transformations on them. We take cyclic lists as an example. They are certainly
the simplest non-trivial cyclic data structure dually to linked-lists that are the simplest
non-trivial acyclic data structure.
A cyclic list can be seen as a sequence of elements from which one is designated as the
current one. It is possible to read (ccur) and delete (cdel) the current element, as well as to
insert an element (cins). It is also possible to obtain a handle to the successor of the current
element (cnext). In this case, the previous current element becomes the last element in the
new sequence obtained.
The cyclic list is handled through a pointer that we will call p. In opposition to what
would be done in an immediate first thought, the current node is not the one directly pointed
to by p but the following one. Indeed, this allows the cyclic list to behave in a similar way
as usual linked-lists for operations like cins and cdel. This is due to the fact that we have to
restore the next pointer of the previous element of the node being deleted or inserted. Then
it is more natural to point to the last element and to do modifications on the head rather
than to point to the first element and to do modifications on the second one.
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Figure 1.1: Insertion of elements in a cyclic list
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Figure 1.2: Changing the current node in a cyclic list
To have a better intuition, Figures 1.1 and 1.2 graphically show insertion of elements
and successive changes of the current node in a cyclic list. The current node is circled twice
in blue while the entry point in the cyclic list is pointed by p.
1.2 Specification with an Inductive Datatype
We will now specify cyclic lists with an inductive datatype in Section 1.2.2, prove properties
on them in Section 1.2.3 to finally refine them to Scala code in Section 1.3. To be more
concrete, we will represent cyclic lists in the functional language provided by Isabelle/HOL.
As a support to the following sections, we first describe the predefined ′a list datatype with
its usual operations in Section 1.2.1.
1.2.1 Basics on Inductive Lists and Pairs
Lists Lists are defined classically as an inductive datatype with two constructors Nil
(noted []) – representing the empty list – and Cons x xs (noted x # xs) – representing the
insertion of an element x in front of xs:
Type Definition 1.1 (list)
datatype ′a list = Nil | Cons ′a ( ′a list)
We use a notation for explicit lists that allows to write [0 , 1 , 2 ] for 0 # (1 # (2 #
[])). Ubiquitous operations on lists include append xs ys (Definition 1.2, noted xs @ ys,
right-associative) – appending the list xs in front of the list ys – and map (Definition 1.3) –
4
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that applies a function on all the elements of a list. append can be shown to verify Lemmas 1.1
and 1.2.
Definition 1.2 (append)
fun append :: ′a list ⇒ ′a list ⇒ ′a list where
append [] ys = ys
| append (x#xs) ys = x # (append xs ys)
Definition 1.3 (map)
fun map :: ( ′a ⇒ ′b) ⇒ ′a list ⇒ ′b list where
map f [] = []
| map f (x#xs) = f x # (map f xs)
Lemma 1.1 (append_Nil_right). xs @ [] = xs
Lemma 1.2 (append_assoc). xs @ ys @ zs = (xs @ ys) @ zs
Proof. Trivial with an induction on xs and the definition of append (Definition 1.2).
Pairs In the following, we will also use pairs which are one of the basic datatypes of
Isabelle/HOL, used for example to build other tuples and records. Their type is represented
as a cartesian product ′a × ′b where ′a and ′b are respectively the types of the first and
second component of the pair. They are represented classically as (a, b) where a is the first
component and b is the second, which can respectively be retrieved with the functions fst
and snd such that for example fst (a, b) = a. Also the function apsnd (and apfst) allow to
update a component of a pair such that for example: apsnd f (a, b) = (a, f b)
1.2.2 Definitions of the Cyclic List Specifications
Following the description of cyclic lists in introduction of Chapter 1, a cyclic list can easily
be seen as a list on which operations are applied back to the start of the list when these
ones reach its end. We then represent cyclic lists in the functional language provided by
Isabelle/HOL. To make clear that we use lists as a representation for cyclic lists, we define a
type synonym ( ′r , ′a) clist simply standing for the type of lists containing pairs of a reference
of type ′r and a value of type ′a associated to it:
Type Definition 1.4 (clist)
type-synonym ( ′r , ′a) clist = ( ′r × ′a) list
The fact that we use a pair of a reference and a value will be better justified later
(cf. Section 1.3.2). However, we can give the intuition that these references will already
give access to the representation of the shape in the heap at the specification level. In this
way, properties like aliasing will be easily manipulated at an abstract level to be propagated
downwards at the refinement step. As we will see, these references almost won’t impact the
algorithms we will define, and will be of great help during the refinement step.
Then the several operations we would like to provide on cyclic lists can be defined. The
first ones are the constructors allowing to build an empty cyclic list (cempty) and to insert
an element in a cyclic list (cins):
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Definition 1.5 (cempty)
definition cempty :: ( ′r , ′a) clist where
cempty ≡ []
Definition 1.6 (cins)
definition cins :: ( ′r ∗ ′a) ⇒ ( ′r , ′a) clist ⇒ ( ′r , ′a) clist where
cins x xs ≡ x # xs
Obviously, the constructors of cyclic lists directly correspond to the ones on lists and
could then be defined as simple abbreviations of them. In the following, we could always
interchange them, and we will consequently prefer the list notation as the more readable
one, unless the use of the clist notation emphasizes the refinement relation.
Given that we can now construct cyclic lists, it would be interesting to be able to obtain
the value they contain back. The value of the current node of the list will be obtained
with the ccur function. However, as a cyclic list can be empty, it is not always possible to
satisfy this wish and the function thus uses the type ′a option to represent an optional result
constructed with the help of its two constructors None – for an empty result – and Some x –
for a result x.
Definition 1.7 (ccur)
fun ccur :: ( ′r , ′a) clist ⇒ ′a option where
ccur [] = None
| ccur (x#xs) = Some (snd x)
This function is similar to the common head or hd operations that possibly obtain (if
the list is not empty) the first value of a list with a simple pattern matching of the list on
its constructors. To access the other values, we also need a means to change the current
node. To this purpose, we define the cnext function that shifts the list of one node forward.
Definition 1.8 (cnext)
fun cnext :: ( ′r , ′a) clist ⇒ ( ′r , ′a) clist where
cnext [] = []
| cnext (x#xs) = xs @ [x]
This function is interesting as it is the first one to reveal the potentially cyclic aspect of
the representation. Indeed, it puts the first element of the list to its end so that it could be
accessed again after the traversal of all the other nodes. To complete the set of primitive
functions on cyclic list, we define the function cdel which removes the current node. It
returns the updated list and we chose to return an empty list in the case of the empty list
to avoid particular cases:
Definition 1.9 (cdel)
fun cdel :: ( ′r , ′a) clist ⇒ ( ′r , ′a) clist where
cdel [] = []
| cdel (x#xs) = xs
Until then all the defined functions were non-recursive. Let’s see how this representation
deals with recursion by defining a clength function returning the length of a cyclic list
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(Definition 1.10). It is exactly the definition of the equivalent length on lists and we can
effectively trivially prove the equality (Lemma 1.3).
Definition 1.10 (clength)
fun clength :: ( ′r , ′a) clist ⇒ nat where
clength [] = 0
| clength (x#xs) = 1 + clength xs
Lemma 1.3 (clength_is_length). clength xs = length xs
Proof. length and clength have the same definition, i. e. are fixpoints of the same recursive
equations. Also, a proof by induction on xs leads to the result by immediate application of
the induction hypothesis.
The same holds for the cmap function as a counterpart of the map function on inductive
lists allowing to apply a function on all the elements of a list (Definition 1.11). It is almost
the definition of map on lists and we can effectively prove the equality (Lemma 1.4).
Definition 1.11 (cmap)
fun cmap :: ( ′a ⇒ ′b) ⇒ ( ′r , ′a) clist ⇒ ( ′r , ′b) clist where
cmap f [] = []
| cmap f (x#xs) = (apsnd f x)#(cmap f xs)
Lemma 1.4 (cmap_is_map). cmap f xs = map (apsnd f ) xs
Proof. By induction on xs, application of the definitions of map and cmap (Definitions 1.3
and 1.11) and the induction hypothesis suffices to conclude.
Contrary to the intuition we would have about cyclic lists, these two functions do not
need to look at references to stop. The case where a complete cycle has been done is replaced
by the terminal case of cmap with the empty list of the specification. This empty list then
embodies at the same time the case where the imperative cyclic list is itself empty and the
case where the imperative algorithm has reached again the first node it traversed.
1.2.3 Properties of the Cyclic List Specifications
We can now easily prove properties about these functions standing for the specification of
cyclic lists. As soon as the refinement of this specification into an implementation is done,
all properties proved on the specification will be available for the implementation. Thus
proofs are easily carried out on the abstract level to be usable on the concrete one.
For example, it is easy to show that removing with cdel an element inserted with cins
leads to the initial list (Lemma 1.5). We can also prove the usual properties of map for cmap
(Lemmas 1.6 to 1.8).
Lemma 1.5 (cdel_cins). cdel (cins x xs) = xs
Proof. Follows from the definitions of cins and cdel (Definitions 1.6 and 1.9).
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Lemma 1.6 (cmap_cins). cmap f (cins x xs) = cins (apsnd f x) (cmap f xs)
Lemma 1.7 (cmap_append). cmap f (xs @ ys) = cmap f xs @ cmap f ys
Lemma 1.8 (cmap_cmap). cmap g (cmap f xs) = cmap (g ◦ f ) xs
Proof. By induction on xs with the definitions of cmap, cins and append (Definitions 1.11,
1.6 and 1.2) together with the one of function composition comp (noted f ◦ g).
As said earlier, the only function defined so far which is really taking into account the
cyclic aspect of the list is cnext. The previous lemmas were dealing with classical functions on
inductive lists, which is what explains their simplicity. We can now start to prove properties
dealing with cnext, as for example the commutativity of cnext and cmap:
Lemma 1.9 (cnext_cmap_swap). cnext (cmap f xs) = cmap f (cnext xs)
Proof. By induction on xs:
• if xs is the empty list, the definitions of cmap and cnext (Definitions 1.11 and 1.8)
suffices.
• if xs is x # xs ′, after application of the definitions of cmap and cnext (Definitions 1.11
and 1.8) and the inductive hypothesis, we have to prove:
cmap f xs ′ @ [apsnd f x] = cmap f (xs ′ @ [x])
which follows from Lemma 1.7 and the cmap definition (Definition 1.11).
We can see that the proof stays really simple even though the property refers to cnext.
Indeed it uses only induction and rewriting of definitions or other simple properties. This is
due to the fact that a similar property exists for inductive lists: map f (x # xs) = f x #
map f xs. To show that proofs can stay simple even in cases of properties specific to cyclic
lists, we show that applying cnext as many times as the number of nodes in the list leads to
the initial list.
To this purpose we define power of functions as funpow (noted f n for f applied n times).
It uses the inductive representation of natural numbers from the Peano axioms [72] usually
used in proof assistants. Their constructors are 0 representing zero, and Suc n representing
the successor of n (i. e. n + 1 ).
Definition 1.12 (funpow)
fun funpow :: nat ⇒ ( ′a ⇒ ′a) ⇒ ( ′a ⇒ ′a) where
funpow 0 f = (λx. x)
| funpow (Suc n) f = f o (funpow n f )
In this definition we chose to compose functions on the left. However, as the composed
functions within funpow are all the same, we can also show the equation for right composition:
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Lemma 1.10 (funpow_Suc_right). f Suc n = f n ◦ f
Proof. By induction on n and application of the definition of funpow (Definition 1.12) and
simplifications of operations on natural numbers.
The proposition to prove then looks like: cnextclength xs xs = xs. However this property
is not directly inductive and needs thus to be generalized first to this auxiliary lemma:
Lemma 1.11 (cnext_pow_aux). cnextclength xs (xs @ ys) = ys @ xs
Proof. By induction on xs and generalization on ys (i. e. application of the induction schema
on the goal universally quantified on ys).
• if xs is [], application of append, funpow and clength definitions (Definitions 1.2, 1.12
and 1.10) with Lemma 1.1 allows to reduce the goal to ys = ys which is true by
reflexivity of =.
• if xs is x # xs ′, application of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.10 with the definitions of cnext,
append and clength (Definitions 1.8, 1.2 and 1.10) and arithmetic simplifications allows
to conclude.
Then the desired goal is a direct consequence of this last lemma:
Lemma 1.12 (cnext_pow). cnextclength xs xs = xs
Proof. Directly results from Lemma 1.11 where ys is instantiated with the empty list [],
followed by the applications of Lemma 1.1 and definition of append (Definition 1.2).
1.2.4 Accomplishments
Inductive lists enabled us to specify all the operations we needed on cyclic lists. When
functions on cyclic lists are defined, we can remove the parts of the cyclic list that are not
needed for the other calls of the function body (and especially the recursive calls). This
means that we can take benefit from the known restrictions of the several calls to simplify
the specification. In this case, this allowed to easily prove properties on cmap where the first
node of the list was not transmitted to the recursive calls (Lemmas 1.6 to 1.9 and implicitly
the termination).
This is the same principle that applies for the returned value, excepted that this value
can be used by any other function. In this case, we don’t need to return the cyclic list if
it has not been modified, as for example in ccur or clength. On the contrary, the cyclic
operation embodied by cnext has been specified to return the entire cyclic list with a call
to append, so that the dereferencing of the last pointer is replaced by the computation of
append.
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1.3 Example Refinement
This section presents an example implementation of cyclic lists in Scala, with a taste of the
refinement proofs that will be more formally developped in Section 4.3.
1.3.1 Datatypes
We first define the type SCList1[A] of non-empty purely cyclic lists as a class in Listing 1.1.
It contains two variable attributes value – for the value of the node – and next – for the
next node in the list.
class SCList1[A](var value:A, var next:SCList1[A])
Listing 1.1: Scala – Definition of the type of non-empty purely cyclic lists
Listing 1.2 defines the type SCList[A] of cyclic lists. It is composed of the sum of the
types of empty cyclic list SCEmpty and of non-empty cyclic lists SCCons[A]. Naturally the
value SCEmpty represents the unique empty cyclic list while the value SCCons[A](cl) contains
an attribute of type SCList1[A] representing a non-empty cyclic list.
sealed trait SCList[+A]
case object SCEmpty extends SCList[Nothing]
case class SCCons[A](cl:SCList1[A]) extends SCList[A]
Listing 1.2: Scala – Definition of the type of possibly empty purely cyclic lists
It follows an algebraic (inductive) definition of types – i. e. a sum of type products
(called variants) – where the recursion can only occur on the global (sum) type. In Scala,
this is done through the use of case classes (for the variants) – for automatic definition of
pattern-matching, constructors, ... – and subtyping (for the type sum). This contrasts with
the equivalent definition in Listing 1.3 (where "equivalent" means that the two versions of
SCList[A] describe sets of equivalent values, with potentially distinct use cases) that uses a
recursive call to the variant SCList1[A].
sealed trait SCList[+A]
case object SCEmpty extends SCList[Nothing]
case class SCList1[A](var value:A, var next:SCList1[A]) extends SCList[A]
Listing 1.3: Scala – Definition of the type of cyclic or acyclic lists with a recursion on the
variant SCList1[A] itself
Thus Listing 1.3 would not be definable in this way using only algebraic datatypes
such as those provided by usual functional languages. Indeed, the variants of an algebraic
datatype don’t have a specific individual type that would allow to call them recursively.
This is possible in Scala thanks to the homogeneous use of classes for the variants SCEmpty
and SCList1[A] and the sum type SCList[A].
Another very close version is presented in Listing 1.4 such that the recursion does not
occur anymore on SCList1[A] itself. In this case, we replaced SCList1[A] by SCList[A] and
thus added acyclic lists in the values contained in SCList[A]. It then introduces the need to
check whether the next element is empty at each step of a traversal of a list, even though
this list is cyclic and that once it contains at least one element, all of them have a non-empty
successor.
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sealed trait SCList[+A]
case object SCEmpty extends SCList[Nothing]
case class SCList1[A](var value:A, var next:SCList[A]) extends SCList[A]
Listing 1.4: Scala – Definition of the type of cyclic or acyclic lists
We also note that Listings 1.3 and 1.4 use case classes with variable attributes which is
not a recommanded practice for the automatic definition of the method hashCode (provided
by case classes) that should be time-invariant, with respect to its specification in the class
Any even if we don’t use it in this case. Moreover, variable attributes can generally introduce
cyclicity – and this is further enforced by the type of Listing 1.3 – which prevents the
termination of the automatically generated methods. Although this does not cause any
trouble if the problematic methods are overloaded, or if we replace case classes by classes
with extractors we choose to work with Listing 1.2 which will give less verbose algorithms
than Listing 1.4 and a little more verbose than Listing 1.3 but that will be more easily
formalized in the functional language of Isabelle/HOL and its common algebraic datatypes
(cf. formalization in Section 4.3).
1.3.2 Guidelines
In the following we will define the functions corresponding to the specification of Section 1.2.2
in Scala. Each of these functions will be split into two definitions working on the two types
SCList1 and SCList. Naturally, the functions working on possibly empty cyclic lists (SCList)
will use the functions on non-empty cyclic lists (SCList1).
The use of Scala for this example is motivated by our aim to generate code from verified
algorithms into Scala that is highly compatible with Java, largely used by industry. However
to prove that they are refinements of the previous specifications we would need a formalization
of this langage in the verification tool (in our case Isabelle/HOL), which is currently not
available and out of reach because of its great complexity. In a first place, we will only
visualize the refinements through diagrams and the proofs will only be outlined. A more
formal description supported by Isabelle/HOL is given in Section 4.3.
An example diagram is Figure 1.3 (page 12). The top nodes contain the abstract values
while the bottom nodes contain the concrete ones. The abstract values are pairs of a value
and a set of lists representing the cyclic lists allocated in the heap. The concrete values
are pairs of a corresponding value and a heap, that can be the result of the evaluation of
an imperative statement on a heap (which returns a value and a possibly modified heap).
Concrete and abstract values are related by a refinement property that is used as a hypothesis
on the left and as a conclusion on the right. Each refinement property depends on the type
of the related values. For example, the refinement on the type SCList1[A] of non-empty
cyclic lists will assume that the representing list is non-empty while the relation on the type
SCList[A] won’t.
Incidentally, the refinement property relating a cyclic list to its specification as an
inductive list is the central point of the approach. We recall that the data structure will
finally be allocated in a heap by nodes (SCList1) at some addresses and linked by pointers
(through their next attributes). To ease the proof of refinement, we have already attached
to each value of the list the reference of the corresponding node in the heap, with the help
of a pair whose second component will be the value. In this way, references and values are
closely related and the shape of the list in the heap will be easily defined.
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This relation has to describe the values in the nodes allocated in the heap and constituting
the cyclic list, i. e. the content of this list (the value field) together with its shape (the next
field). The pairs of references and values in the specification list already directly describe the
content of the cyclic list. Its shape is mostly described by the references in the list combined
with the inductive aspect of the list, which gives a successor relation between references.
However, this successor relation is acyclic and thus incomplete for a cyclic list which also
needs an additional pointer from the last node to the first one. This missing link is then
provided by an additional predicate in the refinement relation.
To sum up, the specification list provides all the information needed to construct the
cyclic list, either in a straightforward way for the values and the major part of the shape of
the cyclic list, or through an additional predicate for the missing part of the shape.
1.3.3 Function Refinements
Evaluation of an imperative statement (for example sccur(cl)) on a heap h is represented
as 〈_〉h (〈sccur(cl)〉h) which stands for the pair of the value this statement returns and
the new heap obtained after its execution on h. For example, in this case, the simulation
relation states that under the hypothesis that a cyclic list is handled through a node c1l in
a heap h and that its representation is a non-empty list xs, the execution of sccur(cl) on
the heap h returns the value ccur xs without modifying h (i. e. h ′ = h).
The function ref-of allows to retrieve the reference of the pointed element of a cyclic list,
i. e. the reference of the last element of the specification list.
1.3.3.1 Retrieving the current element of a cyclic list
The function sccur defined in Listing 1.5 refines ccur (Definition 1.7):
def sccur1[A](c1l:SCList1[A]):A = c1l.next.value
def sccur[A](cl:SCList[A]):Option[A] = cl match {
case SCEmpty => None
case SCCons(c1l) => Some(sccur1(c1l))
}
Listing 1.5: Scala – Definition of sccur1 and sccur: retrieves the current value of a cyclic list
The simulation relation to prove is pictured in Figure 1.3.
with (v, h ′) = 〈sccur(cl)〉h
(ref-of xs, {xs}) (ccur xs, {xs})
(cl, h) (v, h ′)sccur
Figure 1.3: Simulation for the refinement of ccur to sccur
As the function sccur uses the function sccur1, we could either unfold the definition
each time we use it or prove properties about it beforehand, which is what we will do as it
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allows to factorize proofs. This intermediate step towards the verification of the refinement
of ccur for possibly empty cyclic list can be either seen as being part of the proof – if we
think it is not relevant for the users of the cyclic lists – or as being an extension of the
specification taking into account non-empty cyclic lists. In the second case, the need for this
addition comes from the fact that the specification did not take into account this particular
refinement and thus the intermediate steps that could be necessary to carry out the proof.
Then the specification need be adapted (as it will have to be generalized in the proof of
the recursive functions): in the same way as any pragmatic development, we can switch up
and down between the specification and the implementation. We consequently build an
abstraction ccur1 of sccur1 that will also use the datatype from the specification of possibly
empty cyclic lists.
Definition 1.13 (ccur1 )
fun ccur1 :: ( ′r , ′a) clist ⇒ ′a where
ccur1 (x#xs) = snd x
| ccur1 [] = undefined
We let this function undefined for the empty list as this case will never occur in the
refinement. Moreover we can also express ccur with it:
Lemma 1.13 (ccur_ccur1). xs 6= [] =⇒ ccur xs = Some (ccur1 xs)
We can now prove the refinement relation presented in Figure 1.4.
with (v, h ′) = 〈sccur1(c1l)〉h
(ref-of xs, {xs}) (ccur1 xs, {xs})
(c1l, h) (v, h ′)sccur1
Figure 1.4: Simulation for the refinement of ccur1 to sccur1
Proof outline for Figure 1.4. There are two properties to verify:
• for the value: as c1l is represented by xs, c1l is the last reference in xs. Then c1l.next
is the first reference in xs and c1l.next.value is the corresponding value, that is ccur1
xs.
• for the heap: it stays unchanged as there is no operation (including sccur1) that
modifies it in the function.
Here we can see the proof relies on the order of the values provided by the list, which
simplifies the management of references.
Finaly this result allows to easily prove the refinement relation of Figure 1.3 for ccur.
Proof outline for Figure 1.3. This relation can be proved by analysing the different possible
cases occuring in the specification ccur xs, i. e. a case distinction on xs. In the both cases, it
is simple to verify that the specification and the implementation return the same value as
soon as cl is represented by xs:
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• if xs is empty then cl = SCEmpty and the result is None
• if xs is not empty then cl = SCCons(c1l) and c1l is also represented by xs, thus the
result is Some(sccur1(c1l)) with 〈sccur1(c1l)〉h simulated by ccur1 xs from Figure 1.4,
i. e. the result is simulated by ccur xs from Lemma 1.13.
Also the heap stays unchanged as there is no operation that modifies it in the function.
1.3.3.2 Refinement for cnext
The function scnext defined in Listing 1.6 refines cnext (Definition 1.8):
def scnext1[A](c1l:SCList1[A]):SCList1[A] = c1l.next
def scnext[A](cl:SCList[A]):SCList[A] = cl match {
case SCEmpty => SCEmpty
case SCCons(c1l) => SCCons(scnext1(c1l))
}
Listing 1.6: Scala – Definition of scnext1 and scnext: returns the cyclic list shifted by one
element forwards
with (cl’, h ′) = 〈scnext(cl)〉h
(ref-of xs, {xs}) (ref-of (cnext xs), {xs})
(cl, h) (cl’, h ′)scnext
Figure 1.5: Simulation for the refinement of cnext to scnext
This function also uses an auxiliary function scnext1 on non-empty cyclic lists. However,
it appears that its specification is the same as the one for scnext, i. e. cnext. Then its
relation would be exactly the one in Figure 1.5.
Proof outline for Figure 1.5. Similarly as Figure 1.3, the first relation (on scnext1) can be
proved from the representation of the cyclic list with xs. Yet the fact that the resulting
list is still allocated in the heap is not obvious – but still straightforward – as there are
transfers between the two parts of the representations: the lists and the additional predicates
(describing the pointer closing the cycle) of the initial and final refinement relation.
This relation can be proved by a case distinction on xs.
1.3.3.3 Creating cyclic lists
The previous functions are nice but useless if we can’t construct cyclic lists. We can already
contruct empty lists on both levels with [] and SCEmpty, and we naturally have a datatype
that should allow to construct non-empty ones but we have to note an oddity that appears
as soon as we try to construct a non-empty cyclic list. Indeed a cyclic data structure needs
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to reference itself in the same time it is constructed. Therefore there is no way to construct it
atomically unless we define it recursively – in which case the language needs to support the
recursive definition of values (like OCaml [142]) or to be lazy to avoid non-termination. It is
also possible to do it non-atomically by constructing a non-cyclic mutable data structure
before, and update it afterwards to point to itself.
This is a general problem encountered as soon as the constructed data structure need to
be cyclic. When the cyclicity is not enforced by its type, any terminal value can be used in
a first place to be replaced afterwards. When the cyclicity is enforced by the type system,
it is harder: as an update can’t change the type of its target, the type of the cyclic data
structure needs to be the same as the acyclic one. Thus without an operation offering an
atomic construction of a cyclic structure, this is prevented by the type system unless we
find a workaround to trick it during the initialization of the construction.
In imperative languages and particularly in Scala, a solution is provided by the null
value which can have the type of any reference – AnyRef in Scala – and that we will use only
for temporary assignments. Indeed a general solution is to put an undefined value with the
correct type to fill the place of the cycle until we replace it with the correct value.
This is the solution generally used that we will follow for the definition of scsingle1
(used in scsingle) in Listing 1.7. These functions construct a cyclic list containing only one
element.
def scsingle1[A](v:A):SCList1[A] = {
val c1l = new SCList1(v, null)
c1l.next = c1l
c1l
}
def scsingle[A](v:A):SCList[A] = SCCons(scsingle1(v))
Listing 1.7: Scala – Definition of scsingle1 and scsingle: creates a cyclic list containing a
single value
On the specification level, we define the function csingle:
Definition 1.14 (csingle)
definition csingle :: ′r ⇒ ′a ⇒ ( ′r , ′a) clist where
csingle r x = [(r , x)]
This one could also be expressed as λr v. cins (r , v) cempty, but as we already said, we
prefer the equivalent but clearer list notation.
Here, we note that the reference need to be provided to construct the list. Indeed, it
allows to delay the problem of the reference creation from the time of the specification
level to the time of the refinement proofs. In the implementation, the reference is furnished
by the heap which ensures it will be distinct from the others. Then at the time of the
refinement proofs, we will better know the needs and the heap will be available to easily
obtain the created reference. We rely on the user of the specification which can provide
this new reference by any means, which means this solution is modular. Another solution
could have been, for example, to take the heap as argument and use it to generate the new
reference (with a primitive Ref-new defined on this heap):
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Example 1.1
definition csingle ′ :: heap ⇒ ′a ⇒ ( ′r ::heap ref × ′a) list where
csingle ′ h x = [(Ref-new h, x)]
However its return type is not as general as ( ′r , ′a) clist while it can also be written
with the help of csingle: λh. csingle (Ref-new h), which illustrates the modularity provided
by csingle.
The relation of refinement for scsingle1 is given in Figure 1.6 and it would be exactly
the same for scsingle.
there exists r such that:
with (c1l, h ′) = 〈scsingle1(v)〉h
(v, {}) (r , {csingle r v})
(v, h) (c1l, h ′)
scsingle1
Figure 1.6: Simulation between scsingle1 and λx. [x] (or λx. cins x cempty)
Proof outline for Figure 1.6. The expression new SCList1(v, null) returns the new refer-
ence r to provide as an existential witness. Given csingle r v = [(r , v)] we have to verify:
• that the value present at r is v, which follows from the allocation
• that the next reference is also r, which is ensured by the statement c1l.next =c1l
The function scsingle only wraps the result of scsingle1 and its correctness straightfor-
wardly results from the one of scsingle1.
1.3.3.4 In-place Refinement for cmap
As another example, we refine the function cmap defined in Definition 1.11 as in-place maps
on non-empty (scmap1) and possibly empty (scmap) cyclic lists in Listing 1.8.
def scmap1[A](f:A => A, c1l:SCList1[A]):SCList1[A] = {
def aux(c1lb:SCList1[A]):SCList1[A] = {
val c1ln = c1lb.next
c1ln.value = f(c1ln.value)
if (c1ln eq c1l) c1l else aux(c1ln)
}
aux(c1l)
}
def scmap[A](f:A => A, cl:SCList[A]):SCList[A] = cl match {
case SCEmpty => SCEmpty
case SCCons(c1l) => SCCons(scmap1(f, c1l))
}
Listing 1.8: Scala – Definition of scmap1, its encapsulated function scmap1.aux and scmap:
applies a function on the values of a cyclic list in-place
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The definition of scmap1 uses an auxiliary encapsulated function aux (tail-recursive and
so easily translatable to a while loop) to provide the reference to the current node cl1b of the
loop as an additional argument and then keep the reference c1l to the last node (w. r. t. the
current node of the specification list). The reference to the last node is remembered to detect
the terminal case. We use the notation scmap1.aux to denote the function aux encapsulated
in scmap1, and we write scmap1(f,c1l).aux(c1lb) to apply it to c1lb in the context of a call
to scmap1 with the arguments f and c1l.
The scmap function simply calls it in the case of a non-empty cyclic list or return SCEmpty
otherwise. Its correctness involves then the correctness of the scmap1 (and then scmap1.aux)
function. This one applies the function f on the values of the cyclic list until c1lb equals
the reference of the last node c1l.
The desired simulation property of scmap (and scmap1.aux) – simply involving one list
representation xs of the cyclic list referenced by c1lb – is not immediately inductive as
during the loop there will be a part of this cyclic list already traversed. Thus we split the list
representation as xs @ [(vz, rz)] @ ys where ys represents the traversed part of the list that
will not be changed again by cmap. We also represent explicitly the last node to enforce the
non-emptiness of the list, as well as to provide the name rz for the terminal reference. The
complete relation is pictured in Figure 1.7.
with
{
xzs = xs@[(vz,rz)]
(cl’, h ′) = 〈scmap1(f,c1l).aux(c1lb)〉h
((f , rz, ref-of xzs), {xzs @ ys}) (ref-of xzs, {cmap f xzs @ ys})
((f, c1l, c1lb), h) (cl’, h ′)
scmap1.aux
Figure 1.7: Simulation for the auxiliary refinement of cmap to scmap1.aux
Proof outline for Figure 1.7. This relation can be proved with an induction on xs after
generalization (universal quantification) of the goal on ys. At each step:
• either xs is empty (i. e. ref-of (xs @ [(vz, rz)] @ ys) = rz and c1lb eq c1l) in which
case the function terminates after the application of f on vz
• or xs is not empty and f is applied to the current node and the functions scmap1.aux
and cmap are called back on the tail, with a new value at the end of ys corresponding
to the node just traversed. This allows the application of the inductive hypothesis to
finally obtain the wished conclusion.
It is also important (and easy) to prove that the heap is updated to only reflect the changes
brought to the cyclic list, i. e. that transformations stay local to the updated arguments of
the function. Indeed, no statement ever changes a node which is not present in the list.
Now, the relation for scmap pictured in Figure 1.8 can easily be proven:
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with (cl’, h ′) = 〈scmap(cl)〉h
(ref-of xs, {xs}) (ref-of xs, {cmap f xs})
(cl, h) (cl’, h ′)
scmap
Figure 1.8: Simulation for the refinement of cmap to scmap
Proof outline for Figure 1.8. By case distinction on xs:
• If xs is empty then cl = SCEmpty and the relation is correct
• If xs is not empty, then cl is an instance of SCList1 and by instantiating ys with the
empty list [] in the relation from Figure 1.7, we obtain the result.
1.3.4 Inheritance of the Specification Properties
Once imperative functions have been proved to refine specification functions, it is possible to
benefit from the properties we obtained at high-level without much effort. As an example,
we can obtain the result proved in Lemma 1.12.
The first step is to define the refinements sfunpow and sclength of the funpow and clength
functions (Definitions 1.12 and 1.10) on the Scala level in Listings 1.9 and 1.10.
def sfunpow[A](f:A => A, n:Int, x:A):A = {
if (n == 0) x else sfunpow(f, n - 1, f(x))
}
Listing 1.9: Scala – Definition of sfunpow
The function sfunpow (Listing 1.9) is tail-recursive and is equivalent to a restricted for
loop. We can show that as long as the initial x satisfies a property P and that the function f
preserves it, this one is true for the result of sfunpow(f,n,x). This property can also depend
on an extra variable i varying from n to 0 – similar to a phantom variable – to ease the
expression of this property. In this case, if the initial x satisfies P n and the function f
preserves the property from P i to P (i − 1 ) then the result satisfies the property P 0.
def sclength1[A](c1l:SCList1[A]):Int = {
def aux(n:Int, c1lb:SCList1[A]):Int = {
val c1ln = c1lb.next
if (c1ln eq c1l) n+1
else aux(n+1, c1ln)
}
aux(0,c1l)
}
def sclength[A](cl:SCList[A]):Int = cl match {
case SCEmpty => 0
case SCCons(c1l) => sclength1(c1l)
}
Listing 1.10: Scala – Definition of sclength
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with
{
xzs = xs@[(vz,rz)]
(n’, h ′) = 〈sclength1(c1l).aux(n,c1lb)〉h
((rz, n, ref-of xzs), {xzs @ ys}) (n + clength xzs, {xzs @ ys})
((c1l, n, c1lb), h) (n’, h ′)
sclength1.aux
Figure 1.9: Simulation for the auxiliary refinement of clength to sclength1.aux
Proof outline for Figure 1.9. Along the same lines as the refinement proof of cmap to
scmap1.aux (Figure 1.7), by induction on xs with generalization on ys.
The function sclength (Listing 1.10) can be shown to be a refinement of clength, with
a proof similar to the one of scmap with an auxiliary refinement on sclength1 shown in
Figure 1.9. We note that the similarities between the proofs of scmap and sclength sharpens
the commonalities between their algorithms that could be shared in the definition of an
operation equivalent to a fold combinator on cyclic lists and proofs about it. We didn’t
have presented this here as we wished to keep this example simple. Indeed even though the
function is easy to define, refinements of higher-order functions are not easily representable,
especially when manipulated functions are imperatives.
(ref-of xs, {xs}) (ref-of xs, {xs})
(cl, h) (cl’, h ′)
sfunpow(scnext,sclength(_1),_1)
Figure 1.10: Obtention of a low-level property from the high-level Lemma 1.12
Proof outline for Figure 1.10. Intuitively, at the step n of the recursion, cl is in simulation
with cnextclength xs − n xs. This relation will be used as the property P to finally show that
the result of sfunpow(f,sclength(cl),cl) is in simulation with cnextclength xs xs – given
that sclength is a refinement of clength – which can be simplified thanks to Lemma 1.12:
cnextclength xs xs = xs.
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Chapter 2
Scientific Context
This chapter gives the details of the scientific context in which this thesis – interested in the
obtention of correct algorithms manipulating pointer structures – has been realized. As a
strong practical support of the theoretical results we obtain, we used the proof-assistant
Isabelle/HOL that is described in Section 2.1. We specifically describe the Imperative_HOL
library that enables the development and proof of programs manipulating pointers.
As pointer structures are naturally abstracted by graphs, we review different existing
representations of graphs in Section 2.2. We discuss the applicability of these representations
to specify, write or verify algorithms manipulating graphs and the properties they feature
concerning efficiency either directly or as the origin of a process generating efficient code. In
Section 2.3, we discuss the different approaches dedicated to the correctness of imperative
programs, and more particularly those manipulating data structures constructed from
pointers.
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2.1 Isabelle/HOL
Isabelle [113] is a generic proof assistant providing a logical framework (whose primary
interface language is Isabelle/Isar) dedicated to the definition of formal languages with
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accompanying proof support for different logics. This logical framework is referred as
Isabelle/Pure and can be extended to define other logics. The most popular is “HOL”
(refered as Isabelle/HOL) for “Higher Order Logic” but others are also supported like “FOL”
(“First Order Logic”) and “ZF” (“Zermelo-Fraenkel” set theory).
Other proof-assistants (or theorem provers) exist, either based on the same logic like
HOL [133], similar logics like Agda [26] and Coq [18] or different logics such as ACL2 [106].
While most of them are equally or more powerful than Isabelle, we chose to make use of it
for its pragmatism and its high degree of automation.
This thesis and its principles have been extensively studied, built and experimented on
Isabelle/HOL and some parts of it are referring specifically to the Isabelle system (even most
of this document is generated from Isabelle theories guaranteeing formally machine-checked
theorems). However, most of the concepts (and methods) should be easily transferable to
other systems with similar or corresponding mechanisms.
This Section does not try to be exhaustive but to provide the necessary background in
Isabelle/HOL to make the concepts used in the following understandable. We start with
Section 2.1.1 that gives a glimpse of the HOL logic and the notations used in Isabelle/HOL.
In Section 2.1.2, we present the standard packages of Isabelle/HOL that make programming
and proving easier. Finally we describe the Imperative_HOL theory that provides imperative
features for Isabelle/HOL in its own Section 2.1.3.
2.1.1 Logic and Notations
The HOL logic can roughly be seen as the combination of a functional programming language
– a typed λ-calculus closely resembling Standard ML (SML)1 – with logic. This is what makes
HOL a practical language to both program and write logical formulas in a nice intertwined
and homogeneous way. The principal consequence is that predicates have a Boolean value
– and as such can be manipulated by programs – and that their variables can range over
functions and predicates – which is what makes this logic higher-order. The static types of
terms can also be of great help during both verification or programming tasks.
Isabelle/HOL uses a syntax close to the logical notations that are commonly used in
mathematics. However some concepts are inherent to the implementation of the logic in
Isabelle/Pure. Then Isabelle/HOL comes with two logical layers corresponding to the object
logic itself (HOL) and the Pure meta-logic.
Logical connectives on the meta-level (Pure) are:
• Implication (noted P =⇒ Q) that associates to the right. [[A; B]] =⇒ C abbreviates
A =⇒ B =⇒ C.
• Universal quantification that is written ∧x. P x and is often removed such that P x y
=⇒ Q x y is equivalent to ∧P Q x y. P x y =⇒ Q x y.
On the object-level (HOL) there are:
• Implication noted P −→ Q that also associates to the right.
• Universal quantification noted ∀ x. P x
• Existential quantification noted ∃ x. P x (or ∃ !x. P x for unicity).
1given that Isabelle is itself developed in SML
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Type Constructors Common Functions
unit ()
bool True, False a ∨ b, a ∧ b, a ←→ b, a −→ b, ¬ a
nat 0, Suc n, 1, 2 m + n, j − i, k ∗ l, an
′a ⇒ ′b λa. b, id f ◦ g, f (a := b), range f, f −‘ A, inj f, surj f, bij f
′a × ′b (a, b), (a, b, c) fst a, snd a, apfst f a, apsnd f a
′a + ′b Inl a, Inr b
′a option None, Some a the bo, Option.map f bo
′a list Nil ([]) length xs, map f xs, fold g xs r0, hd xs, tl xs, xs ! n
Cons x xs (x # xs)
′a set {}, insert a A f ‘ A, card A, A ∪ B, A ∩ B, A − B
char CHR “a”, CHR “1” chars ! 37
string = char list “x1?∼:z3%”
Table 2.1: Common Types and functions of Isabelle/HOL
• Conjunction and disjunction noted respectively ∧ and ∨ and being associative and
commutative.
The basic predefined types are the type unit whose only value is (), the type bool of
Booleans containing True and False and the type nat of natural numbers (defined as Peano
numbers) whose instances are 0 and Suc n with n being a natural number. Abbreviations
allow to write the natural numbers in decimal notation, e. g. 1 for Suc 0.
Like in ML, type variables are written ′a, ′b, etc. and type constructors are written
post-fix (e. g. nat list for list of natural numbers). Type of functions from type ′a to ′b is
noted ′a ⇒ ′b. Like implication, this notation associates to the right such that ′a ⇒ ′b ⇒ ′c
is equivalent to ′a ⇒ ( ′b ⇒ ′c) and can be abbreviated [ ′a, ′b] ⇒ ′c.
A type variable can be annotated with a sort as in ′a :: σ. A sort is a set of type classes
(cf. Section 2.1.2.4) which have to be instantiated by the type variable. For example, ′a
:: {linorder , group-add} is any type instantiating the type classes linorder and group-add,
i. e. any type providing operators ≤ and +, unary operator uminus and a constant 0 – such
that ≤ is a linear (or also total) order in ′a and ( ′a,+) is an additive group with identity
element 0 and inverse function uminus.
Other standard types are type products (also called tuples) and type sums, written
respectively ′a × ′b with constructor Pair (noted (a, b)) and ′a + ′b with constructors Inl ::
′a ⇒ ′a + ′b and Inr :: ′b ⇒ ′a + ′b, lists ′a list with constructors Nil (noted []) and Cons
(noted x # xs) and sets ′a set with constructors Set.empty (noted {}) and insert x xs. The
type ′a option adds a fallback value None to type ′a whose instances are then written Some
x. These ones and more are gathered in table 2.1.
Definition of Notations. Isabelle/HOL provides users with several means to define their
own syntactic notations and transformations. One example is the command notation:
notation (input) map (infixr ♣ 60 )
This defines the infix notation f ♣ ys associating to the right for map such that f ♣ g
♣ xs = map f (map g xs). The setting (input) is added to prevent Isabelle to replace all
occurences of fully applied map f xs by f ♣ xs while the notation is available as input from
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users. The integer 60 set the precedence of this notation w. r. t. other ones (For example,
precedence of xs @ ys being 65, f ♣ g ♣ xs @ ys is map f (map g (xs @ ys)) and not (map
f (map g xs)) @ ys). Such notations can also be provided directly at the constant definition.
More complex notations can also be defined such as set comprehension ({xs. ∃ y. length
xs = 3 ∗ y}), function update (id(3 := 7 , 7 := 3 )) or do-notation (cf. syntax discussion in
Section 2.1.3.2).
The Isar Proof Language. Isabelle comes originally with the interface language Is-
abelle/Isar that allows to abstract SML manipulation of the theories through the kernel.
All commands presented here (such as definition, notation and lemma) are parts of this
language. However, a specificity of this language is its good support for proof management.
Without Isar, proofs could only be written as linear application of proof tactics to
transform the goal into tautologies. In Isar, proofs are structured to highlight their natural
course (i. e. the natural deduction style), starting from assumptions and combining them with
theorems and proof tactics to obtain the goal. We can compare a proof of the transitivity of
object implication using either apply or Isar styles:
lemma trans-imp:[[A −→ B; B −→ C ]] =⇒ A −→ C
apply (rule impI )
apply (erule mp)
apply (erule mp)
by assumption
lemma trans-imp ′:[[A −→ B; B −→ C ]] =⇒ A −→ C
proof — implicitly proof (rule impI )
assume A −→ B and B −→ C
assume A
from 〈A −→ B〉 and 〈A〉 have B by (rule mp) — where mp:[[P −→ Q; P]] =⇒ Q
with 〈B −→ C 〉 show C by rule — implicitly by (rule mp)
qed
We can see that in this case the Isar proof is a little longer and verbose than the proof in
apply style. However, the steps in the Isar proof are directly available without the need for a
mental or a computer aided execution of the proof script and most importantly the proof is
structured, meaning that modifications to the lemma and its proof will be easier to manage.
An Isar proof begins with the proof command that – unless instructed otherwise – applies
the rule among a known set that is the best fit for the goal. Here, to prove A −→ C, it applies
the implication introduction impI that allows to assume A in order to show C. Assumptions
(from the goal after application of the rule given to proof) are introduced through the
keyword assume and possibly prefixed by a name for further references. Intermediate steps
are standardly written:
from facts have subgoal by proof-method
where facts are hypotheses to be used to prove subgoal by means of the proof method
proof-method. During a proof, the last proved subgoal is named this. The final goal is
introduced by show and must match the goal introduced by proof. Abbreviations are also
introduced to reduce the text overhead such as then (= from this), hence (= then have),
with fact (= from fact and this) and thus (= then show).
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Of course, such a simple lemma can be proved in much less steps by taking advantage of
the automation provided by the proof methods:
lemma trans-imp ′′:[[A −→ B; B −→ C ]] =⇒ A −→ C by fast
To avoid the duplication of assumptions in proof and split large lemmas into smaller
components, the lemma to be proved can be stated as assumptions and goals:
lemma disj-elim:
fixes P Q :: bool — Explicit universal quantification and typing
assumes PoQ: P ∨ Q and PiR: P =⇒ R and Q =⇒ R
shows R
proof −
from PoQ PiR 〈Q =⇒ R〉 show ?thesis by fast
qed
In this case, the goal is R and can be referred to by ?thesis while assumptions are referred
to by their name (PoQ, PiR) or themselves (Q =⇒ R). The complete set of assumptions
can be obtained with assms. For a more complex last example that will be useful in
Section 2.1.2.2, we prove that any natural number is either 0, non-zero even or non-zero odd:
Lemma 2.1 (even0_cases).
fixes y :: nat shows y = 0 ∨ (∃ x. y = x∗2 + 1 ) ∨ (∃ x. y = (x+1 )∗2 ) (is ?P y)
proof (induct y)
show ?P 0 by simp
next
fix y assume ?P y
moreover { assume y = 0 hence Suc y = 0∗2 + 1 by simp }
moreover { fix x assume y = x∗2 + 1 hence Suc y = (x+1 )∗2 by simp }
moreover { fix x assume y = (x+1 )∗2 hence Suc y = (x+1 )∗2+1 by simp }
ultimately show ?P (Suc y) by blast
qed
With (is ?P y) we define by pattern matching an abbreviation ?P y for the disjunctive
goal. The proof proceeds by induction on y where the first step (y = 0 ) is obviously True,
and the second step – following the next command – proves ?P (Suc y) by fixing a y and
assuming ?P y. For each of the three cases occurring from this assumption, we prove a
subgoal – enclosed in { ... } to add assumptions – by providing a value for x that satisfies
?P (Suc y) x. We gather these results with the command moreover and get them back
with the command ultimately to finally prove the goal.
2.1.2 Standard Packages
This section describes several tools included in Isabelle/HOL that dispense its users from
always defining everything from the primitive operations provided by the kernel and the
logic’s axioms. These tools can be split into two categories: definition packages that allow to
define constants, functions and types (Sections 2.1.2.1 to 2.1.2.3), and framework packages
that add any kind of convenient features like modularity (Sections 2.1.2.4 and 2.1.2.5) or
code exportation (Section 2.1.2.6). All of them are more thoroughly presented by Nipkow,
Paulson, and Wenzel [113] and in Isabelle/HOL documentation in general [67, 87]
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2.1.2.1 Datatypes
The purpose of any development is the manipulation of information represented under the
form of a data structure. The principal data structure of any functional programming
language is algebraic datatypes. Isabelle/HOL also provides them as a ubiquitous means to
represent data. They are defined in this way:
datatype ′a btree = BLeaf | BNode ( ′a btree) ′a ( ′a btree)
Here we define a datatype of binary trees ′a btree which is composed of leaves BLeaf
or nodes BNode t1 v t2 containing a value v of type ′a and two children t1 and t2 being
themselves trees. More formally this command defines a type corresponding to the least set
containing the sum of a BLeaf and all the trees BNode t1 v t2 such that t1 and t2 are also
members of this set, which can be defined through a fixpoint. BLeaf and BNode are called
variants or constructors of the datatype.
The definition of this datatype automatically introduces several lemmas such as:
• Injectivity: (BNode a t1 t2 = BNode a ′ t1 ′ t2 ′) = (a = a ′ ∧ t1 = t1 ′ ∧ t2 = t2 ′)
• Coverage of the type: ∀ t. t = BLeaf ∨ (∃ t1 a t2. t = BNode t1 a t2)
• Disjointness: BLeaf 6= BNode a t1 t2
It also generates a lemma – called structural induction schema – that allows natural
inductive proofs over the structure of the type’s elements. The one of ′a btree is:
[[P BLeaf ; ∀ t1 a t2. P t1 ∧ P t2 −→ P (BNode t1 a t2)]] =⇒ P t
For each defined datatype τ , a function τ -rec is also introduced to define recursive
functions on the datatype. Besides the value on which it would eventually be applied,
this function takes an argument for each constructor. These arguments are the (possibly
constant) functions that compute a new value from the constructor arguments and the values
resulting from the recursive calls on the arguments. This function for ′a btree is:
btree-rec :: [ ′a, ′b btree ⇒ ′b ⇒ ′b btree ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′a, ′b btree] ⇒ ′a
This function can be used like in btree-rec 0 (λt1 v t2 a1 a2. 1 + a1 + a2 ) t which
returns the number of nodes in the binary tree t. More practical mechanisms to define
functions on datatypes also exist and are defined in Section 2.1.2.2.
When several types depend on each other, their definitions have to be simultaneous.
Such datatypes are said mutually recursive. They are defined with the additional keyword
and:
datatype bexpr = BConst bool | And bexpr bexpr | Less nexpr nexpr
and nexpr = NConst nat | Plus nexpr nexpr | If bexpr nexpr nexpr
This time, we define two types bexpr and nexpr corresponding to expressions respectively
returning Booleans or positive integers.
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2.1.2.2 Functions
In this section we present the different mechanisms provided in Isabelle/HOL to define
(possibly partial) functions. This will allow to better understand why we use one keyword
instead of another each time we define a function, and why termination is not always proved.
Moreover, the last paragraph about explicit partiality will come handy for the definition of
imperative functions in Section 2.1.3.
No Recursion. The command definition is the first means to define functions (and
constants). It associates a name to an expression depending on the parameters given to the
name. We can for example redefine map from the foldr operator:
definition map ′ f xs = foldr (λx xs. f x # xs) xs []
Primitive Recursion. It is possible to define recursive functions by using the combinators
automatically defined from datatypes (for example list-rec) but there exists a more natural
way to do it: the primrec command allows to define functions by primitive recursion, that
is with one equation for each variant of the datatype, where the left hand sides can only
contain recursive calls directly on the recursive arguments.
primrec listsum :: nat list ⇒ nat where
listsum [] = 0
| listsum (x#xs) = x + listsum xs
With these constraints, the defined function is ensured to terminate thanks to the
finiteness of datatypes given by their inductive definitions. However, we could wish to define
more general functions without resorting to the low-level mechanisms.
General Recursion. To surpass these limitative constraints, the fun command and the
corresponding package (cf. Krauss [85]) allow to define functions on arbitrarily nested
datatype constructors and arbitrary recursive calls, as soon as this package is able to prove:
• the pattern distinctness (given that in fun, overlapping patterns are taken to be the
fallback of the previous ones).
• the termination of the function, based on the lexicographic-order method. This one
searches for a lexicographic order of the arguments that allows to construct a measure
function f composed of a combination of the standard sizes of the arguments, such
that f decreases when applied on the arguments of a recursive call.
For example, we define a useless function lzero that decrease all the natural numbers
contained in a list, until they all become 0 and are removed from the list. When the list is
empty, it returns 0 :
fun lzero :: nat list ⇒ nat where
lzero [] = 0
| lzero (0#xs) = lzero xs
| lzero ((Suc x)#xs) = lzero (xs@[x])
In this case, lexicographic-order finds the standard size on lists list-size that sums up the
length of the list with the sizes of the elements of the list (here the standard size of natural
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numbers that is themselves). As all the recursive calls decrease this size, the function is
shown to terminate.
The fun command also uses this termination proof that gives a well-founded relation
to generate an induction schema to reason by induction on this relation. As this induction
schema strictly follows the recursive calls of the function, it is called functional induction
and it is often useful to use it instead of a more standard induction principle derived from
datatypes definitions. For example, it is easy to prove that lzero always returns zero using
lemma lzero.induct:
lemma lzero-is-zero:lzero xs = 0
by (induct xs rule:lzero.induct) simp-all
Partiality and Non-Constructor Patterns. Finally the most general command – from
which fun is incidentally derived – is function. This one allows to define functions that do
not obviously terminate (or are even partial) or whose patterns are not constructors. The
proofs of pattern distinctness have to be discharged by the user directly after the definition,
and the proof of termination – from which depends the introduction of simplification rules
for the function – is started with the command termination.
We give an example function answer for non-constructors patterns. This function
matches 0, non-zero even and non-zero odd natural numbers. However, to define it we
need a proof that such patterns are distinct and complete – i. e. form a partition of natural
numbers. The completness part (y = 0 ∨ (∃ x. y = x ∗ 2 + 1 ) ∨ (∃ x. y = (x + 1 ) ∗ 2 ))
has been proved in Lemma 2.1 (even0-cases proved in paragraph "The Isar Proof Language"
of Section 2.1.1). We complete it with a dinstinctness lemma (even-is-not-odd) to define the
answer function:
lemma even-is-not-odd: x∗2 6= Suc (y∗2 ) by presburger
function answer :: nat ⇒ nat where
answer 0 = 42
| answer (x∗2+1 ) = answer x
| answer ((x+1 )∗2 ) = answer (x+1 )
using even0-cases by metis (simp-all add: even-is-not-odd)
termination answer by lexicographic-order
Similarly to lzero, it is easy to prove that the answer is 42 :
lemma answer-is-42 :answer x = 42
by (induct x rule:answer .induct) (simp-all only:answer .simps)
An example function that does not obviously terminate is a variation of the previous lzero
that takes as arguments a natural number n and a list and always returns n, by increasing
and removing numbers greater than n until the list is empty:
function lid :: nat ⇒ nat list ⇒ nat where
lid n [] = n
| lid n (x#xs) = (if x ≥ n then lid n xs else lid n (xs@[x+1 ]))
by pat-completeness auto
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The termination of the call lid n xs can be proved from the fact that the sum of the
length of xs with the sum of the differences between n and the elements in xs (that is list-size
(λx. n − x) xs) decreases at each call:
termination lid
apply (relation measure (λ(n,xs). list-size (λx. n − x) xs))
by simp-all
Explicit Partiality. The well named partial_function has also been introduced by
Krauss [86] as an alternative command to define partial functions. It is built upon HOLCF
(a theory of Isabelle/HOL with support for complete partial orders (cpos) and related
notions such as domain and continuity of functions) and has originally been conceived for the
definition of recursive functions in the heap monad of Imperative_HOL (cf. Section 2.1.3).
Its principle is to represent explicitly the partiality by choosing a value in the type to be
the least (if it exists, i. e. bottom in a pointed cpo) and to theoretically assign it to the
non-terminating cases.
It was for example suited to the type ′a option, for which this functionality is provided
(through the (option) setting) with None being taken to be the least element. We use it to
define a simplistic version of Fermat’s factorization as a partial function:
partial-function (option) facmat-aux :: nat ⇒ nat ⇒ nat option where
facmat-aux a n = (if (a2 ≥ n) ∧ (∃ b. a2−n = b2) then Some a else facmat-aux (a+1 ) n)
definition facmat :: nat ⇒ nat option where
facmat = facmat-aux 0
From a number n, it computes the smallest natural number a such that ∃ b. n = a2 −
b2 in order to factorize n as (a − b) ∗ (a + b). This is done by increasing a value a with a
first value chosen to satisfy a2 ≤ n (for example 0 ) until a2 − n is an integer square. It is
hard to know whether this function terminates for some or all integers given that a and b
could be as large as needed. Thus even proving partial termination would be uncomfortable
and a partial function with explicit termination and free simplification rules is perfectly well
adapted to this kind of situation.
2.1.2.3 Records
It can sometimes be useful to access the fields of data structures through names, or to be
able to add fields to manipulate several variations on the same basis type while being able
to apply the functions of the basis type on its extensions. This is the purpose of records
that are defined in Isabelle/HOL using the record command:
record point =
Xc :: nat
Yc :: nat
Here we define a type point whose elements have two fields Xc and Yc being natural
numbers. These fields can be accessed with the help of the homonymous functions called
selectors and the values of type point can be updated with the update functions Xc-update
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and Yc-update where Xc-update f p applies the function f on the field Xc of p. A record can
be defined in extension with the notation: (|Xc = 1 , Yc = 2 |). Updating a field field with a
constant function (i. e. of the form λ-. v) on x can be abbreviated x(|field := v|).
Example 2.1. Several theorems are defined for functions on type point such that we can
prove:
Xc (|Xc = vx, Yc = vy|) = vx
Xc (p(|Xc := v|)) = v
p(|Xc := v|) = q(|Xc := w|) =⇒ v = w ∧ Yc p = Yc q
An additional feature of records is their ability to be extended. As an example, we add
a label field lbl of any type:
record ′a lpoint = point + lbl :: ′a
Even though we could think this command only defines a new type ′a lpoint from point,
there is more to know under the hood. In fact on the one side, the definition of point
produces a type ′a point-scheme representing the type point extended with a field called
lpoint.more (noted ". . . ") of type ′a. Then the type point is in fact an abbreviation for
unit point-scheme. On the other side, the definition of ′a lpoint produces the type ( ′a, ′b)
lpoint-ext where ′a stands for the label type and ′b stands for the type of the field lpoint.more.
Then the type ′a lpoint is simply an abbreviation for ( ′a, unit) lpoint-ext point-scheme.
As such, it is possible to define generic functions on type ′a point-scheme that would be
usable on point as well as on all its extensions, that is records provide structural subtyping
in HOL as demonstrated by Naraschewski and Wenzel [111] that use them to build an
environment for object-oriented specification within Isabelle/HOL .
We will similarly use records for the definition of objects in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. They
will so be present in the examples of Sections 4.2 to 4.4 and the case studies of Chapters 5
and 6.
Furthermore, additional functions on records – most of them dedicated to the management
of extensions – are provided. For a record record, they are:
• record.make: constructs a complete record of type record from all its fields.
• record.fields: returns a record fragment from the very own fields of the record record.
• record.extend: extends a record with a record fragment.
• record.truncate: removes any extension to the record record.
Example 2.2. Lemmas about these functions defined on point and ′a lpoint:
lpoint.make x y l = (|Xc = x, Yc = y, lbl = l|)
lpoint.fields l = (|lbl = l|)
point.extend (|Xc = x, Yc = y|) (|lbl = l|) = (|Xc = x, Yc = y, lbl = l|)
point.truncate (|Xc = x, Yc = y, lbl = l, . . . = m|) = (|Xc = x, Yc = y|)
lpoint.truncate (|Xc = x, Yc = y, lbl = c, . . . = m|) = (|Xc = x, Yc = y, lbl = c|)
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2.1.2.4 Type Classes
A type class is a construction that was first introduced by Wadler and Blott [148] in the
Haskell language in order to provide overloading (or ad-hoc polymorphism) on a systematic
basis. They are composed of a set of constants or functions parametrized by one type (or
more2). These constants and functions can be implemented once for each type3 to make
them available on this type.
They are now implemented in other type systems such as the ones of Scala, Coq or
Isabelle/HOL. In Isabelle/HOL, a type class definition starts with class:
class showable =
fixes string-of :: ′a ⇒ string
Here we define a type class showable that provides an overloaded operation string-of
(introduced by fixes). Such an operation can then be used on values whose type is at least
known to be showable: string-of (a::( ′a::showable)). Here we find again the notation for
sorts that was mentioned in Section 2.1.1. A sort is in fact more generally a set of type
classes such as in string-of ((n:: ′a::{showable,plus}) + m) where the class plus provides the
operator +.
Once defined, a type class can be instantiated for specific types. For example we
instantiate our class showable for the types bool and ′a list
instantiation bool :: showable
begin
definition string-of b = (if b then “True” else “False”)
instance ..
end
instantiation list :: (showable) showable
begin
fun string-of-list-aux where
string-of-list-aux f [] = “”
| string-of-list-aux f [x] = f x
| string-of-list-aux f (x#xs) = f x @ “,” @ string-of-list-aux f xs
definition string-of xs = “[” @ string-of-list-aux string-of xs @ “]”
instance ..
end
We note that the elements of the lists need to be themselves showable to enable the use of
string-of for ′a (of type ′a ⇒ string in the definition of string-of for list (of type ′a list ⇒
string). This is pointed out by the (showable) that describes the sort constraints that have
to be satisfied by the type parameters of the instantiating type.
In proof assistants, the functions and constants of the type classes can additionally be
specified by properties that will have to be proved in order to instantiate the class. They
can moreover be built upon each other to add overloadings or tighten the specification.
2parameterizing a type class by several types is done in an extension provided by some implementations
of Haskell at the price of an extra complexity in the type system and possible ambiguities that have to be
solved by adding functional dependencies.
3Instantiating it more than once would obviously introduce ambiguity on the entities provided by the
class that would be defined several times.
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As an example we define the class showread built upon the class showable and adding an
overloaded function of-string, that is specified to be the left-inverse of string-of :
class showread = showable +
fixes of-string :: string ⇒ ′a
assumes of-string o string-of = id
This class can then be instantiated for the type bool by providing only the definition of the
missing function of-string (given that bool is already an instance of showable):
instantiation bool :: showread
begin
definition of-string s = (s = ′′True ′′)
instance proof
show of-string o (string-of :: bool ⇒ string) = id
unfolding string-of-bool-def of-string-bool-def fun-eq-iff o-def by simp
qed
end
In Isabelle, type classes are heavily used to provide overloaded operators and then share
the common lemmas. As examples of overloaded constants and functions we cite:
• Universal operators such as = or size that are automatically instantiated for newly
defined types,
• Numerical operators +, −, ∗, 0 or 1 that are overloaded at least for additive or
multiplicative groups,
• And other specific functions and constants such as to-nat defined in class countable
that will be presented in Section 2.1.3.1.
Type classes can be seen as a modest module system providing means to specify concepts
and to prove properties about them generically to finally obtain them for the qualified types.
They are however limited to the cases where only one type parameter and one instance by
type are needed. For a more general module system, Isabelle provides locales that generalize
type classes without their overloading capabilities. Indeed type classes are built on locales
and they are compatible on their common features. Locales are described in the next
Section 2.1.2.5.
2.1.2.5 Locales
Locales are the module system of Isabelle and allow to write parametric theories. Their
definition follows the same model as type classes presented in Section 2.1.2.4 and starts with
locale.
locale idem-csts =
fixes f :: ′a ⇒ ′a
fixes zero :: ′a
locale idem = idem-csts +
assumes f-idem:a 6= zero =⇒ ∃n>0 . (f ^^ n) a = a
assumes f-zero:f zero = zero
begin
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Here we first introduce a locale idem-csts only parametrized by the constants f and zero,
that we extend in a locale idem with properties stating that f is idempotent at some order
n depending on the argument, and that zero is its zero. In the context of this locale, we can
then write definitions and lemmas using the parameters and the assumptions of the locale.
We can for example prove that f is injective:
lemma inj-f :inj f
proof (rule injI )
fix x y :: ′a
assume H :f x = f y
. . .
ultimately show x = y by simp
qed
end — Locale idem
The locale can then be interpreted for particular instances of constants and types. The
function identity id is for example idempotent and all the values of all types are its zero.
By leaving the constant zero uninstantiated, we prove the interpretation to be valid for any
instantiation:
interpretation id:idem id by (unfold-locales, auto)
Of course, we can also provide all the parameters
abbreviation bmod x ≡ case x of None ⇒ None | Some b ⇒ Some (¬b)
interpretation bmod:idem bmod None
proof
fix a :: bool option
assume a 6= None then have (bmod ^^ 2 ) a = a by (auto simp add:numerals funpow-simps)
then show ∃n>0 . (bmod ^^ n) a = a by (metis zero-less-numeral)
next
show bmod None = None by simp
qed
The name preceeding :idem is the name of the interpretation that is used to refer to the
interpreted content of the locale, for example bmod.inj-f :inj bmod. Interestingly, the locale
can also be reopened to add further lemmas and definitions that will be propagated to the
existing interpretations:
context idem
begin
lemma surj-f :surj f
. . .
lemma bij-f :bij f by (simp add:bij-def inj-f surj-f )
definition fipow :: int ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′a
where fipow n = ((if n ≥ 0 then f else inv f ) ^^ (nat |n|))
end — Context idem
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We now have obtained the bijectivity of bmod and a new function idem.fipow bmod. The
locale hierarchy can also be updated to remove useless parameters or assumptions. For
example we could create a locale to add a function giving an idempotence order for each
value:
locale idem-order = idem-csts +
fixes forder :: ′a ⇒ nat
assumes forder-idem:(f ^^ (forder a)) a = a
assumes f-zero:f zero = zero
assumes forder0 :(forder a = 0 ) ←→ (a = zero)
With such a specification, we can easily prove this locale idem-order to be a sublocale of
idem, proving idem.f-idem with idem-order .forder-idem and idem-order .forder0 :
sublocale idem-order < idem
using forder-idem forder0 by (unfold-locales, auto simp add:f-zero)
2.1.2.6 Code Generation
As a general purpose proof-assistant, Isabelle has no limitation on its use for the verification
of programs. This verification can be done a posteriori – verifying a program written in a
specific language and imported in some way in the proof-asistant (cf. Section 2.3.3) – or a
priori – exporting (i. e. generating code for) a program already verified in the proof assistant
(cf. Section 2.3.5). We chose the “a priori” method as a more flexible and integrated way to
develop and verify programs, in addition to be the approach we advocate from the method
presented in this thesis.
Indeed Isabelle/HOL provides an extensible system to develop and verify programs in an
embedded executable functional language – as well as in an imperative language as described
in Section 2.1.3. Once the code has been written and verified in Isabelle/HOL, it could be
evaluated in Isabelle through its rewriting mechanisms. Nevertheless, this would be very
impractical for at least two reasons.
On the first hand, the rewriting engine is built upon the kernel thus forcing each rewrite
step to be run through it, with its general scheme of verification of logical formulae which is
instantiated by the matching of rules in the executed code. Optimizing it for the executable
constructs would be difficult as there is no strict separation between executable and logical
elements.
On the second hand, any practical development would demand side effects, that is access
to external data and librairies to finally consume and produce information outside of Isabelle.
This seems difficult to achieve within the boundaries of a rewriting procedure possibly
involving logical components.
As a solution, proof assistants usually provide code generation mechanisms called
extraction that allows to produce code from executable logical definitions to common
programming languages which are close enough to the concepts existing in the logical
framework. Isabelle/HOL provides an extraction mechanism to SML, OCaml, Haskell and
Scala.
2.1.3 Imperative_HOL
This section presents the Imperative_HOL theory [32] as part of the Isabelle/HOL library.
This theory defines a state-exception monad with syntax facilities like do-notation.
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2.1.3.1 The State: A Polymorphic Heap (type heap)
h
hbool
to-nat True
1
to-nat False2
to-nat False3
..
.
′′bool ′′
hnat list
to-nat [2 , 3 , 4 ]
1 to-nat []2
to-nat [7 ]3
..
.
′′list ′′ [ ′′nat ′′]
hbool ⇒ nat ..
.
′′fun ′′ [ ′′bool ′′, ′′nat ′′]
Figure 2.1: The Polymorphic Heap of Imperative_HOL
The polymorphic heap of Imperative_HOL (pictured in Figure 2.1) is conceptually
represented as a function from types to monomorphic heaps containing values of the source
type. To define it in this way, we need to specify a function with types as arguments and
the types need thus to be available at the term level by some representation.
This could be solved with dependent types which are not directly available in Isabelle/HOL
that is a simply-typed framework. In Isabelle/Pure, types already have their representation
whose type is ′a itself 4. The constant TYPE( ′a) allows to inject the language of types
into the language of terms, such as in the term TYPE( ′a list) :: ′a list itself. However this
representation does not allow the definition of a polymorphic heap since the type of this
heap should be independent from the types of its values but the type itself still appears in
the type of this representation.
The solution used is to syntactically embed the types in the terms by representing them
as an abstract syntax tree of the types concretely represented as a datatype typerep:
datatype typerep = Typerep string (typerep list)
Such a tree is associated to each type through the use of a type class typeable:
class typeable = fixes typerep :: ′a itself ⇒ typerep
In this way, a representation can be associated to every type in a fully automated fashion,
and can be easily retrieved for a type ′a with typerep TYPE( ′a).
4This type is not intended to be exposed to the user but is useful in certain internal encodings like hidden
polymorphism that appears when a term depends on a type that is not present in its own resulting type (for
example, hidden polymorphism is present in: definition P = (∀ a. True) where P ′ has type ′a itself ⇒ bool,
and can occurs more naturally with type-classes as in definition Q = (∀ a. a = a) where ′= ′ is overloaded)
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The monomorphic heaps are functions from addresses to values both represented as
natural numbers:
type-synonym addr = nat — untyped heap references
type-synonym heap-rep = nat — representable values
Then each time a value is written in the heap, this value needs to be converted to a
natural number. To make this transparent to the user, an axiomatic type-class countable
ensures the type can provide an injection to natural numbers:
class countable = assumes ex-inj: ∃ to-nat :: ′a ⇒ nat. inj to-nat
This injection is only specified and not explicitly defined. It is nevertheless made available
through the constant Eps (with Eps P written as SOME x. P x) – that corresponds to
Hilbert’s Epsilon (Choice) operator (the syntactic tantamount of the choice axiom) – under
the name to-nat:
definition to-nat :: ′a::countable ⇒ nat where
to-nat = (SOME f . inj f )
Also given that this function is injective by assumption, its inverse from-nat can also be
defined:
definition from-nat :: nat ⇒ ′a::countable where
from-nat = inv (to-nat :: ′a ⇒ nat)
The type-class countable has to be instantiated for each type that is needed in the heap:
This instantiation is often easy but tedious and as such fitting perfectly as an automated task.
We thus proposed an automatic instantiation for datatypes (and records) whose principle
is to construct functions to encode datatypes to natural numbers and prove that these
functions are injective – as detailed in Section 3.3.
The complete heap also has to deal with allocation. This is not managed in the preceding
definition but in a separate set of allocated addresses represented by a bound. All addresses
beyond this bound have meaningless values in the heap (they are unallocated). Furthermore
the need for a ubiquitous imperative data structure such as arrays motivated the addition of
another heap only containing polymorphic arrays represented as lists. The heap datatype
finally is:
record heap =
arrays :: typerep ⇒ addr ⇒ heap-rep list
refs :: typerep ⇒ addr ⇒ heap-rep
lim :: addr
2.1.3.2 The State-Exception Monad (type ′a Heap)
Definition To avoid inconsistencies and allow a straightforward code-generation, the
internal representation of the heap shouldn’t be exposed to the user. Then a state-exception
monad is defined following the combination of the standard definitions of a state-transformer
monad – a function of type ′s ⇒ ′a × ′s – together with an exception monad – of the form
′a ⇒ ′a + ′e. The Heap monad type is thus defined like this:
datatype ′a Heap = Heap (heap ⇒ ( ′a × heap) option)
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which is isomorphic to heap ⇒ ′a × heap + unit. A distinction has to be made between
type heap that is the type of the heap itself and type ′a Heap that is the type of the Heap
monad. Furthermore, the only constructor of a Heap monad is also Heap. The type Heap
can be seen as a partial function from heap to pair of a value and an eventually modified
heap. The result value None represents the exception case, while the result value Some n
represents a non-failing execution evaluating to n.
The primitive operations – abstracting from implementation details – are defined as
monad combinators with the auxiliary function execute:
primrec execute :: ′a Heap ⇒ heap ⇒ ( ′a × heap) option where
— Extracts the function f representing the computation from the ′a Heap datatype
execute (Heap f ) = f
definition return :: ′a ⇒ ′a Heap where
— Injects a value x into the heap monad
return x = Heap (Some o (Pair x))
definition bind :: ′a Heap ⇒ ( ′a ⇒ ′b Heap) ⇒ ′b Heap where
— Noted »=
— Composes the monadic values f and g
bind f g = Heap (λh. case execute f h of
Some (x, h ′) ⇒ execute (g x) h ′
| None ⇒ None)
definition raise :: string ⇒ ′a Heap where
— Raises an exception (the string s is just decoration)
raise s = Heap (λ-. None)
Theorems These definitions can be shown to verify the monad’s law:
Theorem 2.2 (return_bind). return x >>= f = f x
Theorem 2.3 (bind_return). f >>= return = f
Theorem 2.4 (bind_bind). (f >>= g) >>= k = f >>= (λx. g x >>= k)
These theorems are useful to simplify monad expressions. Additionally the raise combi-
nator can be shown to stop the computation and ignore further operations that could be
sequenced with bind:
Theorem 2.5 (raise_bind). raise e >>= f = raise e
Syntax The notation for bind m0 m1 is m0 >>= m1 and bind m0 (λ-. m ′0) – often called
then and leading to the discarding of the returned value of the first monadic expression – is
noted m0 » m ′0.
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To simplify the use of this monad, the do-notation (a la Haskell) is also introduced to
write monadic expression as usual imperative statements. do-expressions are enclosed in
do{ . . . } in which a special syntax can be used. Monadic composition is written as do{ v
← m0; m2 v x } translated to m0 >>= (λv. m2 v x). The binding part v ← can be omitted
in which case do{ m0; m1 x } is translated to m0 » m1 x.
Auxiliary syntax additions can also ease the reading and writing of monadic expression
such as imperative let-bindings like in do{ let x = a + b; m3 x x y} that is equivalent to let
x = a + b in m3 x x y.
2.1.3.3 References (type ′a ref )
Datatype As we said in Section 2.1.3.1, the addresses of the monomorphic heaps have
type addr (synonym for nat). Then accessing a value contained in the polymorphic heap is
done through not only one address but also a type representation (whose type is typerep)
allowing to choose the right monomorphic heap. To relieve the user from explicitly giving
the type representation, the references are simply represented as a datatype containing a
natural number and parameterized by a phantom type – i. e. a type parameter that does not
have instances in the values of the datatype – which is used to obtain the type representation
by reflection (and the same holds for array references):
datatype ′a ref = Ref addr
datatype ′a array = Array addr
Logical Primitives Users only manipulate typed references as in OCaml or SML and
the type consistency is enforced by type inference while the underlying model is untyped.
Several primitives are provided to manipulate directly the state through references:
• Ref .present :: heap ⇒ ′a ref ⇒ bool where Ref .present h r tests allocation of the
reference r in heap h.
• Ref .get :: heap ⇒ ′a ref ⇒ ′a where Ref .get h r returns the value of the reference r
in heap h.
• Ref .set :: ′a ref ⇒ ′a ⇒ heap ⇒ heap where Ref .set r x h sets the value of the reference
r in heap h to x and returns this heap.
• Ref .alloc :: ′a ⇒ heap ⇒ ′a ref × heap where Ref .alloc x h allocates a reference
initialized to value x in heap h and returns a pair of the newly allocated reference
together with the new heap.
These are intended for use in logical statements and proofs and no code can be generated
for them (cf. Section 2.1.3.6).
Program Primitives To access the state in programs, one has to use the state-exception
monad for which similar primitives – using instead the monad’s state – are defined:
• ref :: ′a ⇒ ′a ref Heap where ref x creates and returns a new reference with content x.
• Ref .lookup :: ′a ref ⇒ ′a Heap where Ref .lookup r (noted !r) returns the content of
the reference r.
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• Ref .update :: ′a ref ⇒ ′a ⇒ unit Heap where Ref .update r v (noted r := v) replaces
the content of the reference r with v.
An additional constant defined from these primitives is Ref .change :: ( ′a ⇒ ′a) ⇒ ′a ref
⇒ ′a Heap where change f r applies the function f to the contents of reference r.
An exception to this distinction is Ref .noteq :: ′a ref ⇒ ′b ref ⇒ bool that can be used
indifferently in programs or logical statements as a purely functional operation having an
executable equivalent in most languages. Ref .noteq r r ′ (noted r =!= r ′) tests whether
references r and r ′ (possibly with distinct types) are different.
2.1.3.4 Proofs
Imperative_HOL finally provides the necessary mechanisms to achieve its objective that is
to prove imperative programs.
The effect predicate states that a computation m run on the heap h will return the value
v and the heap h ′ without exception:
definition effect :: ′a Heap ⇒ heap ⇒ heap ⇒ ′a ⇒ bool where
effect m h h ′ v ←→ execute m h = Some (v, h ′)
To reason about exceptions in programs we then rely on the predicate success f h stating
that a computation f runs on the heap h without exception. It additionally ensures that the
program is not looping.
definition success :: ′a Heap ⇒ heap ⇒ bool where
success f h ←→ execute f h 6= None
An example of use for these predicates is given in Section 2.1.3.5.
2.1.3.5 Programs
We now have means to write imperative statements. To define programs, we can use the
several definition mechanisms presented in Section 2.1.2.2. However we note that termination
of recursive computation taking place in the heap will not be proved easily, making definition
of programs with fun or verification of programs with function painful. Instead, we can
use explicit partiality provided by partial_function which is compatible with the Heap
monad (through the parameter (heap)) to associate a non-terminating computation to the
error value None.
For example, we can define a function nullify that sets the value of a reference to 0 by
successively decreasing it by one:
partial-function (heap) nullify :: nat ref ⇒ unit Heap
where nullify rn = do{
n ← !rn;
(if n = 0 then return () else do { rn := n − 1 ; nullify rn })}
If we had written this function with function, we would have been unable to give any
proof of termination given that termination proofs for function are based on the decreasing
of any kind of size on its arguments (either in the case of the command termination or
through the domain predicate) and that the unique argument of the function stays the same.
Indeed, the computation occurs in the heap that is hidden by the monadic construction, and
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class Ref[A](x: A) {
var value = x
}
object Ref {
def apply[A](x: A): Ref[A] = new Ref[A](x)
def lookup[A](r: Ref[A]): A = r.value
def update[A](r: Ref[A], x: A): Unit = { r.value = x }
}
Listing 2.1: The Scala Class Ref and its Companion Object
even though it would have been possible to define it with an explicit heap as argument, hidden
afterwards behind a lemma expressed as a rewrite rule, it would have been cumbersome.
Now exceptional and non-terminating behaviors are gathered in the unique case where
the result of the monadic function is None. This one can be excluded with the success
predicate:
lemma success-nullify: success (nullify rn) h
apply (induct (Ref .get h rn) arbitrary:h)
by (subst nullify.simps, auto intro!:success-intros effect-intros)+
and we can also prove the correctness of nullify with the effect predicate:
lemma effect-nullify: effect (nullify rn) h h ′ () =⇒ Ref .get h ′ rn = 0
apply (induct (Ref .get h rn) arbitrary:h)
by (force elim!:effect-elims dest:effect-subst[OF nullify.simps])+
2.1.3.6 Code Generation
SML and OCaml Imperative_HOL adds low-level operations to Isabelle/HOL built on
the model of SML references (comparison in Section 3.5). Then code generation to SML
and OCaml – which uses the same reference model as SML – is straightforward once we
have made the correspondence of a value of type ′a Heap in Isabelle/HOL with a value of
type unit -> ’a – where ’a is the translation of ′a – in SML or OCaml. Also exceptions
are replaced with the corresponding exception mechanism of these languages.
Haskell The GHC library for Haskell defines a State-Transformer monad in the module
Control.Monad.ST as described by Peyton Jones and Wadler [120] and Launchbury and
Peyton Jones [92]. References are defined in the module Data.STRef which has similar
constructions within the State-Transformer Monad allowing an easy translation as well.
Scala Like for SML and OCaml, a correspondence can be made between the type ′a Heap
of Isabelle/HOL and the type Unit =>A of Scala.
There does not exist any strict notion of reference in Scala but a semantically equivalent
construction can be obtained from the combination of two features: Objects and mutable
attributes. The current version of Imperative_HOL defines a Ref class containing a mutable
attribute for the referenced value (Listing 2.1).
Any creation, lookup or update of references involves an indirection through this class’
apply, lookup and update methods that are the counterparts of the primitives ref, Ref .lookup
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and Ref .update. We can see this by inlining their calls and comparing them to the code that
would be expected in Figure 2.2.
let r = ref (Foo 1);
r := Foo 2;
v <- !r; foo1 v
Imperative_HOL
val r = new Ref(new Foo(1))
r.value = new Foo(2)
return r.value.foo1
Generated code approximation5
val x = new Foo(1)
x.foo1 = 2
return x.foo1
Usual effectful code
Figure 2.2: References in Imperative_HOL, the generated Scala code and the expected one
This solution is completely equivalent to SML references, but it doesn’t really fit
in the usual object-oriented developments. The Section 3.5 presents an extension to
Imperative_HOL providing object-oriented constructions allowing to remove this class.
2.2 Graph Transformations and Representations
In addition to the mathematical theory dedicated to them – in which they are usually
represented as sets of nodes and edges as it will be described in Section 2.2.1 – graphs also
serve as a primary means to encode data – and specifically relations between data – in a
way that is highly expressive and space efficient. As an entertaining example, this is also
why we use graphs in graphics in order to naturally display any kind of relation between
objects (see examples on Section 2.2) while taking advantage of two space dimensions (on
the contrary of text).
Despite the necessity of a practical representation of graphs and their transformations in
formal systems, there does not exist a single one to form a consensus. It seems this is the
case because of the wide range of applications for graphs – each of them having specific and
incompatible demands, varying from efficiency to generality and conciseness.
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(a) Example(s) of undirected graph(s)
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(b) Example(s) of directed graph(s)
Figure 2.3: Example(s) of graph(s)
We present here several formalisms dealing with graphs and transformations on them
that can be found in the literature. For each representation chosen for graphs, we study its
5Compared to effectively generated code, here, Imperative_HOL method calls are inlined and the accessor
selection .foo1 replaces a selection function call.
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practicability towards an encoding in a proof-assistant, including the compatibility of the
data structures themselves with the capacities of the proof assistants or the ease to define
and verify transformations on them.
2.2.1 A Mathematical View (Raw Pointers)
In the majority of mathematical textbooks (e. g. in books of Diestel [45, p. 2] or Bondy and
Murty [23, p. 2]), a graph is defined as an ordered pair (V,E) where V is a set of nodes (or
vertices) and E represents the edges. Depending on the different notions of graphs, several
instantiations of V and E are possible such that:
• labels can be associated to nodes and/or edges (labeled graphs);
• E can be a subset of N ×N taken to be ordered or not (directed or undirected graphs);
• E can be more generally an instance of E1 × (E1 → N ×N) (where E1 is the set of
edge identifiers) to allow multiple edges between two nodes (multi- or pseudo- graphs);
• one or more distinctive elements of V called root(s) can also be added to this tuple
(rooted graph).
When trying to formalize any information as such graphs and any computation as a
transformation on them, one quickly discover much of the time the need to define auxiliary
functions that one will use to express properties on one’s graph (such as its shape) and one’s
transformations so that the definitions are short and easily understandable. Indeed, without
doing that, one would have to always repeat the same operations: this is simply the way
mathematics are building primitive concepts with very general lemmas and theorems to
further extend them later on with strong foundations. This abstraction enables the same
functions to be applied in different contexts sharing some property, as for example any
function working on (arbitrary) graphs that could be applied specifically to trees or lists.
This view on graphs can then be considered as a basis to which every method should
refer for its definitions, so that their compatibility would be ensured.
The raw (i. e. low-level) representation of pointer structures in memory can be directly
mapped to directed graphs defined in this way. Indeed, the memory is a set of cells placed
at addresses corresponding to nodes that can contain (i. e. be associated to) other addresses
(and then called pointers). Then V is the set of addresses and E is the set of pairs formed
by the addresses of the cells and the addresses pointed to by their content in the memory.
This raw view on pointers should thus also be used as a basis. The memory – taken as a
set of addressed cells – is the standard way (at least in von-Neuman architectures) to store
information (i. e. data and computations) and is already used as a common reference each
time an information is encoded in a computer. Nevertheless, we don’t rely on them anymore
when programming in high-level languages such as Haskell, Prolog, Java or Scala where data
and functions are abstracted away from them, even though they are still used under the
hood.
Similarly to programming, reasoning on such raw pointers without any adapted tool and
starting from nothing is then like playing pick-a-stick with cooked spaghettis: you want
to know how moving one of them would affect the other ones. However, there isn’t much
static property (like the rigidity of a raw spaghetti) that you could count on to guide you to
choose where to start and how to continue any analysis, what is at the heart of algorithmics
and computer science.
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(AC1 + NAC1 +) L1 R1 (+ A1)
r1
(AC2 + NAC2 +) L2 R2 (+ A2)
r2
. . . . . . . . .
(ACn + NACn +) Ln Rn (+ An)
rn
Figure 2.4: General Representation of a (graph) rewriting system
The answer to the problem of programming with pointers within the immutable
framework (i. e. without in-place update) has been solved in functional languages by using
algebraic datatypes. One abstraction among others within themutable framework (i. e. with
in-place updates) has been proposed as the object-oriented paradigm. The preferred mean to
reason about pointer structures is still not clear and several approaches are still in conflict.
A first class of approaches – that can be called top-down – follows the evolution of
programming languages and tries to reason on high-level transformations that can then
be used to generate or specify low-level executable and hopefully efficient code satisfying
the same interesting properties. The following sections (Sections 2.2.2 to 2.2.5) discuss the
representations of graphs and graph transformations that could be used as such a high-level
representation and evaluate their practicability to the verification of transformations and
the efficiency of the programs that they would enable to generate.
A second class – working bottom-up – try to directly prove the adequacy of imperative
programs manipulating pointer structures with their specifications. This class is discussed
in Section 2.3.
2.2.2 Graph Rewriting Systems
Graph Rewriting Systems (GRS) or Graph Grammars are the common denominations of
rule-based definitions of graph transformations such as the one presented in Figure 2.4.
As an extension of Term Rewriting Systems (TRS) to graphs (thus called term-graphs,
especially when the graphs are rooted), each rewriting rule ri of such a system describes
the replacement of a subgraph matching the graph pattern Li in a host-graph G by another
graph Ri. Depending on the considered GRS, the rules can be extended to take into account
application or non-application conditions ACi and NACi, and actions Ai can also be attached
to Ri to finely tune the context update of the rules, for example to redirect external pointers,
as an explicit specification of the commonly called embedding mechanism of the rewrite
system.
In order to obtain a non-ambiguous (i. e. deterministic) transformation, the rules and
their order of application – whose choice algorithm is called a strategy – can verify certain
properties to ensure the system to be confluent (i. e. satisfying the Church-Rosser property)
and normalizing.
2.2.2.1 Implementation
GRSs are a very general mean to define graph transformations, however they then suffer
from this generality: In addition to the confluence problems studied in a large literature
[17, 55, 71], one of the major limitations is the need to find a match of a pattern in a graph
which is proved to be NP-complete in the general case. Even though fine analyses and
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restrictions on the rules or on the graphs – such as the addition of labels or the use of rooted
graphs – allow to obtain relatively good efficiency, these constraints seem to be too much
limitative to really bring an additional value over functional programming languages.
Indeed restrictive and efficient implementations actually closely resemble traditional
functional programming languages as illustrated by Plasmeijer and van Eekelen [123, chapter
5] who explain that the theories behind the implementations of functional languages are closer
to GRSs than to λ-calculus, by allowing the formalization of subtrees sharing. Moreover,
the same observation lead Barendregt et al. to develop the Lean language [10] – allowing
in-place transformations – and Brus et al. to develop the Clean functional language [29],
both based on the same core modeled upon graph rewriting and graph reductions. It is
interesting to note that a functional language based on this formalism is so close to a lazy
functional language such as Haskell based on λ-calculus. For example, the representation
of lazy-terms in Haskell using sharing and cycles behind the scene corresponds directly to
term-graphs.
2.2.2.2 A Notation for Term-Graphs
According to Barendregt et al. [9], a term-graph (over F ) is a rooted labelled (and directed)
graph, where a labelled graph is defined as a triple (N, lab, succ) of a set of nodes N and
2 functions lab : N → F and succ : N → N∗ associating respectively nodes to labels and
successors. A linear notation with identifiers allowing to express sharing and cycles can be
defined for them:
Definition 2.1 (Linear notation for term-graphs). A term-graph is a non-empty set of
nodes where a node is either defined (i. e. represented by its label and successors) and
optionally named (i. e. associated to a name, exactly once for each identifier occurring
in the graph) or referenced (i. e. referencing a node defined elsewhere). This description
leads to the following grammar:
graph ≡ node | node + graph
node ≡ A(node, ...,node) | identifier : A(node, ...,node) | identifier
Example 2.3. With this linear notation for term-graphs we can write down:
• the cyclic lists of Figure 1.1 (Chapter 1) with functions ⊥ and N(_,_) representing
respectively null and non-null nodes:
p : ⊥ p : N(0, p) p : N(0, N(1, p)) p : N(0, N(2, N(1, p)))
• the graph(s) in Figure 2.3b:
a : A(B(C,D(a))) (+) o : O(o) (+) E(F (g, h), g : G(h), h : H(g))
This notation for graphs is obviously tree-shaped with sharing and cycles obtained
with extra-references to already defined nodes. A clear advantage of this representation is
the direct access to the successors of a node and the practicability to define patterns and
structural transformations. As we already sketched in Chapter 1 and as we will further see
in Chapter 4, this will be the representation for graphs we will use.
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Figure 2.5: The Diagrams of the principal categorical approaches
2.2.2.3 Semantics and Reasoning
Several approaches are used to define and study GRSs. These approaches can be classified
from the most abstract to the most concrete as Algebraic, Equational or Operational.
Algebraic with the Category Theory These approaches are based on pushouts and
pullbacks constructions as in the so-called Double Pushout (DPo) [56], Single Pushout
(SPo) [100] or Pullback (SPb) [13] approaches. Some variants have also appeared to alleviate
their limitations like for example the Sesqui Pushout (SqPo) [39], the Double Pushout
Pullback (DPoPb) [126], the Heterogeneous Pushout (HPo) [53] or the Polarized Sequi-
Pushout (PSqPo) [54].
These approaches see graphs as objects of certain categories and interpret rewrite rules as
morphisms between these objects. The result of the application of a rewrite rule to a graph
G is built with a categorical construction. For example Figure 2.5a shows the application
of the rule L −→ R to the graph G, resulting in the graph H, where H is constructed
from the pattern graph L, the resulting subgraph R and the graph K – composed from the
edges and nodes that are contained in both L and R and are thus left unmodified during
the transformation. The construction is possible if and only if there exists a morphism
(a matching) m, a graph D and graph morphisms d, m′, l′ and r′ such that the left and
right squares (LGDK and RHDK) are pushouts. Figure 2.5b shows the diagram for the
construction of a single pushout.
From this abstract point of view, the concrete graphs disappear to make way to their
algebraic structure, and general proofs such as confluence or termination are easier to obtain.
However, the construction of the resulting graph H is contingent upon the existence of limits
or colimits, and in spite of some work on computational category theory [129], the efficiency
of such approaches is still a major limitation.
Equational Such approaches [4, 17] represent graphs as systems of (possibly recursive)
equations where each equation associates a constant (a name) to a term-graph. Hence a
“graph” corresponds to the class of the data structure verifying these equations. The rewrite
rules are expressed as equational transformations.
Example 2.4. By an equational representation, we write down:
• the cyclic lists of Figure 1.1 (Chapter 1):
{
p = ⊥
{
p = N(0, p)
{
p = N(0, p1)
p1 = N(1, p)

p = N(0, p2)
p2 = N(2, p1)
p1 = N(1, p)
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Of course, by replacing non-shared variables (i. e. variables occurring at most once
in the right-hand side of equations) by their values, the last two equations can be
simplified:{
p = N(0, N(1, p))
{
p = N(0, N(2, N(1, p)))
• the graph(s) in Figure 2.3b:
a = A(b)
b = B(c, d)
c = C
d = D(a)
{
o = O(o)

e = E(f, g, h)
f = F (g, h)
g = G(h)
h = H(g)
By comparing example 2.3 and the simplified forms of example 2.4, we notice the syntactic
representations are very close from each other (“:” versus “=”). Indeed these representations
both reveal an attempt to minimize their size. They write each node only once, and associate
names to them through identification to enable further references. At the same time, they
preserve the forward navigability through their ability to nest nodes to directly get access to
successors.
This view on graphs allows to easily replace a reference by its value as well as to inversely
extract a node to create a new reference for it that could be shared. However, they do
not seem to exist any mechanization that take advantage of this formalism to verify graph
transformations. Moreover, even though this kind of reasoning works well with “pencil
and paper”, it is hard to imagine how we could shallowly represent a system of equations
in a proof-assistant in a way that it would benefit from the so-cited advantages. Indeed,
taking advantage of the representation would also mean to keep the equalities so that we
could effectively rewrite the variables, i. e. that they would effectively be equal to the terms.
Without this property, the system would be strictly equivalent to the representation of a
graph as named nodes and successors of Section 2.2.1
Operational (or Algorithmic) This approach sees GRS as programs on pointer struc-
tures. The first description of Term-graphs (as rooted graph) is due to Barendregt et al. in [9].
In this paper, they define the application of a rewrite rule to a graph and the construction
of the resulting graph by an algorithm in three steps called build phase, redirection phase
and garbage collection phase. The first phase builds a new graph by the application of the
rewrite rule to a matched subgraph, then the second phase replaces all the references to the
root of the matched graph by a reference to the root of the new graph, and the third phase
removes any node that is not reachable from the root of the complete graph.
For example, Balbiani et al. [5] define a dynamic logic6 (cf. Harel et al. [68]) based on
sequences of actions modifying graphs. Properties have to be expressed by encapsulation of
modal connectives containing actions where quantification on nodes is done with the help
of the universal action U (read “go anywhere”). No example or method on how to prove
properties on concrete graph transformations using this logic are provided such that it is
still unclear if this one would be practically applicable. They also show that the logic is
6i. e. a classical logic extended with modal quantifiers to express dynamic properties such as the satisfaction
of a formulae after a given action
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undecidable in general – given its expressiveness – but identify a first decidable fragment
(without update) and plan to find more such that this logic could be applicable to the
verification of programs manipulating pointers.
2.2.2.4 Addressed Term Rewriting Systems
Contrary to other approaches on GRS that try to formalize GRS themselves in such a way
that they would be as practical as Term Rewriting Systems, Dougherty et al. [50, 51, 91]
directly work on TRS in which terms are adorned with addresses such that subterms can
be referenced from others. Consequently, the subterms can now be shared and cycles can
be formed to obtain graphs. Within this framework providing Addressed Term Rewriting
Systems (ATRS), most of the properties enjoyed by TRS are still available such as the
possibility to reason by induction, while the capacity of expressing mutable transformations
is also obtained.
Concretely, the graphs to be represented have to be directed and rooted. The first step
is to associate a unique address to each node that will allow to reference them. A cycle in
the graph is replaced by a redirection pointer containing the address of the node starting
the cycle. The result of this transformation is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). A tree is
then obtained from this DAG by replacing the shared subtrees by as many copies as the
subtrees are referenced. The sharing of trees is not lost thanks to the addresses occurring in
the nodes.
From this informal algorithm, we show there is an injective homomorphism from rooted
directed graphs to Addressed Terms. However, it is not bijective unless it can be ensured
that two subterms with the same address are equivalent. A term satisfying this property is
called admissible, and there is an isomorphism between Admissible Addressed Terms and
rooted directed graphs.
Example 2.5. We write some examples of Addressed Terms. We add the addresses as
exponents of the terms – such that T a(t1, t2) represents the term T at the address a and
with labels t1 and t2. A redirection pointer (used for cycles) is noted •a where a is the
address of the node it stands for.
• The cyclic lists of Figure 1.1 (Chapter 1):
⊥p Np(0, •p) Np(0, Np1(1, •p)) Np(0, Np2(2, Np1(1, •p)))
• The graph(s) in Figure 2.3b:
Aa(Bb(Cc, Dd(•a))) Oo(•o) Ee
F f
Gg
Hh
•g
Hh
Gg
•h
Gg
Hh
•g
Hh
Gg
•h
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2.2.2.5 Synthesis
GRS account for a wide range of formal descriptions and tools, and are adapted to most of
the needed transformations on graphs. However the practical use of the tools available for
GRS – and more or less following the theory – was already brought into question in 1994
by Blostein et al. [21] and in spite of their improvements and the development of new ones
[6, 136] there still does not seem to be concrete application for them and this paper still
seems accurate nowadays.
2.2.3 Inductive Extensible Adjacency List
Proposed as an extension of the purely functional7 data structures from Okasaki [117], Erwig
[57] presents an inductive (and purely functional) representation of graphs that can be seen
as a list of nodes associated to some (or all) of their incoming and outgoing edges – that are
called its context. This list is constructed in such a way that each edge is not duplicated –
i. e. placed with only one of its end nodes (incidentally the one coming first in the list, which
allows to obtain the first node directly with its entire context).
This representation is not intended to be the data structure eventually manipulated.
Instead, it serves as an abstraction of a purely functional graph module with several primitives
– such as addition of a node (addition of a node n in a graph G is noted n&G and seen
as the constructor inserting a node in the list of the abstract level), arbitrary or named
removal of a node (with several forms of pattern matching) – that can be used to define
generic algorithms that would work for several implementations.
Example 2.6. We write down this representation of some graphs with arbitrary orders for
nodes and without labels for edges.
• The cyclic lists of Figure 1.1 (Chapter 1):
Empty
([], p,N(0), [p])
([p1], p,N(0), [p1]) &([], p1, N(1), []) or ([p], p1, N(1), [p]) &([], p,N(0), [])
([p1], p2, N(2), [p]) &([p], p1, N(1), []) &([], p,N(0), [])
or ([p2], p,N(0), [p1]) &([], p1, N(1), [p2]) &([], p2, N(2), [])
• The graph(s) in Figure 2.3b:
([d], a, A, [b]) &([], b, B, [c, d]) &([], c, C, []) &([], d,D, [])
([], o, O, [o])
([], e, E, [f, g, h]) &([], f, F, [g, h]) &([h], g,G, [h]) &([], h,H, [])
or ([e, f, g], h,H, [g]) &([e], f, F, [g]) &([e], g,G, []) &([], e, E, [])
On the reasoning level. This representation can be seen as a practical implementation
of the mathematical representation. It does not take advantage of the structural properties
of the several lists involved to directly access the connected nodes. Indeed, the forward and
backward navigation in the graph is either done in an arbitrary order on nodes (the list
7We call purely functional data structure a structure that – within a given language – can not be
destructively modified, also called persistent. A purely functional language is a language that satisfies the
referential transparency – meaning that an expression can be replaced by its value without changing the
behaviour of the program. Examples of such languages are Haskell and Clean.
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order) with an operation called &-match, or by using the match function (noted &v-match)
that allows to retrieve and extract a node (and its complete context) from a graph by its
name v.
In this paper [57] a proof is done by induction on the list structure but it is not clear if
this proof schema could be largely applied to other algorithms. Moreover, as the navigation
in the graph is not so easy, it would be certainly more difficult to write the properties such
as the invariants wished for an algorithm.
On the implementation level. Even though the function match is not efficient on the
abstract inductive data structure as it requires to traverse the list and update all the contexts
before the node, it can be made to be O(1) with a version-tree and imperative arrays and
O(n logn) (where n is the number of nodes in the graph) with functional arrays implemented
as binary search trees.
However the version-tree implementation does not fit well in the purely functional model
of Haskell and would break the refinement relation, in addition to demand some space
overhead and a maximal size for the graphs. Moreover, even though the more natural
implementation with binary trees is said to be relatively efficient in practice, it does not
really compete in efficiency with complete imperative solutions – which is understandable
given the additional constraint that this functional implementation is intended to be fully
persistent.
Even if obtaining fully persistent data structures is not our current focus, it would
certainly be interesting to see if this solution could be adapted to fit into a proof assistant.
However some work would be necessary to adapt it in a way that would make the functions
&, &-match and &v-match to work like a datatype constructor and two patterns for it.
2.2.4 Trees and Paths
While it is possible to see a graph as a subset of nodes and edges, or to see a graph datatype
as a restriction of a more general graph, it is also possible to see it as an extension of a
tree. Indeed, any rooted directed connected graph can be decomposed into a spanning tree
– i. e. a tree containing all the nodes of the graph – and additional edges recovering the
missing graph connections. Moreover this approach seems to even be better suited to graphs
that exhibit this natural decomposition. Considering a large number of representations,
tools and results already exist for trees, the major decision of this approach is to choose
the representation of the additional edges. We have already presented such an approach in
Section 2.2.2.4 about Addressed Terms and where the additional edges were represented as
addresses, like in the Context Logic [34]. The approaches described here chose to represent
them by paths within the tree.
The language extension TOM [107] that provides a mean to define Term Rewriting
Systems – where terms are abstract syntax trees – in Java has been extended by Balland
and Moreau [7] in order to also deal with GRS. This extension has enforced the addition
of the missing edges as first-order objects into trees to ensure the compatibility with the
previous version. These edges had then to be able to reference another tree, and the chosen
solution has been to represent them as paths, i. e. as a sequence of steps following the edges
up and down in the tree. The path is relative to the node instead of being absolute as
this would make the representation context-dependent. This relative path then looks like
a generalization of the De-Bruijn indexes. An example of this representation is given in
example 2.7. Even though this approach allows to represent graphs in a practical way, the
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use of paths to represent additional edges demands the update of all the paths traversing
each updated edge, which is not consistent with the view we could like to have on pointers.
Example 2.7. With a similar use of the notation of example 2.6, we write •p1 for a
redirection pointer that follows the path p1. A path is composed of steps written as signed
integers where the absolute part denotes the position of the subterm and the sign denotes
the sense of the move. For example, in A(B(•−1.2.1, C(D))), −1 is a move towards the root
to B (where •−1.2.1 is placed in first position in B), 2 is a move towards the leaves in the
second subterm of B that is C(D) and 1 is finally a move to D.
• The cyclic lists of Figure 1.1 (Chapter 1):
p = ⊥ p = N(0, •−2) p = N(0, N(1, •−2.−2))
p = N(0, N(2, N(1, •−2.−2.−2)))
• The graphs in Figure 2.3b:
a = A(B(C,D(•−1.−2.−1))) o = O(•−1)
e = E(F (•−1.−1.2, •−2.−1.3), G(•−1.−2.3), H(•−1.−3.2))
e = E(F (G(•−1.−2.3), H(•−1.−2.1)), •−2.1.1, •−2.1.2)
Klarlund and Schwartzbach [81] follows a similar approach in the logical frame of their
definition of Graph Types. A Graph Type is built from a backbone datatype whose fields
can contain additional pointers depending functionally on this backbone. The target of the
additional pointers is statically fixed (at the type level) by a path expressed as a regular
expression on field names traversed upwards or downwards in the tree. The shape of the
graph typable with this formalism is then constrained in a way that the pointers cannot add
any information to the tree and such that dereferencing one could always be replaced by a
function computing its target from the underlying tree (at the expense of its execution time
and memory consumption). These Graph-Types are used in PALE Møller and Schwartzbach
[109] that uses the Monadic Second Order (MSO) Logic.
The logic MSO8 has been proven to enable the expression of a large class of decidable
graph properties (cf. Courcelle [40], Courcelle and Engelfriet [41]). The theoretical complexity
of the decidability of a formulae over tree-shaped graphs expressed in MSO is fixed-parameter
linear (with a potentially big constant depending on the tree-width of the graph) even though
it is non-elementary for general graphs, quickly leading to huge time and space consumption
with relatively small formulas or graphs. As a result of the decidability, the validity of
formulas over linear and inductive structures can be computed by an automaton as done by
the MONA tool (cf. Henriksen et al. [73]). This is MONA that PALE uses as a prover to
automatically verify specifications of imperative programs manipulating pointers.
2.2.5 Infinite Trees through Coinduction
Picard [121] describes a representation of graphs based on coinductive data structures.
Coinductive data structures are the dual of inductive data structures (described in the
particular case of Isabelle’s datatypes in Section 2.1.2.1), and are then defined with the help
of the greatest fixpoint instead of the smallest. As such, they allow to construct possibly
infinite data structures with definitions similar to the ones of inductive datatypes. In this
representation, they are taken to be infinite unwindings of graphs.
8that is similar to the Second Order Logic with second-order quantification restrained to sets.
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Example 2.8. To draw such coinductive representation of graphs, we use the (infinite) tree
that would be constructed by traversing the coinductive structure in a breadth-first way.
This corresponds to the external view we could have on the datastructure. We draw at least
one repetition of a node in a path from the root before using “. . . ” to indicate that the
structure would infinitely repeat itself. We draw:
• the cyclic lists of Figure 1.1 (Chapter 1):
⊥p
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .p
0 1 0 1 0 1 . . .p
0 2 1 0 2 1 . . .p
• the graph(s) in Figure 2.3b:
A B
C
D A B
C
D . . .
O O O . . .
E
F
G H . . .
H G . . .
G H G . . .
H G H . . .
Coinductive data structures allow for an excellent management of forward navigation
in the graphs, which is identical to the navigation in an inductive datatype with pattern-
matching. Moreover it is also possible to implement such a solution efficiently in languages
featuring lazy evaluation – for example in Haskell in which all datatypes can be considered
to be coinductive.
Clean is also a good example of lazy language. Interestingly, this one is based on GRS
(cf. Section 2.2.2) and finally provide graphs entirely equivalent to coinductive data structures.
Its framework provides the proof assistant Sparkle [105] dedicated to Clean and in which
proofs on lazy data structures are done either by induction (under some conditions) or
coinduction.
However, beyond the problems encountered due to the introduction of coinductive data
structures in a general purpose proof-assistant – and for which a work from Traytel et al.
[139] could provide a solution – it seems difficult to define transformations such as the
insertion or the removal of a node in a cycle of a graph represented in such a way. By taking
the example of the insertion of an element in a cyclic list represented as an infinite list, it
would indeed be necessary to define a new infinite list in which this node would be inserted
each time the list would be traversed by the “length” of its cycle (i. e. the number of nodes
it contains).
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2.2.6 In Short
To synthesize this Section 2.2:
Section 2.2.1 Raw pointers are too much general to be dealt with easily and the complexity
to reason about them directly is high. Some existing methods are presented in
Sections 2.3 and 2.3.3.
Section 2.2.2 In general, Graph Rewriting Systems are too abstract to allow efficient
execution while there is no large concrete example of proofs of graph transformations
with GRS. More specifically:
• Categorical approaches do not provide a mean to efficiently construct the graphs
they prove to exist,
• Equational approaches do not seem to well account for an embedding in a proof
assistant,
• Algorithmic approaches are too low-level and come too close to the raw represen-
tation and its inherent complexity (Section 2.2.1)
A good compromise could be Addressed Term Rewriting that embody graphs in the
well-known framework of Term Rewriting Systems, if the duplication of subtrees is not
an obstacle.
Section 2.2.3 The solution of representing a graph by an inductive and extensible list of
adjacency is practical but the implementation then has to be purely functional.
Section 2.2.4 Representing a graph as a spanning tree with additional edges described
by paths within this tree enables the graph to not be context-dependent. However, a
path does not abstract a pointer in all cases.
Section 2.2.5 Coinduction enables a representation of graphs as infinite trees, however, it
seems difficult to modify any node on a cycle of such a representation.
The representation for pointer structures that we present in Chapter 4 could be seen as
a formal implementation of a practical variant of Addressed Terms.
2.3 Program Correctness
A program is said to be correct when its semantics satisfy a specification, often expressed
as a relation between the inputs and the outputs of this program. Given that with such a
definition, any relation written in any language (that we could hope to be formal) such as a
more complex program could serve as a specification, we should also note that a specification
is intended to be non-ambiguous (i. e. written in a language with a precise definition), and
is intended to be simpler than the program itself.
The most successful approach to prove the correctness of programs has certainly been the
one described by Hoare and thus known as Hoare logic. This one is described in Section 2.3.1
and will serve as a basis to the description in Section 2.3.2 of an extension to simplify
reasoning about pointers: separation logic. These program semantics and others have been
used to develop theories and tools on program verification, that are surveyed in Section 2.3.3.
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In the context of house-building, program verification would be the analogous of building
a house only knowing that it should remain standing and then model it with a plan to
effectively deduct it will be the case. An other approach would be to first writing down the
plan so that the house would remain standing to finally build it up by strictly following the
plan. Even though the result is the same, some time has been lost in the first approach to
conceive the house twice: one time to build it and another to model it. However, by a direct
confrontation to the reality, some problems such as an unstable ground could have been
discovered early in the first approach while the plan would have had to be updated in the
second one. The first approach also applies to houses that are already constructed and for
which such an analysis is needed.
The second approach corresponds to refinement that is presented in Section 2.3.4. In a
wonderful world where houses could be built automatically from plans, the second approach
would be safe code generation described in Section 2.3.5.
2.3.1 Hoare Logic
Notations The rules presented in this section use some notations:
• variables written in italics are the logical interpretations of their homonym program
variables or expressions with respect to the memory model chosen within this logic. In
this case, variables are interpreted by their value in the store and expressions have a
natural interpretation combining these values.
• freeP is the set of free variables in P
• modifies S is the set of variables which points to a content modified by S
• P [e← x] is the result of the substitution of all occurrences of x in P by e.
• [r] denotes an access to the cell pointed by R, such that x := [r] assigns the value at
address r to x and [r] := x puts the value x at address r.
Overview The Hoare (or Floyd-Hoare) logic is a formal system introduced within computer
science in 1969 by Hoare [74] and that allows to prove a program follows a specification. An
atom of this logic is expressed as a triple (called Hoare triple) usually written {P} S {Q}9
where S is a statement and P and Q are predicates of some underlying logic (standard
being first order logic) respectively denoting a pre-condition and a post-condition of S.
{P} S {Q} means that if the hypothesis P holds in a memory M and that S terminates on
M (i. e. effectively does not loop forever and does not raise an exception) then Q holds in
the memory M ′ resulting from the execution of the statement S on M . This definition is
thus dedicated to partial correctness – i. e. termination is not taken into account – even
though the total correctness can also be granted by this logic provided that the rules are
changed accordingly10.
Derivations in this logic are obtained from both kinds of rules and axioms. The rules of
the first kind called structural rules are defined to link the underlying logic and the triples of
the Hoare logic, as can be seen in Figure 2.6. The axioms and rules of the second kind are
9Even though in the original publication [74], it was noted P{S}Q, which could denote a different point
of view, as Hoare was embedding statements in proofs while we now usually embed logical annotations in
programs.
10In the case of total correctness, the usual notation is [P ] S [Q].
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defined specifically for the programming language and then stands for its semantics. As an
example, the axiomatic semantics of a small imperative language can be found in Figure 2.7.
P ′ −→ P {P} S {Q} Q −→ Q′
{P ′} S {Q′} weaken
{P} S {Q} {P ′} S {Q′}
{P ∧ P ′} S {Q ∧Q′} conj
{P} S {Q} {P ′} S {Q′}
{P ∨ P ′} S {Q ∨Q′} disj
{P} S {Q} v /∈ free S
{∃v.P} S {∃v.Q} exists
{P} S {Q} v /∈ free S
{∀v.P} S {∀v.Q} forall
{P} S {Q} modifies S ∩ freeR = ∅
{P ∧R} S {Q ∧R} constancy
Figure 2.6: Structural rules of the first-order Hoare logic
{P} skip {P} skip
{P [e← x]} x := e {P} assign
{P} S {Q} {Q} S’ {R}
{P} S; S’ {R} seq
{e ∧ P} S {Q} {¬e ∧ P} S’ {Q}
{P} if(e) S else S’ {Q} if
{I ∧ e} S {I}
{I} while(e) S {I ∧ ¬e} while
Figure 2.7: Axiomatic Semantics of a small imperative language within the Hoare logic.
This logic can be considered to be the standard way to prove imperative programs.
Automatic tools more or less based on a Hoare logic (for example PALE [109], Dafny [94],
jStar [48]) usually compute the weakest pre-condition P ′ from the post-condition Q –
procedure originally described by Dijkstra [46] – in order to finally easily verify that P ′ is
derivable from the pre-condition P within the underlying logic. Given this computation is
not possible in general, the program has to contain additional logical annotations denoting
intermediate properties holding at the point of insertion in the program, which is especially
true for the loop invariants necessary to the while constructs (I in the while rule in
Figure 2.7).
Limitations Nevertheless the Hoare logics built on standard logics do not cope well with
programs juggling with heap-allocated structures, thus containing pointers. The Hoare logic
was a first major step to the local reasoning. Indeed, programs abstract their stores through
the use of variables standing for abstract addresses that are preserved in the Hoare logic by
a shallow embedding of these variables as shown in the assign rule of Figure 2.7. In the
meanwhile, the heap had still to be deeply represented in the underlying logic as more or
less fine grained arrays [75, 84, 112]. Indeed, the most important problem is aliasing that
can occur between several pointers such that a cell is modifiable from several paths rooted
in variables. Formally, this appears first as a constant need to compare the references to
ensure that any modification to one of them does not affect the others and the properties
already holding for them. The separation logic presented in the next section tackles this
problem in the continuation of the ideas embodied by the Hoare logic.
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2.3.2 Separation Logic
The key concept of this logic is to provide a novel logical operation called separating
conjunction and noted ∗ to implicitly state that several properties are valid for distinct parts
of the heap. As an example, p1 ∗ p2 states that the heap can be split into two disjoint
heaps h1 and h2 such that p1 holds in h1 and p2 holds in h2. This allows to easily compose
the specifications of functions operating on disjoint data structures in the heap in the same
way as functions and modules are easily composed in programming languages thanks to the
separation of name-spaces by the creation of contexts. This principle is called local reasoning
and allow the methods using it to naturally scale up. This key property of local reasoning is
well pictured by the frame rule in Figure 2.8.
Overview More formally, the separation logic is a Hoare logic built upon the logic of
bunched implications (BI) [115] which sticks a linear (multiplicative) logic11 and an other
(additive) logic together, this second logic being for example intuitionistic [116], classical [78]
or higher-order [19]. This results in a logic where multiplicative propositions stand for
resources that can be shared through additive operators. In the setting of imperative
programs manipulating pointers, these resources are taken to be the cells provided by the
heap, which is thus split into a multitude of partial heaps or heaplets.
{P} S {Q} modifies S ∩ freeR = ∅
{P ∗R} S {Q ∗R} frame
Figure 2.8: The Frame rule
In the context of the separation logic, the structural rules of Figure 2.6 still hold excepted
for the constancy rule that is replaced by the frame rule (Figure 2.8). It should be
noted the frame rule is not sound for every programming language semantics. A sufficient
condition of soundness is that any statement S should be specified in a way that it only
modifies or depends on the cells appearing in its precondition or does not correctly terminate
otherwise. This is not surprising if we consider that the presence of a cell in the precondition
means it is allocated. In this case, this condition means that the programming language
should not allow to read or update unallocated cells while terminating correctly and that no
statement should be able to decide whether a cell is allocated or not, which seems reasonable.
The language and the semantics of Figure 2.7 can be extended to account for heap-related
constructs with the separation logic as shown in Figure 2.9.
{emp} r := alloc() {∃x. r 7→ x} alloc {∃x. r 7→ x} dispose(r) {emp} dispose
{r 7→ x} [r] := y {r 7→ y} mutate
Figure 2.9: Axiomatic Semantics of heap related constructs extending Figure 2.7 and using
separation logic
In separation logic, invariant properties of data structures are commonly expressed
by inductive predicates. These predicates include the separation directly in their recur-
11A linear logic is a substructural logic denying the weakening and contraction rules and is used for example
to define linear type systems [149]
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sive definitions which makes them hardly reusable for similar but differently shared data
structures.
Applications There is a rapidly growing literature on separation logic. It was for example
used in some proofs of programs large enough to demonstrate its practicability [101, 138, 152],
abstracted [35], extended with fractional and counting permissions [25] (for the verification
of concurrent programs), or defined upon a higher-order logic [19] (to express richer speci-
fications). This logic also inspired the apparition of spatial logics taking advantage of its
concept of separation such as the Context Logic [34] or its variant Segment Logic [60] where
trees can be decomposed into partial trees with holes, giving rise to separating connectors
on a structural level, in the same way as what we propose.
One of the earliest case studies using it is a proof of the Schorr-Waite algorithm (cf. Chap-
ter 5) by Yang [152]. The proof is not mechanized (on the contrary of ours), but the author
has later taken up the example [93] to apply a grammar-based shape analysis (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3.3.1 with summarizing nodes being non-terminal symbols of a grammar expressing
the summarized shape such as a tree).
The first tool to have been developed was Smallfoot [15] followed by several others such
as jStar [48], Verifast [79] or Predator [52]. Separation logics have also been implemented
in proof assistants [140, 141] and notably in Coq through the YNot library [110] which
represents specifications as dependent types and imperative programs as monads (similarly
to Imperative_HOL presented in Section 2.1.3). YNot has been used for example in [101] to
verify programs manipulating complex data structures such as B+ trees. In this approach,
the function definitions and their types and proofs are intertwined in a complex way that
makes difficult to finally directly see what is obtained even though we are convinced it is
correct.
2.3.3 Program Verification
Program verification is the process of checking the correctness of the program once it has
been written. In opposition to refinements (following Section 2.3.4) and safe code generation
(following Section 2.3.5), the specification is written after or in the same time as the program
and the verification task is run afterwards. Its advantage is its ability to be progressively
applied to existing developments, while the amount of work to carry out is usually greater
than if it was done with refinements or safe code generation right from the beginning.
In this method the view is centered on the final program. The verification tools and
methods are often built around the language to provide a pragmatic solution to introduce
formal methods in software development. As such, they do not impose a radical departure
and can accurately take care of the language specificities to provide tools that fit well in the
language ecosystem:
• they can use the language syntax and concepts for the specification so that the user
doesn’t need to learn different ones
• they can be specialized to handle the specific features of the language that would be
hard to model in the general case
There is now a large range of verification tools for imperative and object-oriented
(OO) languages. Most of them have in common that they operate on source code of a
particular programming language like C or Java, annotated with pre- and post-conditions
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Tool Code Lang. Specific Features/Spec Lang.
Chalice [95] Chalice First-order logic with SMT solvers; Concurrency
through fractional permissions
Dafny [94] Dafny Automatic verification of a specific OO language
compiled to .NET; Algebraic datatypes
ESC/Java2 [38] Java/JML Automatic detection of common run-time errors;
Several backend provers
Frama-C [144] C/ACSL Plugin-based framework (Why3 through Jessie, Ab-
stract interpretation through Value Analysis, ...)
jStar [48] Java/jStar separation logic for OO programs; Loop invariant
computation by abstract interpretation
KeY [14] Java/JML* Dynamic Logic; OCL constraints; Well integrated
with UML
KIV [8] KIV, Java Higher-order, dynamic or temporal logic; Refinement
oriented
Predator [52] C separation logic; Automatic check of generic errors;
GCC-plugin
Spec# [11] C#/Spec# Verification by Boogie; Powerful verification of OO
invariants
Verifast [79] C, Java separation logic; Counting permissions; Algebraic
datatypes; Lemma functions; IDE
VCC [37] Anotated C Low-level C; Concurrency; Global and local invari-
ants for state and threads
Why3 [22] C, Java/JML Framework with front-ends (Krakatoa, Frama-C)
and numerous back-end provers (Interactive or auto-
matic)
Table 2.2: Mostly Automatic Tools for the Verification of Programs
and invariants, following the methodology described in the previous Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
This combination of code and properties is then fed to a verification condition generator
which extracts proof obligations that can be discharged by provers offering various degrees of
automation. We split the methods into two categories depending on this criteria: Automatic
or almost automatic (Section 2.3.3.1) and interactive (Section 2.3.3.2).
2.3.3.1 Automatic Verification
Automatic verification has been enabled by the use of (semi-)decidable logics such as propo-
sitional or first-order logic and extensions (like MSO, already mentioned in Section 2.2.4).
This choice reduced the expressivity of assertions about the programs, however the missing
expressivity is progressively replaced by specialized procedures and finely tuned extensions
under the name of SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) solvers (whose original ideas can for
example go back to [132]). This power is for instance exploited by Z3 [44] which extends a
first order logic with – among others – linear arithmetic and bit-vectors decision procedures.
A sketch of mostly automatic tools is given in table 2.2.
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Abstract Interpretation (AI) has been defined by Cousot and Cousot [43] and is
intended to formalize the notion of program verification. It defines the notion of abstract
semantics as a program semantics abstracting from the details that are not valuable in the
context of the specification. For example, we are usually more interested in the properties
satisfied by the result of a computation than by the time or memory usage, including precise
timestamps of function calls or locations of data in the heap (even though it could be critical
in some contexts). Its principle is to abstract the program semantics (and usually the data
it manipulates) in order to deduce properties on it. It can for example formalize the Hoare
logic where data is abstracted by the set of reachable states represented by a predicate on
variables of the store at each point in the program.
Example 2.9. An example abstraction of an integer is its sign belonging to the abstract
domain Z˜ = {(+), (−), (±)}. This abstraction allows to deduce the sign of −21 × 42 by
abstracting −21 by (−), 42 by (+) and the × operator by a simpler operator ×˜ defined on
Z˜. Given that (−)×˜(+) = (−), we know that −21 × 42 is abstracted by (−) and is thus
negative. However, it is not possible to deduce the sign of −21 + 42 since the abstraction +˜
of + would give: (−)+˜(+) = (±).
With abstraction and concretization functions α and γ, the best abstraction ×˜ of × is
defined by x×˜y = α(γ(x)× γ(y)).
From the generality of AI, we obtain powerful tools such as Galois connections that
provide a methodology to effectively design abstract interpreters [42]. Abstract Interpretation
has for example been successfully used to design the static analyser Astrée [102] being now
heavily used in industry.
The tools based on AI are ordinarily automatic, given that the level of abstraction is
well managed to obtain verification systems that are sound (issuing all possible errors) and
efficient while being sufficiently precise to avoid false alarms. Moreover, it is easy to design
automatic tools dedicated to specific tasks such as detection of runtime exceptions, numerical
analysis or pointer aliasing.
An analysis of pointer aliasing based on AI is called shape analysis. In order to
translate the state of the concrete semantics in such an analysis, summarizing values are
introduced in the abstract state to gather the values of the concrete state being member
of the same equivalence class (given by the predicates to verify). For example, TVLA [97]
implements such an analysis and is able to automatically translate an operational semantics
to an abstract semantics. The abstract and concrete states are respectively described by a
2-valued logic – where predicate values can be True or False – and a 3-valued logic – with an
additional third value Unknown. This third value is used to describe the predicates involving
summarizing individuals.
This embedding allows an efficient computation about possibly unbounded data structures
condensed into bounded abstract values. It works well in practice as this structure essentially
splits the heap into several parts of equivalent values related if necessary by pointers which
allows to deduce reachability properties.
2.3.3.2 Interactive Verification
In opposition to these tools aiming for mostly automatic proofs with the necessary restrictions
on the logic used for the assertions, other approaches formalize the programming languages
and associated packages in proof assistants, enjoying the well-tried soundness and the deep
mathematical results they provide.
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For example, Schirmer [130] formalized in Isabelle/HOL the semantics of an abstract
imperative language called Simpl intended to be the target of translations from existing
imperative programs such as a type-safe subset C0 of the C programming language. The
verification is managed though Hoare triples that are converted into verification conditions
by Isabelle tactics. The heap is represented as a split heap where one heap is associated to
each field of the defined records.
Concerning Coq, Charguéraud [36] developed CFML (a Characteristic Formula generator
for ML) to represent and verify ML programs with references. CFML encodes ML programs
to so called characteristic formulae, as a logical representation of proportional size compared
to the program. This theory demonstrated its relative efficiency by the proofs performed
with it about a large number of programs such as those described by Okasaki [117].
Why3 [22] described previously also include the possibility to export verification conditions
to the interactive back-end provers Coq and PVS [119].
Haskabelle [128] allows to import Haskell code into Isabelle/HOL, which can then be
used as specification, implementation or intermediate refinement like in [83].
2.3.4 Refinement
Instead of verifying the software while it is – or once it has been – written, it is generally
acknowledged that specifying it before any implementation is better. Besides the advantage
to be able to discover early wrong architectures and to guide the programmer to modular
decompositions, it also allows to easily reason on the program to verify the correctness of
the solutions envisaged. An instantiation then simply follows the direction indicated by the
specification and provides the missing bits to make it executable. This process is called
refinement and a formal refinement consists in a refinement with a proof of simulation between
the specification and its implementation. Refinement techniques are generally thought to be
applied on the computations – by specifying abstract instructions on the domain level as it
was early advised by Dijkstra [47] – but can also be applied on data-structures as surveyed
by Liskov and Zilles [98].
Interestingly, the first instantiation does not even need to be directly executable and can
also now be regarded as a specification. By iterating this process called refinement step, one
only needs to concentrate on one component or aspect of the global system at a time thus
greatly simplifying the development. The steps can be made the smallest possible to obtain
stepwise refinement [151]. This method is for example recommended by Spasic and Maric
[134] within the context of interactive proofs.
This method is also followed by Preoteasa and Back [125] who encourage the use
of Invariant Based Programming (IBP) and define a Hoare logic on programs seen as
monotonic predicate transformers. The principle of IBP is to formulate loop invariants before
the program code.
Specialized Tools. The tool Atelier B [2] intensively relies on this process for the devel-
opment of correct systems. It uses the B language (a variation of the Z language) which
comes in several flavours, either for specification or implementation, formally defined on a
first-order logic. The syntactic proximity of these two languages makes the generation of
verification conditions easier as the links between them are clear. The implementation can
eventually be translated into standard programming languages (Ada, C, C++). However B
does not provide heap-related constructions and the user has to resort to implement complex
data structures only with arrays and index arithmetic.
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It should be noted that some of the tools presented in table 2.2 like Dafny, VCC and
KIV also allow a similar kind of modularity as refinements by enabling the possibility to
verify code uniquely based on specification of auxiliary functions.
2.3.5 Safe Code Generation
As an automatic counterpart to refinement, it is also possible to provide code generation
facilities from the specification in a similar manner to the tools generating code and skeletons
from UML diagrams to code. In comparison to refinement, the advantage is now clear
because the entire specification is then exploited in the creative and productive process of the
development and in the extreme, the specification is directly sufficient to obtain executable
code – the remaining question being whether it should be called specification or program.
Indeed, the specification can now be considered to be compiled and thus executable.
Nevertheless, on the contrary to common compilers, safe code generation depends on
a certified compiler, that is a compiler which has been proved to preserve the wished
semantics for the language. While it is easier to prove that each generated program respects
the semantics of its source rather than to prove that a compiler is correct, the compiler
certification only needs to be done once and for all. This approach has been followed by
Leroy in the verification of the C compiler Compcert [96].
Interactive Specification General purpose proof-assistants allow to specify systems as
mathematical theories. As soon as the mathematical theories are executable, most proof-
assistants provide mechanisms to generate code for them into several languages. Descriptions
of this mechanism in Isabelle/HOL are already given in Sections 2.1.2.6 and 2.1.3.6.
Data-Structures Fusion Safe generation of efficient code from high-level specifiations is
possible. This is demonstrated by an interesting work carried out by Hawkins et al. [69, 70]
that combines existing abstract data types (ADTs) to represent complex relations with
sharing. In this approach, data are specified by n-ary relations with functional dependencies
largely similar to those of relational databases. From the specification, several so called
decompositions can be designed to encode the relation as a nesting of possibly shared data
structures. Operations on them are defined as database queries and updates from which
code using the primitives operations available on the ADTs can be generated. The number
of possible decompositions being high but finite, they can all be generated and benchmarks
can automatically be run to evaluate them and easily choose the most suited. On the given
examples, the best generated programs perform almost as well as manually written code.
The refinement is proved to be right, what ensures the generated programs are correct
by construction under the assumption that the primitive operations associated to the chosen
ADTs are also correct, what has to be proved by other means.
2.3.6 In Short
To conclude this Section, we could say that in verification methods, the view is centered on
the final program which need to be proved correct while in refinement methods, the view is
centered on the specification for which an efficient and executable version is needed.
Nevertheless, both methodologies aren’t as divergent as it could seem. The last step of
refinements indeed need a mean to reason about the target languages and automation could
be of great help in such a case. Moreover refinement methods are also used to complete
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modular verification tasks in tools like KIV or Dafny. Also, as shown in tools like Why3,
theorem provers with large mathematical background theories could be interfaced with
verification tools to complete missing part of correctness proofs. Finally in approaches
such as data structures fusion (Section 2.3.5) which build upon the correctness assumption
of existing data structures or even in code generation which necessarily uses some of the
libraries provided by the target language, there are still existing programs that need to be
verified.
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Part II
Contributions
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Chapter 3
Memory Model
The objective of this Chapter is to present several extensions of Imperative_HOL towards the
simplification of proofs and the preservation of the class hierarchy and the type compatibility
in an object-oriented development – currently using Scala – through verification with
Isabelle/HOL and Imperative_HOL.
Formalization of mutability is done through the use of the library Imperative_HOL
presented in Section 2.1.3. We motivate this choice in Section 3.1, where we present its
difference with a first memory model we developed. In result of an extensive use of this
library, we discovered some limitations that we present in Section 3.2. The other sections
propose some solutions to these limitations.
Section 3.3 first presents a method to automatically prove the countability of most
inductive datatypes with the construction of an injective function. Section 3.4 introduces
several datatypes, functions and predicates that will ease reasoning about monadic programs
defined in Imperative_HOL, as demonstrated in the following Chapters 4 to 6.
We then lay the foundations to generate idiomatic code in Scala from Isabelle/HOL
developments. Section 3.5 sketches a solution to the problem associated to the generation of
idiomatic Scala code in the case of references. It formalizes accessors as a mean to define
the notion of abtract component in a value, finally put to work in the definition of new
primitives to manipulate data in Imperative_HOL. Other OO concepts find their place in a
shallow embedding within Isabelle/HOL in Section 3.6.
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3.1 Why Imperative_HOL ?
The easiest way to reason about programs in a proof assistant – without the need for
meta-properties over the language – is to use a shallow embedding. As opposed to a deep
embedding, it uses directly the host language elements to represent its own elements. Then
there is no need to define its semantics as it is shared with the host language. However,
as just stated, it is no more possible to reason about properties of the language like
confluence. Actually, Isabelle/HOL is already a shallow embedding of Higher Order Logic in
Isabelle/Pure.
There are several ways to represent and manipulate the concept of reference – a means to
share data – in a proof assistant, but to be able to generate code really using references, the
easiest way is to stay close to the languages using them. Then it is possible to use a value
as a memory which is passed through all functions needing it. However, this value has to be
constrained to respect the semantics of a memory, i. e. it has to be accessed sequentially
without duplication or destruction. There are two ways to reach this goal:
• extend the type system to ensure this property for this value’s type. This can be
done with linear typing [149] which separate usual types from linear ones whose values
cannot implicitly be duplicated or removed.
• hide this value and provide primitives so that the user can’t duplicate or destroy it
implicitly. Monads [104][120] are the canonical way to do this. They provide a way
to describe types of computations in which this value can be hidden, and for which
primitives can be defined.
As the typing system is usually hard or impossible to change or extend, we chose to
define a state monad which is described in details in [62] and [61] and used in [63]. Several
months later, we discovered the Isabelle team had developed in parallel a similar memory
model called Imperative_HOL [32] (already described in Section 2.1.3) with the same choices.
The two models are close while some details still differentiate them. These are mostly:
Code generation. Without direct access to the Isabelle system development, we chose
as a proof of concept to simply use the Isabelle code generation to OCaml to translate it
afterwards to Scala.
State-reader. Our model defines a state-reader monad to make easier to write effect-free
expressions reading the memory such that do{ v ← f 〈e1〉 〈f 1 〈e2〉〉; g v v } was translated
to do{ v1 ← e1; v2 ← e2; v3 ← f 1 v2; v ← f v1 v3; g v v }, with special care brought to
operators depending on evaluation order such as lazy Boolean operators ∨ and ∧. We studied
the possibility to add this feature in Imperative_HOL, however its use of an exception-state
monad makes more difficult to define an exception-state-reader monad as evaluation order
has then to be taken into account for all operators while this was not a critical part of
our work. Choosing an evaluation order would make it a part of the specification of the
“imperative” part of the language. This should not raise any problem for code generation, as
this evaluation order would be preserved as long as the transformation is purely syntactic.
Memory model. The memory is represented as a value of an arbitrary type which can
be (possibly partially) instantiated at the start of the development. Taking code generation
into account, this means that the memory can only store values of one type. An extension
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of the code generator and the primitive definitions could have weakened this limitation in a
way that could be similar to the Imperative_HOL one:
When storing values of different kinds in a memory, an information about the kind of
value being read or written has to be provided together with the reference. Imperative_HOL
chose to separate values by types and to use the Isabelle/HOL type system to carry this
information with the reference value. This is done by adding a phantom type parameter to
reference types which is then reflected as a value to be manipulated by the Imperative_HOL
primitives. One could imagine other solutions to represent kinds in references and to use
kinds more precise than types.
The closeness of these memory models allowed an easy translation of our theories to
Imperative_HOL. This was motivated by the naturally good integration in the Isabelle
framework.
3.2 Rough Edges of Imperative_HOL
3.2.1 Instantiation of Class countable
The polymorphic heap of Imperative_HOL can only contain values whose types are instances
of the class heap which is a simple combination of the classes countable and typerep. While
instantiation of the typerep class is done automatically for all defined types, it is not the
case for the countable class which is incidentally not instantiable by all types. However, it is
possible to prove automatically this instantiation for most usual datatypes and records. We
have developed a library providing this feature and we describe it in Section 3.3.
3.2.2 Local Reasoning
A substantial part of the recent progress made in verification of heap-related programs is due
to the general recognition of the importance of local reasoning. Indeed, the most annoying
problem related to this kind of verification is update of aliased (shared) variables where
the modification to one of them can affect others. With local reasoning, the problem is
restrained to the part of the heap we are interested in while other parts stay implicitly
untouched.
Separation by Types Aliasing can first occur at the level of reference manipulations
when a sequence of statements update several pointers. As presented in Section 2.1.3,
the polymorphic heap of Imperative_HOL is split into several monomorphic heaps, each
associated to one type. From this static separation (at the type level), we obtain automatically
non-interference results between references of different types:
Example 3.1. With rn :: nat ref and rb :: bool ref, we have directly:
rn =!= rb
Ref .get (Ref .set rb x h) rn = Ref .get h rn
This means that any operation modifying a reference of some type α can’t interact with
the value of a reference of some different type β. On the contrary, two references of the same
type can interfere even when they are semantically distinct. For example, if we have two
kinds of references of type nat either counting apples or representing some coordinates, both
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used in the same context, we would need to provide a predicate stating their distinctness
each time one of them is read while one of the other kind has been updated.
Example 3.2. With r-nb :: nat ref and r-x :: nat ref, we only have:
r-nb =!= r-x =⇒ Ref .get (Ref .set r-x x h) r-nb = Ref .get h r-nb
In order to take advantage of this simple separation, an obvious solution is to add this
information about the kinds of manipulated elements in the type. In this way, values are
put in several heaps and modifying one of them does not affect the other. We allows this
with our representation of objects in the heap as presented in Section 3.6 that stimulate the
use of different objects for values carrying different semantics.
Moreover, the methodology advocated in this thesis – based on refinement from inductive
datastructures containing references – allows to express such separation properties between
values of the same kind on a higher level and to obtain them at this lower level by the
simulation relation.
Composition of Imperative Functions Aliasing can also occur at a higher level when
composing imperative functions to work on the same heap. While primitive functions
operating on the heap are known to modify only the target of the reference they take as
argument, more complex functions could theoretically change any value in the heap. To
allow a modular verification that does not need to unfold all definitions of auxiliary functions,
these functions should not only account for these modifications in their specification but also
the unmodified part of the heap. This necessity is well illustrated in the function giveMeFive
which uses a monad m of type unit Heap:
definition giveMeFive :: nat Heap where
giveMeFive = do{ r ← ref 5 ; m; !r }
At first sight, this function seems to always returns five, however this function could return
any natural number, given that we do not know anything about m. Indeed, we should at
least know that m does not modify any allocated reference that is not reachable from the
references it knows of (generally taking into account parameters for monadic functions, here
a possible global reference). In the case of monadic functions defined only from primitive
operations (that is which could not arbitrarily replace the heap), newly allocated references
not given (indirectly) as argument would not be reachable and this would be reflected in
their specifications. Consequently, assuming m only uses primitives and does not update
any global reference, the specification of m should entail this:∧h h ′ r . [[effect m h h ′ (); Ref .present h r ]] =⇒ Ref .get h ′ r = Ref .get h r
An important hidden constraint of this hypothesis is the type of r that needs to be
explicitly set to nat ref in order to be applicable in the proof of giveMeFive. Indeed, the
polymorphic type ′a ref would not be suitable given that Isabelle does not allow nested type
quantification which forces ′a to be universally quantified over the complete lemma, making
the types ′a and nat to be non-unifiable.
A more useful hypothesis would have to resort to the raw heap with addresses and natural
numbers for the untyped values. A predicate could be defined to abstract such low-level
manipulations to concentrate on the interesting property that is the locations where the
heap does not change. Such a predicate (heap-locally) is defined in Section 3.4.
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3.2.3 Reference Update
A pattern commonly occuring in programs manipulating pointers is replacing a value v
pointed to with a new value v ′ depending on v such that v ′ = f v (In fact, even in the
case where v ′ is unrelated to v, this equality holds by taking a constant function f but the
equality can then be easily simplified.). Such “transformations” being standard, they should
be easy to write and verify. On the program level of Imperative_HOL, Ref .change f rx
allows to easily apply a function f on the value pointed by rx, however it could be simpler
on the logical level. Indeed, running this statement on a heap h leads to a heap described
by Ref .set rx (f (Ref .get h rx)) h which is both long to write and hard to read. Given that
there are usually several such updates in a program, the resulting heap rapidly extends on
several lines.
This pattern can also be encountered for fields in records that need to be updated.
In Isabelle/HOL, a solution is already proposed where constant update is defined as an
abbreviation of dependent update. For example, the definition of the record point in
Section 2.1.2.3 introduces an operator Xc-update :: (nat ⇒ nat) ⇒ point ⇒ point that can
be used for dependent update: p(|Xc := f (Xc p)|) = Xc-update f p. It serves to define
the constant update as an abbreviation p(|Xc := vx|) = Xc-update (λ-. vx) p which then
inherits all the lemmas proved for the more general form. We can see the advantage of such
a definition when records are nested. For example we can compare the two forms in this
equality where point q is labeled with a point whose coordinate Xc has to be updated:
q(|lbl := lbl q(|Xc := f (Xc (lbl q))|)|) = lbl-update (Xc-update f ) q
The great disadvantage of the first format is the redundancy of most of the terms involved,
phenomenon that is amplified by nesting. To counter this effect, we thus define such a
primitive for the heap (called Ref-map) and generalize the concept of update for all kind of
data structures (with accessors) in Section 3.5.
3.2.4 Some Other Missing Features
Deallocation is not provided in Imperative_HOL. It is thus more fitted to target garbage-
collected programs such as those supported by the code generator of Isabelle/HOL.
The fact that references are typed can sometimes be annoying for type definitions. Indeed,
even though the underlying representation of references is untyped, datatypes involving
recursive references needs to be defined by recursion or mutual recursion.
A known limitation with solutions already proposed in [32] is the impossibility to put
non countable functions (i. e. those with a finite domain) and thus monadic functions in the
polymorphic heap.
3.3 Representation of Datatypes in the Heap
The countable class definition with its related functions are presented in Section 2.1.3.1. It
provides an injective encoding function to-nat for any instance of the class countable. A type
can be proved to be one of its instances by providing an injective function from it to natural
numbers. As pairs of countable types are already instances of countable with the definition of
the injective function prod-encode (defined in src/HOL/Library/Nat_Bijection) encoding
pairs of natural numbers, it is possible to encode any tuple of natural numbers by iteration
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and then any tuple of countable instances by applying first to each of them their injective
encoding functions.
For records, being representable as tuples (and it is effectively the case internally),
their instantiation is obvious given that all its fields are instances of the class countable.
For datatypes, this function can be defined by associating distinct natural numbers
to constructors and applying it (mutually) recursively on recursive values. This proof is
detailed in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Examples of (non-)Countable Datatypes
To have a better insight of the meaning of being countable for an inductive datatype, we
first look at some examples.
Primitive Types An inductive datatype is countable if and only if all the fields of all its
variants are so (by taking into account recursivity). Thus simple datatypes that contain
only countable values without recursion are obviously countable as unions and cartesian
products of countable values. For example, this datatype val is countable provided that ′a
is countable:
datatype ′a val = Nat nat | Int int | Bool bool | List ( ′a list) | Pair ( ′a × ′a)
Recursion Adding recursion on such datatypes does not change much of the conclusion
as the final type is then a countably recursive union of them, and mutual recursion defines
several such types in parallel:
datatype ′a tree1 = Tree1 ( ′a tree1 ) ( ′a val) ( ′a tree2 ) | Leaf1
and ′a tree2 = Tree2 ( ′a tree2 ) ′a ( ′a tree1 ) | Leaf2
As a consequence, datatypes are countable as long as they do not contain a non-countable
value, and such values can only be obtained from types not defined as inductive datatypes.
Functions and Sets Non-countable types include notably functions (of type ′a ⇒ ′b)
and sets (of type ′a set, that is isomorphic to ′a ⇒ bool). Indeed a function with a non-finite
domain (for example natural numbers, of type nat) and a codomain of cardinality strictly
greater than 1 (for example Booleans, of type bool) is non-countable:
datatype non-countable-fun = NCF (nat ⇒ bool)
datatype non-countable-set = NCS (nat set)
On the contrary, a function is countable as soon as its domain is finite (i. e. all its
parameters have a finite type) and its codomain is countable, which is provided by the class
instantiation:
instance fun :: (finite, countable) countable ..
leading to the countability of the following datatype as soon as ′a and ′b are finite and ′c is
countable:
datatype ( ′a, ′b, ′c) dfun2 = DFun2 ( ′a ⇒ ′b ⇒ ′c)
but this is not a necessary condition for a function to be countable as for example ( ′a, ′b,
unit) dfun2 is countable for any instantiation of ′a and ′b, even though values of this type
are not much useful.
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Nested Recursion Nested recursion is a recursive occurrence of one of the defined types
as a type parameter of another type, like for example occurence of ′a tree as instance of ′a
in ′a list:
datatype ′a tree = Tree (( ′a tree) list)
In this case, countability is more subtle given that type ′a tree needs to be countable for
type ′a tree list to also be countable. Nested recursion within non-datatypes is forbidden in
Isabelle’s datatype specifications, excepted for functions and their compositions for which
the codomain can contain recursive occurences of the defined type:
datatype ( ′a, ′i) funtree = FunTree ′a ( ′i ⇒ ( ′a, ′i) funtree) | FunLeaf
3.3.2 Proof that Datatypes are countable
From [16], a datatype specification in Isabelle/HOL (and certainly also general enough to
still be valid for numerous other systems) is of the following form:
datatype (α1, ..., αh) t1 = C11 τ11,1 ... τ11,m11 | ... | C
1
k1
τ1k1,1 ... τ
1
k1,m1k1
...
and (α1, ..., αh) tn = Cn1 τn1,1 ... τn1,mn1 | ... | C
n
kn
τnkn,1 ... τ
n
kn,mnkn
where αi are type variables, constructors Cji are distinct, and τ
j
i,i′ are admissible types
containing at most type variables α1, ..., αh, where admissible types are approximately types
avoiding recursive occurences being non-strictly positive, that is recursive occurences in the
domain of a function type.
Then as long as all τ ji,i′ are recursively countable – i. e. that they are instances of countable
assuming that recursive types ti are also instances of countable – an injective function from
this datatype to natural numbers can be defined like this:
fun t1-encode and . . . and tn-encode where
t1-encode (C11 v1 . . . vm11) = to-nat (1 , to-nat (〈v1〉, . . . , 〈vm11〉))
. . .
| t1-encode (C1k1 v1 . . . vm1k1 ) = to-nat (k1, to-nat (〈v1〉, . . . , 〈vm1k1 〉))
. . .
| tn-encode (Cn1 v1 . . . vmn1 ) = to-nat (1 , to-nat (〈v1〉, . . . , 〈vmn1 〉))
. . .
| tn-encode (Cnkn v1 . . . vmnkn ) = to-nat (kn, to-nat (〈v1〉, . . . , 〈vmnkn 〉))
where λx.〈x〉 denotes an ML function applying a mutually recursive ti-encode function if
and only if the value is of type ti. This ensures all the values in the tuple given as argument
to to-nat are countable so that the tuple is itself countable and to-nat is defined for it.
The second application of to-nat could seem useless but is necessary for the injectivity
proof of the mutually recursive functions as explained later. Formally we prove:
Theorem 3.1 (ti_encode_inj). ∀ i. ti-encode cxi = ti-encode cyi −→ cxi = cyi
Proof. We reason by mutual induction on all cxi. We consider a variant Cij x1 . . . xmij of
this datatype by fixing indexes i and j. By case distinction on cyi we fix k such that cyi =
Cik y1 . . . ymik
.
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We assume this property is True for each component of type tl for some l, i. e. for all
indexes l and h such that xh is of type tl:
∀ y. tl-encode xh = tl-encode y −→ xh = y (3.1)
and we have to show:
ti-encode (Cij x1 . . . xmij ) = ti-encode (C
i
k y1 . . . ymi
k
) (3.2)
⇓
Cij x1 . . . xmij
= Cik y1 . . . ymi
k
(3.3)
We proceed by case distinction on the equality of constructors Cij and Cik.
Either the constructors are distinct – i. e. j 6= k in which case the distinctness of
constructors allows to conclude that eq. (3.3) is False. We thus have to prove that an
assumption (here eq. (3.2)) is also False. The definition of ti-encode allows to rewrite
eq. (3.2) to:
to-nat (j, to-nat (〈x1〉, . . . , 〈xmij 〉)) = to-nat (k, to-nat (〈y1〉, . . . , 〈ymik〉))
The need for the second to-nat appears here. The only hypothesis on to-nat is its
injectivity on all countable types. However, we cannot blindly take advantage of this
property as to-nat is in fact a polymorphic constant defined separately for each type on
which it applies. As such, it is more exactly each to-nat :: ( ′a::countable) ⇒ nat that is
injective on ′a. Then it is not possible to deduce any property about values of different types
from an equality of their encodings. Here, the first component of both pairs is a natural
number. However without applying to-nat to the second components of the pairs, types
would most of the time be different. With this inner to-nat, the arguments of the both
outermost to-nat have the same type and it is possible to use the injectivity of to-nat to
obtain:
(j, to-nat (〈x1〉, . . . , 〈xmij 〉)) = (k, to-nat (〈y1〉, . . . , 〈ymik〉))
which is obviously False from the hypothesis j 6= k.
Or the constructors are identical – i. e. j = k in which case we have to prove:
Cij x1 . . . xmij
= Cij y1 . . . ymij
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We have:
eq. (3.2)
⇓ (j = k)
ti-encode (Cij x1 . . . xkm) = ti-encode (Cij y1 . . . ykm)
⇓ (definition of ti-encode)
to-nat (j, to-nat (〈x1〉, . . . , 〈xkm〉)) = to-nat (j, to-nat (〈y1〉, . . . , 〈ykm〉))
⇓ (injectivity of to-nat)
to-nat (〈x1〉, . . . , 〈xkm〉) = to-nat (〈y1〉, . . . , 〈ykm〉)
⇓ (injectivity of to-nat)
〈x1〉 = 〈y1〉 ∧ . . . ∧ 〈xkm〉 = 〈ykm〉
⇓ (induction hypotheses eq. (3.1) with λx.〈x〉 ∈ {tj-encode. 0 ≤ j ≤ n})
x1 = y1 ∧ . . . ∧ xkm = ykm (3.4)
From eq. (3.4) we obtain our goal eq. (3.3).
Nested Recursion In the previous proof, we ignored the case of a datatype defined with
nested recursion. In fact, this case can be reduced to a specification of a mutual datatype
without nesting as pointed out in [16, 65]. For the definitions of functions ti-encode (1
≤ i ≤ m), it is sufficient to consider that the n appearances of external types in nested
recursions are distinct members of the mutual datatype definition so that we come down to
the non-nested case with definitions of additional functions tj-encode (n < j ≤ m + n) for
them.
The case of nested recursion within functions of possibly finite domain could be treated
as a particular case by defining an encoding function for them.
3.3.3 Related Work
Brian Huffman also wrote such an automatic method called countable-datatype (available
in Isabelle/HOL since version 2011-1) that is based on the internal definition of datatypes
(cf. [16]). Indeed in Isabelle/HOL (following the definitional approach instead of the axiomatic
one) a datatype value is a tree (possibly infinite both in width and depth and represented as
a set of nodes, where a node is a pair of a path and a value) of type ′a Datatype.item where
′a collects the external types used in the datatype. It is possible to identify a countable
subset of the set of all trees out of which all countable datatypes are constructed. This
subset is effectively proved to be countable with the hypothesis that ′a is countable and is
identified by a pattern of primitive constructors which allows for an easy matching with
datatypes definitions.
While this approach is more efficient – given that the major part of the proof is only
done once and for all (and the remaining part is a check of membership for each variant of
the datatype based on a matching of the primitive constructors used in their definitions) –
it is also specific to this internal encoding of datatypes. Indeed, we discovered it wasn’t able
to prove that datatypes with phantom type parameters were countable even though these
phantom (unused) types were not. For example, with this datatype:
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datatype ′a phantom = Phantom nat
which is obviously countable when ′a is not, countable-datatype needs ′a to be countable.
This is due to the implementation of the datatype package that injects ′a phantom into (nat
+ ′a) Datatype.item while nat Datatype.item would be sufficient. Our approach easily deals
with this kind of datatype.
Besides this cornercase difference, our package is able to take advantage of the type
inference to deduce the minimal sort constraints to obtain countability, as a side effect of
the encoding function definition. Both approaches prevent currently nested recursion within
functions, even though the addition of particular cases could certainly provide a better
support.
3.4 Proof tools
In order to define operations working on an abstract level that would still be low enough to
be generic, we introduce abstract partial heaps constructed as association lists of references
and values. They will be used as the preferred target of the high level datastructures for the
description of operations involving heap properties.
Type Definition 3.1 (pheap)
type-synonym ′a pheap = ( ′a ref × ′a) list
A link can be done with a work of Myreen [108] which also defines heaps as association
lists of references and values. It shows that this representation allows refinement proofs using
a separation logic formalization based on this setup to be mostly carried out by automatic
rewriting. He specifically applies it for lists while we claim this representation to be usable
for other data structures through simulation relations implemented by conversion functions
from high-level datatypes.
The list of the cell references in this partial heap can then easily be expressed:
Definition 3.2 (refs-of )
definition refs-of :: ( ′a ref ∗ ′a) list ⇒ ′a ref list
where refs-of xs ≡ map fst xs
The operation in-heap relates the partial heap with the concrete heap by checking that
all its cells are allocated with the corresponding values:
Definition 3.3 (in-heap-set)
definition in-heap-set :: heap ⇒ ( ′a::heap ref × ′a) set ⇒ bool
where in-heap-set h PH = (∀ rn ∈ PH . case rn of (r , n) ⇒ Ref .get h r = n ∧
Ref .present h r)
Definition 3.4 (in-heap)
abbreviation in-heap :: heap ⇒ ( ′a::heap) pheap ⇒ bool
where in-heap h xs ≡ in-heap-set h (set xs)
Its key property is in-heap h (xs @ ys) = (in-heap h xs ∧ in-heap h ys) that illustrates
well how the partial heap can be split into several smaller partial heaps. The distinctness of
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the cells is not enforced in this predicate to keep its meaning simple and flexible. Distinctness
can indeed be simply stated as distinct (refs-of xs)
As stated in Section 3.2.2, composition of imperative specifications often needs locality
properties expressing the set of references modified by a procedure. We have also seen that
such properties were difficult to express in Imperative_HOL given its polymorphic heap
because of the needed universal quantification on types. A solution is to reason about
the heap without types as such and to use instead types as values, like it is done for the
polymorphic heap itself. For this purpose, we declare a class raw-ref providing a function
raw-ref to obtain a raw reference from a value of any type (instantiated of course by type ′a
ref to obtain a raw reference from a typed reference) which allows to define the abbreviation
raw-refs:
Type Definition 3.5 (raw-ref )
type-synonym raw-ref = nat × typerep
class raw-ref =
fixes raw-ref :: ′a ⇒ raw-ref
assumes inj-raw-ref :raw-ref x = raw-ref y =⇒ x = y
abbreviation raw-refs where raw-refs xs ≡ map raw-ref (refs-of xs)
Then we can define a predicate heap-locally stating that all references that are allocated
in a heap h and that do not belong to a given set rs of untyped references are also allocated
in another heap h ′ with the same values:
Definition 3.6 (heap-locally)
definition heap-locally :: raw-ref set ⇒ heap ⇒ heap ⇒ bool
where heap-locally rs h h ′
= (lim h ≤ lim h ′ ∧ (∀ t. ∀n < lim h. (n, t) /∈ rs −→ (refs h ′ t n = refs h t n)))
Finally we define an equivalence relation on pheap stating that the references described
by one of the partial heaps is a permutation of the other’s ones. The advantage of such a
definition based on the equality of multisets of references is its ability to transmit distinctness
properties of the references between the concerned partial heaps.
Definition 3.7 (refs-perm)
definition refs-perm :: ′a pheap ⇒ ′a pheap ⇒ bool (- ≈refs - [50 ,50 ] 50 )
where (ns ≈refs ns ′) = (multiset-of (refs-of ns) = multiset-of (refs-of ns ′))
3.5 Objects in Imperative_HOL (Removal of the Ref Class)
As described in a comparison of Java versus C and C++ by Gosling and McGilton [64,
section 2.9.9: No More Pointers] defending the Java point of view:
Most studies agree that pointers are one of the primary features that enable
programmers to inject bugs into their code. [...] You no longer have dangling
pointers and trashing of memory because of incorrect pointers, because there are
no pointers in Java.
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In Imperative_HOL, as well as in C and C++, pointers are directly dereferenceable. This
is a powerful operation, but it is also a low level construction which adds complexity and is
then almost never used with records. Compared to these languages, Java has removed pointer
manipulation by merging them with records as objects. Then it is impossible to manipulate
pointers or records separately. Scala has the same simplifications and restrictions.
This difference causes a problem in the translation of Imperative_HOL references to
Scala. To be able to manipulate references in Scala, one has to add a class – which is called
Ref in the current implementation of the code generation – containing the referenced value
as a mutable field. For example, using a value of type τ ref in Isabelle/HOL would result in
a value of type Ref[T] (with T being the translation of τ) in the Scala generated code. Then
this value is an object Ref which contains either a value of a primitive type T or an object of
type T, i. e. a reference to a record containing the fields of τ .
The purpose of this class Ref is to introduce mutability and sharing. However, for
non-primitive object, sharing is already implicitly present and introducing mutable fields
would make this Ref class useless for them. Then this Ref class introduces an indirection
– that is one reference more than usually needed – which is not useful in most situations
where the value is not of a primitive type. Moreover, this prevents compatibility with other
developments realized outside of the theorem-prover. To explicit this difference, we first look
at an example comparing Imperative_HOL, C/C++ and Scala.
3.5.1 Example: References in Imperative_HOL
Remark 3.1. In the following, we will use the terms:
record or node for a data structure recording several values as attributes in consecu-
tive memory positions. It is also called struct or tuple.
object for a pointer to a record
We first define a datatype FooBar with two constructors: Foo – containing two integer
attributes foo1 and foo2 – and Bar. In object-oriented languages, this can be defined as
an abstract class FooBar with two subclasses Foo and Bar. This is represented in the UML
class diagram at Figure 3.1, and the code is given in Figure 3.2
The Figure 3.2 gives these type definitions in Isabelle/HOL, Scala and C++. The
definition of the Foo class in Isabelle/HOL is done with a record to obtain a type foo
equivalent to the class Foo. We also add the definition of a foo function corresponding to a
FooBar
Bar
Foo
+ foo1 : int
+ foo2 : int
Figure 3.1: Types of the example presented in Section 3.5.1 – UML class diagram
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Foo constructor. In Scala and C++, we use a simple class hierarchy. Their definitions are
similar, with variations on syntax.
We can then compare Imperative_HOL, Scala and C++ in the foofun function. Its
implementation in these languages is done in Figure 3.3. To easily compare the instructions,
the ones on the same lines have similar semantics. A graphical evolution of the memory is
also shown in Figure 3.4.
Firstly, Lines 2 and 3 of this function create the references/handles r1 and r2 to a
record/object Foo with attributes foo1 and foo2 respectively initialized to 3 and 7. Then,
Lines 4, 5 and 6 present different possibilities to alter r1 or its content. Line 7 finally returns
r2 to see how its content has been affected by the changes on r1.
The different possibilities to alter r1 or its content are:
Line 4: replacement replaces the referenced value by another one. In this case, it is
replaced by the record Foo(4,2).
Line 5: field update replaces one field of the record by another one through the use of
an accessor. In this case, the field foo1 is replaced by 4.
Line 6: reaffectation replaces the address of the record by another one. In this case, r1
is assigned to a new reference to a new record Foo(4,2).
Among these solutions, only reaffectation is available as a primitive in the three
langages. It doesn’t affect r2 at all, and even removes the aliasing. On the other hand, r2 is
affected by both replacement and field update.
It would seem possible to simulate replacement in Scala by several field updates. It
is indeed how this is achieved for this case in C++ with the help of the default (copy)
assignment operator. However, sub-typing also has to be taken into consideration, and the
barfun function at Figure 3.5 shows that it is not possible in general.
In the same way as foofun, Lines 2 and 3 in barfun create the references/handles r1
and r2 to a record/object FooBar really containing a Foo object with an attribute foo1
initialized at 1. Then, Lines 4 and 5 present replacement and reaffectation of r1 to a
Bar object. Line 6 finally returns r2 to see how its content has been affected by the changes
on r1.
Like previously, Scala doesn’t allow replacement and prevent replacing an instance of
a class by an instance of another one. Moreover, this is also the case for C++ for which
the assignment operator – Line 4 – would only replace the attributes that are common
between Foo and FooBar, that is none. While we could consider this to be a little annoying,
this ensures the identity of a handle doesn’t change during the program execution without
reaffectation, in the same way as variables.
Figure 3.6 sum up the different ways of modifying r1 in Imperative_HOL, Scala and
C++. It shows that reaffectation (Line 1) is possible in all these languages, that replacement
(Lines 2 and 3) is impossible for Scala – and even more when it involves a class change –
and that Imperative_HOL doesn’t originally provide a primitive to mutate the content of a
reference (Line 4). Moreover, it is the only way Scala and Imperative_HOL would have in
common to affect the r2 contents from r1, i. e. to share modifications.
3.5.2 Consequences on Code Generation
As seen in this previous example, Imperative_HOL has a reference semantics comparable to
the C++ one and more distant to the Scala one. This difference then engenders limitations
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record foo =
foo1::int
foo2::int
datatype FooBar = Foo foo | Bar
definition
"foo m n = (|foo1 = m, foo2 = n|)"
Isabelle/HOL – Imperative_HOL
abstract class FooBar
class Foo(var foo1: Int, var foo2: Int)
extends FooBar
class Bar extends FooBar
Scala
class FooBar{virtual int fb(){}};
class Foo : public FooBar {
public:
Foo(int,int);
int foo1;
int foo2;
};
Foo::Foo(int m,int n): foo1(m),foo2(n){}
class Bar : public FooBar{};
C++
Figure 3.2: Definitions of the FooBar, Foo and Bar classes in Isabelle/HOL, Scala and C++
1 definition "foofun = do{
2 r1 <- ref (foo 3 7);
3 let r2 = r1;
4 r1 := (foo 4 2);
5 (* Ref.change (foo1_update ... *)
6 r1 <- ref (foo 4 2);
7 return r2 }"
Isabelle/HOL – Imperative_HOL
1 def foofun = {
2 var r1 = new Foo(3,7)
3 var r2 = r1
4 /* mutate all fields */
5 r1.foo1 = 4
6 r1 = new Foo(4,2)
7 r2 }
Scala
Foo* foofun(){
Foo* r1 = new Foo(3,7);
Foo* r2 = r1;
*r1 = Foo(4,2);
r1->foo1 = 4;
r1 = new Foo(4,2);
return r2; }
C++
Figure 3.3: Definition of the foofun function in Isabelle/HOL, Scala and C++
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r2
r1
Foo(3,7)
r2
r1
Foo(4,2) r2
r1
Foo(4,7) r2
r1
Foo(3,7)
Foo(4,2)
update
(Line 4) mutation
(Line 5)
reaffectation
(Line 6)
Figure 3.4: Memory evolution during Lines 4, 5 and 6 in foofun
1 definition "barfun = do{
2 r1 <- ref (Foo (foo 3 7));
3 let r2 = r1;
4 r1 := Bar;
5 r1 <- ref Bar;
6 return r2 }"
Isabelle/HOL – Imperative_HOL
1 def barfun = {
2 var r1:FooBar = new Foo(3,7)
3 var r2 = r1
4 /* not same class: impossible */
5 r1 = new Bar
6 r2 }
Scala
FooBar* barfun(){
FooBar* r1 = new Foo(3,7);
FooBar* r2 = r1;
// *r1 = Bar(); // not equivalent
r1 = new Bar();
return r2; }
C++
Figure 3.5: Definition of the barfun function in Isabelle/HOL, Scala and C++
r1 <- ref (foo 2)
r1 := (foo 2)
r1 := Bar
(* Ref.change ... *)
Imperative_HOL
r1 = new Foo(2)
/* r1.* = Foo(2).* */
/* impossible */
r1.foo1 = 2
Scala
r1 = new Foo(2)
*r1 = Foo(2)
*r1 = Bar()
r1->foo1 = 2
C++
Figure 3.6: The Reference Primitives of Imperative_HOL, Scala and C++ (brief)
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for the code generation of Isabelle/HOL to Scala. In fact, Imperative_HOL adds low-level
operations in Isabelle/HOL built on the model of SML (or OCaml) references which makes
code generation for them easy. However, Scala has a relatively different model.
General Differences The primary difference is that OCaml (and in a more restrained
way SML) have several means to define datatypes, each providing different functionalities:
• record: type product, named attributes, mutability (and sharing)
• reference: mutability (and sharing)
• variant (datatype): type product and sum (subtyping), sharing
• object = record (+ functions as methods), inheritance
The Scala model is more flexible and has a more unified view on data structures. Indeed
OCaml’s record, object, reference and datatype are all representable as objects in Scala
and these OCaml data structures could in fact all be translated to records with type-casts
for variant type sum, although it would mean losing all the type-safety ensured by these
constructions during the translation.
As a result, combining these different constructions for their different features can lead
to duplications like extra-indirections. For example, to have named attributes as well as
type sum in OCaml you have to use a variant containing a record, leading – under the hood
– to the use of two references. Naturally, this indirection also adds more flexibility as it is
then possible to directly use this record elsewhere, but it will be useless most of the time,
and could be done when necessary in Scala with another object.
The Case of References An instance of this problem occurs with the combination of
references – used for sharing and mutability – with other data structures handled through
pointers like records and datatypes.
The translation of a feature close to a mechanism belonging directly to most computers
like references should avoid to soar into unnecessary abstractions. However, when the target
language does not contain any equivalent construction, these unnecessary abstractions could
seem unavoidable. A solution could be to analyze the usage patterns and convert them
accordingly to the corresponding high-level constructions, if they exist. This corresponds to
decompilation which is certainly not an easy task. A better solution is to extend the source
language to already abstract this feature to the usage pattern, avoiding writing low-level
constructs as well as improving the efficiency of the generated code.
Then defining field update for Imperative_HOL would allow to convert its code in a more
idiomatic way for languages allowing it. We present a way to define this in the next section.
3.5.3 Defining Accessors and Field Update to Remove Indirections
3.5.3.1 Accessors
We call accessor a value describing a specific (possibly abstract, i. e. computed) component
of a value and then allowing to extract and update it. For example the first and second
components of a pair could be described with accessors but the fst and snd functions are
not accessors as they don’t allow updating these components.
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Accessors of a value with type ′a can intuitively be represented as a pair of a setter
set-ac :: ′a ⇒ ′b ⇒ ′a and a getter get-ac :: ′a ⇒ ′b where ′b is the type of the accessed
component. Formally they would be expected to satisfy these properties:
set-ac a (get-ac a) = a (3.5)
get-ac (set-ac a b) = b
set-ac (set-ac a b) c = set-ac a c
Defining these two functions can lead to an undesirable situation where the getter doesn’t
refer to the same component as the setter. This suggests a redundancy, which is the “path”
to the component. Then it should be possible to define generic getter and setter functions
taking as argument this “path” to avoid this redundancy. The essential question is then the
representation of the “path” which should be able to characterize an abstract component of
any value of any type.
This representation seems difficult but eq. (3.5) verified by getters and setters could help.
This equation means that updating the component of a value a with the same component
retrived from a is an identity transformation. Moreover we can intuitively remark that the
value of this component should be the only one to preserve this equality.
Then it is possible to specify declaratively and in a unique way the getter from the setter,
allowing the setter definition to stand in for the “path” : the getter returns the unique value
x verifying set-ac a x = a. This value can be expressed in Isabelle/HOL as THE b. set-ac a
b = a which is well defined only when ∃ !b. set-ac a b = a. We could see this as a retrieval
of an information hidden in the definition of equality on values. In Isabelle/HOL equality is
given by HOL.eq (=) which is an axiomatic element introduced by syntactical equality (t =
t) and used for rewriting ([[s = t; P s]] =⇒ P t).
Formalization We define accessors as a datatype ( ′a, ′b) accessor (noted ′a B ′b):
Type Definition 3.8 (accessor)
datatype ( ′a, ′b) accessor = Acc ( ′a ⇒ ′b ⇒ ′a)
type-notation accessor (infix B 5 )
This datatype simply wraps an update function. We can then define several functions to
obtain the getter, update and mutation functions from accessors. The first one is acc which
returns the getter and is defined as suggested before1:
Definition 3.9 (RAcc.acc)
primrec acc :: ( ′a B ′b) ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′b
where acc (Acc fac) a = (THE x. fac a x = a)
The function mut allows to apply a mutation to the component and is defined as a
combination of the encapsulated update function and the getter function:
1We can remark that an accessor could also be defined from both the setter and the getter of the value, by
encapsulating them in a datatype. The definition given here only needs the setter to characterize an accessor,
but the needed theorems are possibly harder to prove due to the presence of the constant HOL.The (noted
THE x. P x).
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Definition 3.10 (RAcc.mut)
primrec mut :: ( ′a B ′b) ⇒ ( ′b ⇒ ′b) ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′a
where mut (Acc fac) f a = fac a (f (acc (Acc fac) a))
Finally, update is defined as an abbreviation upd of mutation with a constant function:
Definition 3.11 (RAcc.upd)
abbreviation upd :: ( ′a B ′b) ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′b ⇒ ′a
where upd ac a b ≡ mut ac (λ-. b) a
In addition to these functions, we can define composition of accessors to easily access
subcomponents:
Definition 3.12 (RAcc.comp)
definition comp :: ( ′a B ′b) ⇒ ( ′b B ′c) ⇒ ( ′a B ′c) (infixr oo 150 )
where comp ac ac ′ ≡ Acc (λa c. mut ac (λb. upd ac ′ b c) a)
We propose in addition some notations similar to records. The lookup of component
ac in value a is noted a→ac and the multiple update of a value a with values x and y for
components ac and ac ′ is noted a{{ac := x, ac ′ := y}}.
It is then possible to easily read, update and mutate components in nested structures
such as mut (fst-ac oo snd-ac) would be a function to mutate the second component of the
first component of a nested tuple. However, accessors defined in this way are too general
and a raw accessor don’t ensure the getter existence. The correctness of an ( ′a, ′b) accessor
is determined by the predicate is-acc:
Definition 3.13 (is-acc)
definition is-acc :: ′a B ′b ⇒ bool where
is-acc ac = (∀ a.
inj (upd ac a)
∧ (∃ x. a{{ac := x}} = a)
∧ (∀ x y. a{{ac := x, ac := y}} = a{{ac := y}}))
Once this predicate is assumed, the important theorems for setters and getters can then
easily be derived:
is-acc ac =⇒ a{{ac := a→ac}} = a
is-acc ac =⇒ a{{ac := x, ac := y}} = a{{ac := y}}
is-acc ac =⇒ (a{{ac := x}})→ac = x
Further comments By using a locale, it is possible to obtain these properties for each
interpretation associated to an accessor. However, these instantiations generate numerous
simplification rules which are close to each other and that could uselessly overload the
simplifier. An other Isabelle mechanism called “simprocs” and already used for records
simplification could certainly avoid this.
Also with this gain of abstraction, accessors are not related to each others and their
associated components can share parts. Thus additional theorems need to be proved to
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obtain separation properties such as:
a{{ac ′ := x, ac := y}} = a{{ac := y, ac ′ := x}}
Related work Such a concept is not new and is known for example in Lisp as generic
setters [12, chapter 9, Using a Generic Setter] or as lenses in the library Scalaz [143] for
Scala.
In Lisp a generic setter is a function using a restricted set of operators describing a path
to a data that can be used as argument of the function setf to transform it in a function
that will put its argument in place of the value accessed through the path. The same value
then serve as both a getter and a setter.
In Scalaz, a lens is an object associated to two types A and B corresponding to the
container and the component types of some data. These objects containing two methods
set and get allowing to get or set a component in such data. These lenses provide several
other functions like mod corresponding to mut or compose corresponding to comp.
3.5.3.2 Primitives
By using the definition of accessors given in the previous Section, it is possible to extend
Imperative_HOL to get closer to an object-oriented language and to simplify the code
generated in Scala. The primitives preventing efficient code generation to Scala – i. e. needing
the Ref class – are Ref .lookup and Ref .update (and the related Ref .change). We define their
accessor counterparts:
Definition 3.14 (RAcc.lookup)
definition lookup :: ( ′a B ′b) ⇒ ( ′a::heap) ref ⇒ ′b Heap
where lookup ac r = do { a ← !r ; return (a→ac) }
Definition 3.15 (RAcc.update)
definition update :: ( ′a B ′b) ⇒ ( ′a::heap) ref ⇒ ′b ⇒ unit Heap
where update ac r v = do { a ← !r ; r := a{{ac := v}} }
Definition 3.16 (RAcc.mutate)
definition mutate :: ( ′a B ′b) ⇒ ( ′b ⇒ ′b) ⇒ ( ′a::heap) ref ⇒ ′a Heap
where mutate ac f r = Ref .change (mut ac f ) r
We also define some notations for these primitives. Lookup of the component ac in the
value referenced by r is noted r ·ac and replacement with x of the component ac in the value
referenced by r is noted r ·ac .= x.
As discussed in Section 3.2.3, dependent update is useful to shorten expressions describing
mutations. We thus define it for the reference to the heap as Ref-map:
Definition 3.17 (Ref-map)
definition Ref-map :: ( ′a::heap) ref ⇒ ( ′a ⇒ ′a) ⇒ heap ⇒ heap
where Ref-map r f h = Ref .set r (f (Ref .get h r)) h
and we can also define raw heap lookup and update with accessors that will be useful to
describe mutations on the heap on the logical level:
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Definition 3.18 (RAcc.get)
definition get :: heap ⇒ ′a::heap B ′b ⇒ ′a ref ⇒ ′b
where get h ac r = (Ref .get h r)→ac
Definition 3.19 (RAcc.map)
definition map :: ′a::heap B ′b ⇒ ( ′b ⇒ ′b) ⇒ ′a ref ⇒ heap ⇒ heap
where map ac f r h = Ref-map r (mut ac f ) h
Definition 3.20 (RAcc.set)
definition set :: ′a::heap B ′b ⇒ ′a ref ⇒ ′b ⇒ heap ⇒ heap
where set ac r v = map ac (λ-. v) r
All these functions are defined in the theory RAcc that will prefix their names to be
distinguished from the similar operations without accessors of Imperative_HOL prefixed by
Ref.
3.5.3.3 Objects/Code Generation
Given this set of functions for the heap and the ′a Heap monad, we can now manipulate
referenced values as objects. The code generator could be modified to translate these
functions to the corresponding statements, yet the datatypes also need to be taken into
consideration.
Our objective is to give the ability to the user to generate mutable classes without the
class Ref. However, this cannot be done automatically as primitive types are not boxed
(i. e. in the heap) and thus mutable. Moreover, references provide more features than objects
(as demonstrated in Section 3.5.1 with replacement) and should not then be removed.
The solution we propose is to initiate a class hierarchy with records in a way that any
referenced record that would inherit from the top record of the hierarchy would be translated
to a mutable object. This top record would ideally be empty, though this is not possible
in Isabelle. We then create a non-empty record rnode that only contains a value of type
unit called nothing. We also introduce a partical shorthand RNode to construct inheriting
records and a type synonym ′a any for ′a rnode-scheme to obtain a correspondance between
′a any ref and the class AnyRef of Scala, which is not at the top of the hierarchy of all classes
(embodied by Any), but at the top of the hierarchy of non-primitive classes.
Type Definition 3.21 (rnode)
record rnode = nothing :: unit
Type Definition 3.22 (any)
type-synonym ′a any = ′a rnode-scheme
Definition 3.23 (RNode)
abbreviation RNode :: ′a::heap ⇒ ′a any
where RNode ≡ rnode-ext ()
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3.6 Objects in Isabelle/HOL
In the previous Section 3.5, we introduced accessors that especially allowed to manipulate
references as objects. With Imperative_HOL, it provides sharing and destructive updates in
Isabelle/HOL and it demonstrates the first step towards the improvement of code generation
to Scala and the creation of a shallow embedding of mutable objects in Isabelle/HOL.
However we do not have given the counterparts of other important features existing in
Object-Oriented languages: Inheritance, Subtyping, Self reference (i. e. the keyword this)
and traits (i. e. abstract classes and interfaces).
3.6.1 Inheritance and Subtyping in Isabelle/HOL
As described in Section 2.1.2.3, record extensibility looks a lot like class inheritance, with a
major difference that lies at the type level. Subtyping on records as dealed by Isabelle/HOL
– or more generally in ML but also in Scala – is called parametric polymorphism (or generic
programming in the OO community) and admit outermost universally bounded type variables
which are used to simulate subtyping. On the other hand, OO systems such as Java or
Scala usually provide subtype polymorphism that allows a value to have several (static)
types. The workaround consists into replacing implicit extensions provided by subtyping
with explicit type parameters (as proposed in [28, 111]).
This allows to define generic functions that will apply on any extension of the types
involved. This workaround has nevertheless a limitation: it isn’t possible to directly mix
several values of different types extending a common one unless we want to lose the additional
information. For example with reference to Section 2.1.2.3, if we define point3d to extend
point with a Zc coordinate:
record point3d = point + Zc :: nat
we can’t create a list that would contain a point3d together with a labeled point ′a lpoint or
even with a simple point without truncating all of them as point and lose the additional
information.
Another mean to introduce subtyping in Isabelle/HOL is the use of type sums generalized
by inductive datatypes. With type sums, the subtyping relation is closed and finite at
definition time, which enables (complete) pattern-matching and most importantly case
distinction. We can for example define a type ′a anypoint that sums point, ′a lpoint and
point3d:
datatype ′a anypoint = Point point | Point3D point3d | LPoint ′a lpoint
and consequently be able to build a list [Point p, Point3D p3 , LPoint pl]::bool anypoint list
while the point extensions are still recoverable by pattern-matching.
To sum up, we can use parametric polymorphism (i. e. type parameters) to obtain
inheritance and genericity, and sum types (provided by datatypes) for subtyping and case
distinction. These two aspects will be used accordingly in the several formalizations of
imperative datastructures presented in Chapters 4 to 6.
Indeed, this duality also applies with references around where they are taken to transform
the datastructures they point to into mutable objects. As an example, we can construct a
mutable version of ′a anypoint:
datatype ′a anyrpoint = RPoint point ref | RPoint3D point3d ref | RLPoint ′a lpoint ref
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This datatype is similar to a hierarchy of classes where point ref or point3d ref are
the inherent object types and ′a anyrpoint is their super type. Constructors RPoint or
RPoint3D are then used as patterns to match values and obtain their dynamic types or as
explicit cast operators to give them a more general type.
3.6.2 Traits in Isabelle/HOL
Locales (cf. Section 2.1.2.5) are primarily intended to parametrize theories and algorithms
with operations and properties. As such, they are a natural candidate to represent traits as
a mix of specified operations and defined operations depending on them.
Incidentally, self reference can also be simulated by a locale. Indeed the notion of self-
reference can be seen as a property of objects, that is an operation embodied by the keyword
this. Such mechanisms are well illustrated by the case study presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Inductive Representations of
Pointer Structures
This Chapter develops the advantages of out approach and the categories of graphs and
algorithms on which it applies. It starts with an example on linked lists (Section 4.2) first
illustrating the aid provided by the addition of addresses in an inductive datastructure
in order to perform a refinement. It then proceeds with the formal implementation and
refinement of cyclic lists (Section 4.3) started in Chapter 1 that shows that the method also
works on cyclic graphs. It finally describes (in Section 4.5) the several mechanisms available
for the validation of algorithms on different categories of graphs.
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4.1 Introduction
Stating correctness arguments on algorithms involving pointer structures often involves
structural properties like absence of aliasing. A means to describe whether these properties
hold in shared or distinct parts of the heap is needed. A usual way in a refinement process
is to firstly deal only with functional properties about the values contained in the data
structures and then to relate them to the sets of references they depend on. This last
step is however often the hardest because the link is only kept through the first pointer of
the structure while all other cells constituting the structure are not directly related to the
abstract data. This prevents to easily focus at the same time on the corresponding parts
of the structure and its abstraction. Moreover in such an approach, all proofs involving
reference manipulations are left to the low level, even when they are inherent to the algorithm
semantics, and thus possibly involving important theoretical background.
In addition, it is hard to formalize general graphs with sharing and cycles and transfor-
mations on them at the abstract level without resorting to sets of nodes and successor or
reachability relations. In this case, we finally obtain satisfactory pre- and post-conditions but
the proof has not been simplified as the computational aspect of the algorithms manipulating
pointers is forgotten from the abstraction. What is missing is one or more intermediate
levels of abstraction providing smooth stepwise refinements.
We provide a method to reason about graph data in the heap while working with
inductive structures that would be naturally used in functional languages, such as those
manipulated by proof assistants. In this way, all proof techniques available in proof assistants
for inductive datatypes are directly at hand while working on a high-level representation of
data including hints to easily deal with the final refinement step.
More precisely, we represent pointer structures in the heap – comparable to rooted and
directed graphs – by inductive datatypes. This method provides several means to this end.
In fact, the more the shape of the graph and the operations needed for it can be restricted,
the more the representation can be adapted to simplify reasonning. We categorize these
different representations by their application conditions in Section 4.5.1.
Although the representation can be adapted to fit best to the different cases that could
occur, the idea stays the same. An address is associated to each node of the trees – i. e. the
inductive structures – to allow the representation of:
sharing provided by the identification of nodes with the same address.
cycles with additional pointers that can reference a node with this address.
We then obtain graphs following a tree-shaped structure on which inductive reasoning is
possible.
We first show that this method works well for the verification of programs on trees
(that are naturally inductive). This is illustrated by the Section 4.2 that concentrates on
the ease of refinement and proofs provided by this abstraction. This methods also works
on graphs with cycles as demonstrated by the Section 4.3 that formalizes the example
from the introduction at Chapter 1. A last example presented in Section 4.4 shows this
representation also allows to prove – at high level – properties on algorithms whose semantics
is subordinated to references. Section 4.5 finally describes the categories of graphs and
algorithms, and the several representations that are available for them.
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4.2 A First Example on Singly-Linked Lists
In this section, we present an example of refinement of singly-linked lists from a representation
as inductive lists. Verification of imperative lists is now an easy task (taken as an example
by Dudka et al. [52], Myreen [108], Reynolds [127]) but it has not always been the case as
for example in the work by Burstall [33] even though they all use functional specifications
whose properties are proved by induction. We show that the addition of references does not
complicate the specification while making the statement of properties on the implementation
simpler.
We note that even though it would be clearer to strictly separate the abstract and the
concrete levels, we interleave them here to better show their similarities and highlight in
this way the several aspects of the refinement.
4.2.1 Datatypes
On the Abstract Level Singly-linked lists are one of the simplest data structures repre-
sentable with the help of pointers. We use them as an initial example of representation of
data structures in the heap with the help of inductive datatypes. In functional programming
languages, (singly-linked) lists are the primary building element of collections and are thus
well-known and studied in literature and all theoretical programming-language courses.
Within them, they are defined as an algebraic datatype, like already given in Section 1.2.1:
datatype ′a list = Nil | Cons ′a ( ′a list)
We recall that as a ubiquitous datatype, abbreviations [] and x # xs are respectively
given for the constructors Nil and Cons x xs. We will model linked lists by such lists where
value will be product of the value itself and the reference of its corresponding position in
the heap:
type-synonym ( ′r , ′a) l list = ( ′r × ′a) list
When possible – that is when the references won’t be needed – operations on them will
be the ones already provided by the theory List of Isabelle. For example, the empty linked
list and the insertion in a linked list will be represented respectively as Nil ([]) and Cons x
xs (x # xs).
On the Concrete Level In an imperative setting, linked lists are composed of nodes
containing a value and a pointer to the next node or an untyped null pointer. We could have
defined them similarly to functional lists where the empty list is a reference to constructor
RLNilex:
Example 4.1
datatype ′a rlistex = RLNilex | RLConsex ′a ( ′a rlistex ref )
The only difference would have been the introduction of a reference encapsulating the
recursive call. Nevertheless the choice to put the indirection before the recursive call is
arbitrary and this representation can indeed be improved. Firstly, given that we would like
the first node of the list to be mutable, the final type of the imperative list would be ′a
rlistex ref, forcing us to dereference a list to test for its emptiness. Secondly it prevents us
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RLCons r0 v0 RLCons r1 v1 RLCons r2 v2 RLNil
Figure 4.1: The Concrete Linked List of type ′a rlist corresponding to [(r0, v0), (r1, v1), (r2,
v2)]. A rectangle represent a record rlnode that would be written RLNode v (RLCons r).
from defining accessors on a type safe basis1.
To come close to an OO point of view, being able to match lists and to define accessors,
we prefer to define them slightly differently. The node type will exist on its own as a record
( ′a, ′r) rlnode0 on which we will be able to define accessors $val and $next2. As explained in
Section 3.5.3.3, we use the record rnode as a base of all object nodes.
record ( ′a, ′r) rlnode0 = rnode +
rval :: ′a
rnext :: ′r
The type of concrete linked lists is finally close to the one in Example 4.1 excepted we
moved the value inside the reference with an additional layer constituted by the previous
record, giving an explicit type to a node:
Type Definition 4.1 (rlist)
datatype ′a rlist = RLNil | RLCons (( ′a, ′a rlist) rlnode0 ref )
Remark 4.1 (Imperative Datatype). We note that as the type parameter of ref is a
phantom type (cf. Section 2.1.3.3), the recursion is not anymore effective on the term
level (the values of type rlist are either a reference – that is essentially a natural number
as the reference type is fixed – or RLNil) and does not enforce any property like finiteness.
A list defined in this way depends on the heap from which it is read and can still be
cyclic or even infinite (given that the heap is modeled as a function – cf. Section 2.1.3.1).
This is this datatype that will contain the type recursion over the list. We can define a
type synonym ′a rlnode for the type of nodes of list, as well as a pratical shorthand RLNode
(based on RNode, cf. Section 3.5.3.3) to construct them:
type-synonym ′a rlnode = ( ′a, ′a rlist) rlnode0
abbreviation RLNode :: ′a::heap ⇒ ′a rlist ⇒ ′a rlnode
where RLNode v n ≡ RNode (|rval = v, rnext = n|)
As an example, we give a picture showing the implementation of the abstract linked list
[(r0, v0), (r1, v1), (r2, v2)] in Figure 4.1.
4.2.2 Refinement Relation
We can now define functions on the both levels and prove they are in simulation. Evidently,
we need beforehand to define this simulation relation between them. To this end, we use
two functions rlist-of and rlnodes respectively mapping values of the abstract datatype ( ′a
1As we defined them in Section 3.5.3.1, accessors cannot be provided for type ′a rlistex given RLNilex
would not contain a value or a next element.
2The record definition provides us with update functions that are used to define for example $next = Acc
(λx a. x(|rnext := a|)).
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rlnode ref , ′a) l list to values of the concrete datatype ′a rlist corresponding to the handle of
the imperative linked list on one hand, and to values of type ′a rlnode pheap corresponding
to the partial heap occupied by all the nodes of the linked list.
Definition 4.2 (rlist-of ′)
fun rlist-of ′ :: ( ′a::heap rlnode ref , ′a) l list ⇒ ′a rlist ⇒ ′a rlist where
rlist-of ′ [] rqs = rqs
| rlist-of ′ ((rx,vx)#xs) rqs = RLCons rx
abbreviation rlist-of xs ≡ rlist-of ′ xs RLNil
Definition 4.3 (rlnodes ′)
fun rlnodes ′ :: ( ′a::heap rlnode ref , ′a) l list ⇒ ′a rlist ⇒ ′a rlnode pheap where
rlnodes ′ [] rqs = []
| rlnodes ′ ((rx,vx)#xs) rqs =
(rx, RLNode vx (rlist-of ′ xs rqs)) # rlnodes ′ xs rqs
abbreviation rlnodes xs ≡ rlnodes ′ xs RLNil
We note that we define generalized versions of these functions that are intended to work
on lists segments and thus taking an additional parameter corresponding to the content of
the $next component of the last node of the list segment. This allows to easily split the
partial heap, as demonstrated by the following lemmas:
Lemma 4.1. rlist-of ′ (xs @ ys) rqs = rlist-of ′ xs (rlist-of ′ ys rqs)
Lemma 4.2. rlnodes ′ (xs @ ys) rqs = rlnodes ′ xs (rlist-of ′ ys rqs) @ rlnodes ′ ys rqs
Proof. Both lemmas are easily proved by induction on xs with unfolding of definitions of
append (@), rlist-of and rlnodes, and where Lemma 4.2 needs Lemma 4.1.
4.2.3 Functions
On the Abstract Level We define then the efficient reversal of a list (tail-recursive with
an accumulator variable). Isabelle/HOL already provides such a function on functional lists
but we redefine it there to better see its similarities with the imperative version presented
below:
Definition 4.4 (lrev-aux)
fun lrev-aux :: ( ′r , ′a) l list ⇒ ( ′r , ′a) l list ⇒ ( ′r , ′a) l list where
lrev-aux rs [] = rs
| lrev-aux rs (x#xs) = lrev-aux (x#rs) xs
Definition 4.5 (lrev)
definition lrev where lrev = lrev-aux []
The auxiliary function lrev-aux is naturally defined to collect the resulting reversed nodes
in an additional parameter which is initially set to [] in the definition of lrev. Given this
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function operates on ( ′r , ′a) l list, we can see the values of the list which are pairs of type ′r
× ′a are not split, thus keeping the references and their values associated. This means only
the structure that will later be embodied by the $next components of the nodes is modified,
leading this definition to represent an in-place reversal.
On the Concrete Level Indeed, the imperative counterpart defined with Imperative_HOL
(described in Section 2.1.3) follows this definition excepted it needs to explicitly redirect
pointers in order to establish the same configuration:
Definition 4.6 (rlrev-aux)
partial-function (heap) rlrev-aux :: ( ′a::heap) rlist ⇒ ′a rlist ⇒ ′a rlist Heap
where rlrev-aux rys rxs =
(case rxs of
RLNil ⇒ return rys
| (RLCons rx) ⇒ do {
rxs1 ← (rx·$next);
rx·$next .= rys;
rlrev-aux rxs rxs1 })
Definition 4.7 (rlrev)
definition rlrev = rlrev-aux RLNil
We could imagine to obtain this code directly from the functional implementation above,
given that the references are present and that they give us the necessary information to
know whether the modifications are done destructively or constructively. In the case the list
is empty, we return the collecting parameter, while in the case where the list is non-empty,
we prepend its first cell to the collecting parameter and call recursively the function on this
new collecting list and the remaining list.
4.2.4 Simulation Proof
The correctness of rlrev-aux is stated using the proof tools we defined in Section 3.4:
Lemma 4.3. effect (rlrev-aux rys rxs) h h ′ rxs ′
rxs = rlist-of xs in-heap h (rlnodes xs)
rys = rlist-of ′ ys rqy in-heap h (rlnodes ′ ys rqy)
distinct (refs-of (rlnodes xs @ rlnodes ′ ys rqy))
rxs ′ = rlist-of ′ (lrev-aux ys xs) rqy in-heap h ′ (rlnodes ′ (lrev-aux ys xs) rqy)
heap-locally (set (raw-refs (rlnodes xs))) h h ′
Remark 4.2 (Modularity). This lemma may look complicated but some abbreviations
could make it resemble a Hoare or separation logic triple. Nevertheless by spliting all
these concepts aparts, we obtain a better granularity and modularity, as well as a good
understanding of their differences. For example, we know the only modified cells are
those belonging to xs where using a separation logic triple would only have stated that
the modified references would belong to xs or ys.
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Remark 4.3 (Variation). A similar theorem can be proved without any hypothesis about
ys, however it seems more natural to assume that ys is a list, by a direct instantiation
of the higher-level datastructures.
It expresses that if rlrev-aux rys rxs is executed without error on a heap h and returns
rxs ′ on a heap h ′, if xs (respectively ys) is allocated in heap h at handle rxs (rys) and if all
nodes of xs and ys are at distinct locations then lrev-aux ys xs is allocated in heap h ′ at
handle rxs ′ and only the cells with references in xs are different between h and h ′.
Proof. By induction on xs:
• case []: then xs ′ = ys and rxs = RLNil which induces rlrev-aux rys rxs returns rys with
no modification on the heap. Thus conclusions are directly obtained from hypotheses.
• case (rx, vx) # xs: rlrev-aux rys rxs runs in three intructions:
– the reference to the list following rx is stored in rxs1 and the heap is not modified.
This gives (rxs1 = rlist-of xs)
– the reference to ys is put in the $next component of rx and the heap h is only
updated at rx to a heap h1. This gives in-heap h1 (rlnodes ′ (x # ys) rqy) and
heap-locally {raw-ref rx} h h1
– finally the function is called recursively on rxs and rxs1 for which we can apply
the induction hypothesis (given that xs and x # ys are allocated in h1 at handles
rxs and rxs1 and that all the nodes of xs and x # ys are still at distinct locations).
This mostly results in the conclusions excepted for heap-locally (set (raw-refs
(rlnodes ′ xs rqy))) h1 h ′ that needs to be extended to a relation between h and h ′
by adding raw-ref rx to set (raw-refs (rlnodes ′ xs rqy)).
This proof can be written and verified in some lines of structured Isar, mostly unfolding the
definition of rlrev-aux and instantiating the generalized ys of the induction hypothesis.
The corresponding theorem on lrev is then:
Theorem 4.4. effect (rlrev rxs) h h ′ rxs ′
distinct (refs-of (rlnodes xs))
rxs = rlist-of xs in-heap h (rlnodes xs)
rxs ′ = rlist-of (lrev xs) in-heap h ′ (rlnodes (lrev xs))
heap-locally (set (raw-refs (rlnodes xs))) h h ′
Proof. Immediate by instantiating ys in Lemma 4.3 with the empty list [] and applying
Definition 4.5, some properties about append and [].
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4.2.5 Entailment of Further Properties
On the Abstract Level One of the first properties usually verified on the list reversal is
its idempotency. This proof on a non tail-recursive version is indeed proposed by Nipkow
et al. [113] as the first example illustrating the need to sometimes prove generalized properties
in order to obtain the wished ones. Here, we will prove this property on our abstract version
in a similar fashion but with the extra accumulator parameter, starting with a general
Lemma 4.5 that can then be instantiated to obtain the wished theorem 4.6:
Lemma 4.5. lrev-aux [] (lrev-aux ys xs) = lrev-aux xs ys
Proof. By induction on xs:
• When xs = [], Definition 4.4 gives lrev-aux [] (lrev-aux ys []) = lrev-aux [] ys
• We assume ∀ ys. lrev-aux [] (lrev-aux ys xs) = lrev-aux xs ys, then:
lrev-aux [] (lrev-aux ys (x # xs))
= lrev-aux [] (lrev-aux (x # ys) xs) (Definition 4.4)
= lrev-aux xs (x # ys) (induction hypothesis)
= lrev-aux (x # xs) ys (Definition 4.4)
Remark 4.4 (Even more general). We could also prove an even more generalized property
lrev-aux zs (lrev-aux ys xs) = lrev-aux (xs @ zs) ys but the proof would then need extra
results about append (@).
Theorem 4.6. lrev (lrev xs) = xs
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.5:
lrev (lrev xs) = lrev-aux [] (lrev-aux [] xs) (Definition 4.5)
= lrev-aux xs [] (Lemma 4.5)
= xs (Definition 4.4)
Additionally, we also want to prove that the set of references present in the datastructure
has not been changed and that no reference have been duplicated or removed. This can
be summarized by the fact that – once translated into partial heaps with rlnodes ′ – the
references of the result are equal w. r. t. permutation to the references in the initial lists:
Lemma 4.7. rlnodes ′ (lrev-aux ys xs) rqy ≈refs rlnodes xs @ rlnodes ′ ys rqy
Proof. Like for Lemma 4.5, this lemma is proved by induction on xs.
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• case []: Immediate from definitions of lrev-aux and append.
• case (rx, vx) # xs: We assume:
rlnodes ′ (lrev-aux (x # ys) xs) rqy ≈refs rlnodes xs @ rlnodes ′ (x # ys) rqy
and we have to prove:
rlnodes ′ (lrev-aux ys (x # xs)) rqy ≈refs rlnodes (x # xs) @ rlnodes ′ ys rqy
The first arguments can be unified with definition of lrev-aux (Definition 4.4). The
references of the second arguments can be proved to be equal w. r. t. permutation:
rlnodes (x # xs) @ rlnodes ′ ys rqy
≈refs rlnodes [x] @ rlnodes xs @ rlnodes ′ (x # ys) rqy (Definition 4.3)
≈refs rlnodes xs @ rlnodes [x] @ rlnodes ′ (x # ys) rqy (permutation)
≈refs rlnodes xs @ rlnodes ′ (x # ys) rqy (Definition 4.3)
Here we can see the abstract datastructure being naturally split by the function rlnodes
mapping it to the partial heap, which is itself split and easily reorganized. In Isabelle, the
proof can be done automatically in two steps (induction and simplification) by ordering the
composition of partial heaps to be unified. At this stage, we can see a strong similarity with
the work of Myreen [108] that uses lists and rewriting to prove assertions of the separation
logic about imperative lists. However, in our case, this extends to any datastructure decorated
with references and for which a mapping function has been provided.
The result about lrev is an application of this Lemma 4.7:
Theorem 4.8. rlnodes (lrev xs) ≈refs rlnodes xs
Proof. By unfolding the definition of lrev (Definition 4.5), we have to prove rlnodes ′ (lrev-aux
[] xs) rqy ≈refs rlnodes xs which is obvious from previous Lemma 4.7.
On the Concrete Level Using the simulation relation proved in theorem 4.9 and this
theorem, it is then easy to obtain this result for imperative lists:
Theorem 4.9. effect (rlrev rxs >>= rlrev) h h ′ rxs ′
distinct (refs-of (rlnodes xs))
rxs = rlist-of xs in-heap h (rlnodes xs)
heap-locally (set (raw-refs (rlnodes xs))) h h ′
rxs ′ = rxs in-heap h ′ (rlnodes xs)
Proof. From effect (rlrev rxs >>= rlrev) h h ′ rxs ′, we obtain h1 and rxs1 where:
effect (rlrev rxs) h h1 rxs1 (4.1)
effect (rlrev rxs1) h1 h ′ rxs ′ (4.2)
From a first application of Lemma 4.3 to eq. (4.1) and with theorem 4.8, we obtain the
necessary hypotheses to apply Lemma 4.3 on eq. (4.2). This result can then be simplified
thanks to theorem 4.6 to obtain the goal.
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4.2.6 Conclusion
In this section, we have formalized a simple tree-shaped datastructure (without sharing
or cycle) at a high level and defined a function on it. This function is easily defined in a
functional style with according proofs, at a higher level than usual. We have shown the
imperative algorithm was close enough to the functional algorithm to consider obtaining
it mostly or completely automatically. From this closeness along with the presence of
the references in the high-level list, it is easy to prove that the imperative algorithm is
in simulation with the high-level one. The sharing (in this case the distinctness) of the
references and the other functional properties can be proved at high-level to be applied
within the low-level proofs.
In the next sections, we will see how the addition of references also allows to represent
graphs and properties about them. Moreover the high-level algorithms will be able to
manipulate the references (notably through reference equalities) – in the way a low-level
algorithm would do – to reason about them directly on the abstract level.
4.3 Formal Refinement of Cyclic Lists
Functions on cyclic lists written in Scala have been informally proved in Section 1.3. In
this section we will present a formal development verified in Isabelle/HOL allowing the
generation of code in Scala.
4.3.1 Datatypes
We first define the datatype corresponding to the one given in the Scala implementation.
For the nodes of cyclic lists, we reuse the record rlnode0 defined for linked lists in Section 4.2.
We thus take advantage of the accessors $next and $val. We put them into a datatype rclist1
corresponding to the class SCList1 of non-empty cyclic lists:
Type Definition 4.8 (rclist1 )
datatype ′a rclist1 = RCList1 ( ′a, ′a rclist1 ) rlnode0 ref
Remark 4.5. In this particular case, ′a rclist1 would seem to be definable as a synonym
of ( ′a, ′a rclist1 ) rlnode0 ref given it has only one constructor. However the datatype is
necessary to correctly define the type recursion.
Like for linked lists, we define a type synonym rcnode corresponding to the type of nodes
of cyclic lists, as well as a shorthand RCNode to construct them:
Type Definition 4.9 (rcnode)
type-synonym ′a rcnode = ( ′a, ′a rclist1 ) rlnode0
Definition 4.10 (RCNode)
abbreviation RCNode :: ′a::heap ⇒ ′a rclist1 ⇒ ′a rcnode
where RCNode v n ≡ RNode (|rval = v, rnext = n|)
We finally define the counterpart of the Scala type SCList of possibly empty cyclic lists:
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RCList1 r2 v2 RCList1 r0 v0 RCList1 r1 v1 RCList1 r2
Figure 4.2: The Concrete Cyclic List of type ′a rclist1 corresponding to [(r0, v0), (r1, v1),
(r2, v2)]. A rectangle represent a record rcnode that would be written RCNode v (RCList1
r). The value in a double square is the current value of the list.
Type Definition 4.11 (rclist)
datatype ′a rclist = RCCons ′a rclist1 | RCNil
In order to easily manipulate these datatypes we also define destructors RCList1 ! :: ′a
rclist1 ⇒ ′a rcnode ref and RCCons! :: ′a rclist ⇒ ′a rclist1 allowing to cast the objects
without the need for pattern matching.
In the informal version, we used the type ( ′r , ′a) clist to reason about abstract references.
We redefine this type abbreviation with only one type argument to stand for our current
implementation:
Type Definition 4.12 (clist)
type-synonym ′a clist = ( ′a rcnode ref , ′a) clist
As an example, we give a picture showing the implementation of the abstract cyclic list
[(r0, v0), (r1, v1), (r2, v2)] in Figure 4.2.
4.3.2 Functions
All the functions on the abstract lists have been defined in Section 1.2.2. We will instantiate
them in Imperative_HOL and prove they are in simulation.
4.3.2.1 Simulation
The handle of a non-empty cyclic list – given by rclist1-of – is the last reference in the
abstract list. The handle to a possibly empty cyclic list – given by rclist-of – is RCNil or
the result of rclist-of wrapped in RCCons:
Definition 4.13 (rclist1-of )
abbreviation rclist1-of :: ′a clist ⇒ ′a rclist1
where rclist1-of xs ≡ RCList1 (fst (last xs))
Definition 4.14 (rclist1-ofd)
definition rclist1-ofd :: ′a clist ⇒ ′a rclist1 ⇒ ′a rclist1
where rclist1-ofd xs dft = (if xs = [] then dft else rclist1-of xs)
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Definition 4.15 (rclist-of )
definition rclist-of :: ′a clist ⇒ ′a rclist
where rclist-of xs = (if xs = [] then RCNil else RCCons (rclist1-of xs))
The partial heap representing a segment of cyclic list (that is a linked list) is given by
rcnodes whose second parameter is the handle to the following list. We also introduce an
abbreviation rcnodes ′ in the case of a complete cyclic list:
Definition 4.16 (rcnodes)
fun rcnodes :: ′a::heap clist ⇒ ′a rclist1 ⇒ ′a rcnode pheap where
rcnodes [] rqs = []
| rcnodes [(rx,vx)] rqs = [(rx, RCNode vx rqs)]
| rcnodes ((rx,vx)#xs) rqs = (rx, RCNode vx (RCList1 (fst (hd xs)))) # rcnodes xs rqs
Definition 4.17 (rcnodes ′)
abbreviation rcnodes ′ :: ′a::heap clist ⇒ ′a rcnode pheap
where rcnodes ′ xs ≡ rcnodes xs (RCList1 (fst (hd xs)))
4.3.2.2 Refinement for ccur
We can now proceed with the implementation. Following the same order as in Section 1.3,
we first define the functions rccur1 and rccur corresponding to the functions sccur1 and
sccur defined in Section 1.3.3.1.
Definition 4.18 (rccur1 )
definition rccur1 :: ′a::heap rclist1 ⇒ ′a Heap where
rccur1 rxs = do{
rxs ′← (RCList1 ! rxs)·$next;
(RCList1 ! rxs ′)·$val }
Definition 4.19 (rccur)
fun rccur where
rccur RCNil = return None
| rccur (RCCons rxs) = (rccur1 rxs »= return o Some)
Remark 4.6. We can note that the functions defined in this section closely look like
their Scala counterparts with some exceptions:
• the read-only computations have to be explicitly sequenced while this is done
implicitly by the syntactic sugar provided by Scala. The introduction of this
feature in Imperative_HOL was succinctly discussed in Section 3.1.
• explicit type conversions are necessary to the subtyping (in this case RCCons
and RCCons!) and to the representation of objects (in this case RCList1 and
RCList1 !).
• Auxiliary functions can’t be nested and are thus extracted (cf. functions rcmap1
and rcmap1-aux in Section 4.3.2.5).
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Lemma 4.10. effect (rccur1 rxs) h h ′ x
in-heap h (rcnodes ′ xs) rxs = rclist1-of xs xs 6= []
x = ccur1 xs h ′ = h
Proof. We first note that rccur1 does not modify the heap thus h ′ = h is immediate.
From xs 6= [], we obtain vxn and xsn where xs = xsn @ [(RCList1 ! rxs, vxn)]. We note
ccur1 xs is the first value of xs. By case distinction on xsn and using effect (rccur1 rxs) h
h ′ x and in-heap h (rcnodes ′ xs) we obtain immediately the result in each case after the
unfolding of the definition of rccur1 (Definition 4.18).
Lemma 4.11. effect (rccur rxs) h h ′ x
in-heap h (rcnodes ′ xs) rxs = rclist-of xs
x = ccur xs h ′ = h
Proof. By case distinction on xs:
• if xs = [] then rxs = RCNil and rccur1 returns None that is ccur [].
• else xs 6= [] and Lemma 4.10 applies such that rccur rxs returns Some (ccur1 xs) which
is equal to ccur xs (by Lemma 1.13).
4.3.2.3 Refinement for cnext
The function coming next is rcnext and its variant rcnext1 implementing cnext and corre-
sponding to scnext.
Definition 4.20 (rcnext1 )
definition rcnext1 :: ( ′a::heap) rclist1 ⇒ ′a rclist1 Heap where
rcnext1 rxs = (RCList1 ! rxs)·$next
Definition 4.21 (rcnext)
fun rcnext where
rcnext RCNil = return RCNil
| rcnext (RCCons r) = (rcnext1 r »= return o RCCons)
Again, they strictly follow their Scala versions. The simulations lemmas are Lemmas 4.12
and 4.13.
Lemma 4.12. effect (rcnext1 rxs) h h ′ rxs ′
in-heap h (rcnodes ′ xs) rxs = rclist1-of xs xs 6= []
rxs ′ = rclist1-of (cnext xs) h ′ = h
Proof. We first note that rcnext1 does not modify the heap thus h ′ = h is immediate.
From xs 6= [], we obtain vxn and xsn where xs = xsn @ [(rxs, vxn)]. From effect (rcnext1
rxs) h h ′ rxs ′, we have rxs ′ = RAcc.get h $next (RCList1 ! rxs) that is rclist-of (cnext xs)
from in-heap h (rcnodes ′ xs).
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Lemma 4.13. effect (rcnext rxs) h h ′ rxs ′
in-heap h (rcnodes ′ xs) rxs = rclist-of xs
rxs ′ = rclist-of (cnext xs) h ′ = h
Proof. By case distinction on xs:
• if xs = [] then rxs = RCNil that is rclist-of (cnext []).
• else xs 6= [] and Lemma 4.12 applies such that rcnext rxs returns RCCons (rclist1-of
(cnext xs)) which is equal to rclist-of (cnext xs).
4.3.2.4 Refinement for csingle
As explained in Section 1.3.3.3, a cyclic list can’t be created without first creating an acyclic
list with the help of an arbitrary value of the right type. We create such a value UndefRef –
directly corresponding to the null value of Scala – with the command consts that declares
a constant without definition. Thus it will not be possible to prove any property about it,
and it will always be used as a temporary placeholder.
Definition 4.22 (UndefRef )
consts UndefRef :: ′a ref
With it we can construct a cyclic list with a single node. We also define the abbreviation
new-RCList1 allowing to create a node of a cyclic list without ensuring its well-formedness.
It corresponds to the call of the constructor new SCList1(x,n):
Definition 4.23 (new-RCList1 )
abbreviation new-RCList1 :: ′a::heap ⇒ ′a rclist1 ⇒ ′a rclist1 Heap
where new-RCList1 x n ≡ (ref (RCNode x n) »= return o RCList1 )
Definition 4.24 (rcsingle1 )
definition rcsingle1 :: ′a::heap ⇒ ′a rclist1 Heap where
rcsingle1 x = do{
rxs ← new-RCList1 x (RCList1 UndefRef );
(RCList1 ! rxs)·$next .= rxs;
return rxs }
Definition 4.25 (rcsingle)
definition rcsingle :: ′a::heap ⇒ ′a rclist Heap where
rcsingle x = (rcsingle1 x »= return o RCCons)
Lemma 4.14. With xs = csingle (RCList1 ! rxs) vx:
effect (rcsingle1 vx) h h ′ rxs
heap-pure h h ′ ¬ Ref .present h (RCList1 ! rxs)
rxs = rclist1-of xs in-heap h ′ (rcnodes ′ xs)
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Proof. We first note that rcsingle1 does not modify existing cells of the heap h thus heap-pure
h h ′ is immediate. The other goals are solved from Imperative_HOL simplifications and
Definitions 1.14, 4.24 and 4.16.
Lemma 4.15. With xs = csingle (RCList1 ! (RCCons! rxs)) vx:
effect (rcsingle vx) h h ′ rxs
heap-pure h h ′ ¬ Ref .present h (RCList1 ! (RCCons! rxs))
rxs = rclist-of xs in-heap h ′ (rcnodes ′ xs)
Proof. Immediately follows from Lemma 4.14 and Definition 4.25.
4.3.2.5 Refinement for cmap
We finally refine the recursive function cmap by rcmap with the help of the auxiliary
functions rcmap1 and rcmap1-aux. We use the command partial_function described in
Section 2.1.2.2 as the termination depend on the heap.
Definition 4.26 (rcmap1-aux)
partial-function (heap)
rcmap1-aux :: ′a::heap rclist1 ⇒ ( ′a ⇒ ′a) ⇒ ′a rclist1 ⇒ ′a rclist1 Heap where
rcmap1-aux rcz f rxs = do{
rcur ← rcnext1 rxs;
rmap $val f (RCList1 ! rcur);
(if (rcur = rcz) then (return rcur) else (rcmap1-aux rcz f rcur)) }
Definition 4.27 (rcmap1 )
definition rcmap1 :: ( ′a::heap ⇒ ′a) ⇒ ′a rclist1 ⇒ ′a rclist1 Heap
where rcmap1 f rxs = rcmap1-aux rxs f rxs
Definition 4.28 (rcmap)
definition rcmap :: ( ′a::heap ⇒ ′a) ⇒ ′a rclist ⇒ ′a rclist Heap where
rcmap f rxs = (case rxs of
RCNil ⇒ return RCNil
| RCCons rxs1 ⇒ rcmap1 f rxs1 »= (return o RCCons))
The corresponding simulation Lemma 4.16 is naturally proved by induction on the
inductive list xs. Lemmas 4.17 and 4.18 are simple consequences of it.
Lemma 4.16. With xzs = xs @ [(RCList1 ! rcz, z)]:
effect (rcmap1-aux rcz f rxs) h h ′ rxs ′
distinct (refs-of (rcnodes ′ (xzs @ ys)))
in-heap h (rcnodes ′ (xzs @ ys)) rxs = rclist1-of (xzs @ ys) xzs @ ys 6= []
heap-locally (raw-ref ‘ set (refs-of (rcnodes ′ xzs))) h h ′
rxs ′ = rcz in-heap h ′ (rcnodes ′ (cmap f xzs @ ys))
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Proof. By induction on xs:
• case []: We have rcur = rcz and the function returns rcur after the application of f to
the value at rcz. The heap is only modified for rcz and the value of h ′ at rcz is "f z.
• case (rx, vx) # xs: We have rcur = RCList1 rx, which is distinct from rcz by assumption.
Thus the algorithm perform a recursive call. We can apply the induction hypothesis
to it with ys replaced by ys @ [(rx, f vx)] and easily obtain the result from there.
Lemma 4.17. effect (rcmap1 f rxs) h h ′ rxs ′
distinct (refs-of (rcnodes ′ xs))
in-heap h (rcnodes ′ xs) rxs = rclist1-of xs xs 6= []
heap-locally (raw-ref ‘ set (refs-of (rcnodes ′ xs))) h h ′
rxs ′ = rxs in-heap h ′ (rcnodes ′ (cmap f xs))
Proof. From xs 6= [], we obtain vxn and xsn where xs = xsn @ [(rxs, vxn)]. The goal then
reduces to Lemma 4.16 where ys = [], xs = xsn, rcz = rxs and z = vxn.
Lemma 4.18. effect (rcmap f rxs) h h ′ rxs ′
distinct (refs-of (rcnodes ′ xs))
in-heap h (rcnodes ′ xs) rxs = rclist-of xs
heap-locally (raw-ref ‘ set (refs-of (rcnodes ′ xs))) h h ′
rxs ′ = rxs in-heap h ′ (rcnodes ′ (cmap f xs))
Proof. By case distinction on xs:
• if xs = [] then rxs = RCNil and rcmap f rxs returns RCNil.
• else xs 6= [] and Lemma 4.17 allows to conclude.
4.3.2.6 Entailment of Further Properties
In a final step, we obtain the counterpart of Lemma 1.12. Beforehand we need a counterpart
for funpow that we define as a higher-order monadic function rfunpow iterating the monadic
function given as argument:
Definition 4.29 (rfunpow)
fun rfunpow :: ( ′a ⇒ ′a Heap) ⇒ nat ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′a Heap where
rfunpow rf n rx = (if n = 0 then return rx
else rf rx »= rfunpow rf (n − 1 ))
Considering this is an higher order function, we prove a theorem universally quantified
by a simulation property P that is ensured under the condition that it is preserved by the
function parameter (schema theorem):
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Lemma 4.19. P h x rx
effect (rfunpow rf n rx) h h ′ rx ′
∀ v rv rv ′ h h ′. effect (rf rv) h h ′ rv ′ ∧ P h v rv −→ P h ′ (f v) rv ′
P h ′ (f n x) rx ′
It states that as soon as a function f and its imperative version rf are in simulation
then rfunpow rf rx is in simulation with funpow f x where rx is in simulation with x. The
simulation is embodied by the property P between a value v and its imperative version rv
in a heap h.
Proof. By induction on n and using the definition of rfunpow (Definition 4.29):
• when n = 0, the conclusion is directly the first premise.
• we assume the property holds for n and show it also holds for Suc n ′. By applying the
third premise with the first one, we obtain P h ′ (f n (f x)) rx ′ which reduces to the
goal.
We also need to define the length of a cyclic list, that we define and verify in a comparable
way to rcmap.
Definition 4.30 (rclength1-aux)
partial-function (heap) rclength1-aux where
rclength1-aux rz n rxs = do{
rcur ← rcnext1 rxs;
(if (rcur = rz) then return (n+1 ) else rclength1-aux rz (n + 1 ) rcur) }
Definition 4.31 (rclength1 )
definition rclength1 where rclength1 rcxs = rclength1-aux rcxs 0 rcxs
Definition 4.32 (rclength)
fun rclength where
rclength RCNil = return 0
| rclength (RCCons rcxs1 ) = rclength1 rcxs1
Lemma 4.20. With xzs = xs @ [(RCList1 ! rz, z)]
distinct (refs-of (rcnodes ′ xzs))
effect (rclength1-aux rz n rxs) h h ′ n ′
in-heap h (rcnodes ′ (xzs @ ys)) rxs = rclist1-of (xzs @ ys)
n ′ = n + clength xzs h ′ = h
Lemma 4.21. effect (rclength rxs) h h ′ n ′
distinct (refs-of (rcnodes ′ xs))
in-heap h (rcnodes ′ xs) rxs = rclist-of xs
n ′ = clength xs h ′ = h
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one for rcmap, proving first a generalized theorem for
rclength1-aux, that is specialized to prove the theorems for rclength1 and finally rclength.
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We can finally prove the counterpart of Lemma 1.12:
Lemma 4.22. distinct (refs-of (rcnodes ′ xs))
in-heap h (rcnodes ′ xs) rxs = rclist-of xs
effect (rclength rxs >>= (λn. rfunpow rcnext n rxs)) h h ′ rxs ′
rxs ′ = rxs h ′ = h
Proof. We use the simulation relations proved for rclength (Lemma 4.21) and rfunpow
(Lemma 4.19) – where P is λh1 xs1 rxs1. in-heap h1 (rcnodes ′ xs1) ∧ rxs1 = rclist-of xs1 ∧
h1 = h – to obtain rxs ′ = rclist-of (cnextclength xs xs) ∧ h ′ = h. Lemma 1.12 proved on the
functional level allows to conclude.
With this theorem we see that the properties proved for the imperative functions
(Lemmas 4.21 and 4.19) are sufficient to prove more complex lemmas using the properties
proved on the specification (Lemma 1.12).
4.3.3 Conclusion
In this section we have formalized the refinement of the cyclic lists presented in Chapter 1.
We have seen that an inductive datatype can be used to represent a cyclic graph and
algorithms on them. The inductive representation provides a means to reason inductively
and strucurally on the imperative definitions. The termination conditions based on the
finiteness of the datatype can be used to simulate the ones of the imperative lists based on
reference comparisons.
Here, the additional pointers w. r. t. the inductive datastructure are statically encoded in
the simulation relation given by rcnodes. This would not be possible for references bringing
additional information w. r. t. the backbone structure, although these ones can be encoded
as specific pointer nodes containing references to other nodes (using their addresses). This is
well demonstrated by the case study performed on the Schorr-Waite algorithm (Chapter 5).
Another aspect that was not illustrated here is the possibility to define algorithms whose
semantics depend on the references. We thus introduce a last example in the next Section 4.4
illustrating this point.
4.4 Possibly-Cyclic Lists
In this section we introduce possibly-cyclic lists that are linked lists whose acyclicity is not
ensured and on which we want to define a function deciding the cyclicity. To this end we
represent possibly-cyclic lists by a pair of lists representing the nodes until the potential
cycle – that is a possibly empty acyclic segment of linked list as defined in Section 4.2 – and
the remaining nodes – that is a cyclic list (Chapter 1). The list is acyclic when the second
list is empty. The implementation of the possibly-cyclic lists will be eventually based on
the linked lists and we thus won’t use any of the cyclic list definitions that depend on the
imperative type rclist1. The type of the specification of a possibly-cyclic list is:
Type Definition 4.33 (pclist)
type-synonym ( ′r , ′a) pclist = ( ′r × ′a) list × ( ′r × ′a) list
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x0
y0
x1
y1
xend
yend
(a) Acyclic case
x0
y0
x1
y1
x2
y2
x3
y3
xend
yend
(b) Cyclic case
Figure 4.3: Examples of the execution of the cycle detection algorithm on an acyclic (a) and
a cyclic (b) list. x i and yi respectively are the slow and fast pointers shown at several steps
of the algorithm. The final state is indexed by end. The path drawn in blue is the part of
the list traversed by x i.
4.4.1 Definitions
We then define the functions necessary to the cycle detection that are the empty pclist
(pcnil), the reference (pcref ) and the successor (pcnext) of a pclist:
Definition 4.34 (pcnil)
abbreviation pcnil :: ( ′a, ′r) pclist where pcnil ≡ ([],[])
Definition 4.35 (pcref )
fun pcref :: ( ′r , ′a) pclist ⇒ ′r where pcref (xas,xcs) = fst (hd (xas @ xcs))
Definition 4.36 (pcnext)
fun pcnext :: ( ′r , ′a) pclist ⇒ ( ′r , ′a) pclist where
pcnext ([],xcs) = ([],cnext xcs)
| pcnext (xs,xcs) = (tl xs,xcs)
The cycle detection algorithm uses two pointers traversing the list at different constant
speeds. If the fastest reach the end of the list then the list is not cyclic, and if the fastest
reach the slowest then the list is cyclic. It is illustrated by the Figure 4.3 and it is written
like so3:
Definition 4.37 (pcyclic-aux)
function (domintros) pcyclic-aux where
pcyclic-aux xs ys = (xs 6= pcnil ∧ ys 6= pcnil ∧ pcnext ys 6= pcnil
∧ (pcref xs = pcref ys ∨ pcyclic-aux (pcnext xs) ((pcnext ^^ 2 ) ys)))
by pat-completeness simp
Definition 4.38 (pcyclic)
definition pcyclic where pcyclic xs = (xs 6= pcnil ∧ pcyclic-aux xs (pcnext xs))
This definition introduces the predicate pcyclic-aux-dom (xs, ys) stating that the function
pcyclic-aux terminates when called with arguments xs and ys.
3We do not exactly use this definition in Isabelle as it does not generate the intended introduction rules
for its domain definition. We can however prove the less clear actual specification to be completely equivalent
to this one
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4.4.2 Termination
The predicate pcyclic-aux-dom comes with these introduction rules:
Lemma 4.23.
xs = pcnil ∨ ys = pcnil ∨ pcnext ys = pcnil
pcyclic-aux-dom (pcnil, ys)
pcref xs = pcref ys
pcyclic-aux-dom (xs, ys)
pcyclic-aux-dom (pcnext xs, pcnext2 ys)
pcyclic-aux-dom (xs, ys)
Proof. This Lemma naturally states that the algorithm terminates as soon as at least one
pointer reachs the end or the fastest reach the slowest or the recursive call terminates. It is
automatically proved by the function package thanks to the option (domintros).
The termination proof is naturally not immediate and will be done in several steps. We
can first generalize the introduction rule by raising the call to a power k:
Lemma 4.24.
pcref (pcnext2 ∗ k ys) = pcref (pcnextk xs)
pcyclic-aux-dom (xs, ys)
Proof. By induction on k:
• case 0. From the assumption, we obtain pcref xs = pcref ys and Lemma 4.23 allows to
conclude,
• case Suc k ′. We assume the statement is true for k ′ and any xs and ys. From the
assumption we obtain:
pcref (pcnext2 ∗ n
′
(pcnext2 ys)) = pcref (pcnextk
′
(pcnext xs))
which allows to apply the induction hypothesis. Once again, Lemma 4.23 allows to
conclude.
Then we can now prove the following important Lemma 4.25 which states that when the
both pointers are in the cycle, we can find a number of steps allowing the fastest pointer
to reach the slowest. It will be directly used to prove in Lemma 4.26 that the algorithm
terminates as long as the second argument is the first one on which pcnext has been applied
n times.
Lemma 4.25. ∃ k. cnext2 ∗ k (cnextn xcs) = cnextk xcs
Proof. This is for example satisfied with k = n ∗ (length xcs − 1 ), given this property:
cnext length xcs − 1 xcs = inv cnext xcs
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Lemma 4.26. pcyclic-aux-dom (xs, pcnextn xs)
Proof. From Lemma 4.25 we obtain k such that
cnext2 ∗ k (cnextn (snd xs)) = cnextk (snd xs) (4.3)
Then we move the slowest pointer xs and the fastest pointer ys (= pcnextn xs) by length
(fst xs) steps until the slowest reach the cycle and by k until the fastest reach the slowest.
We have:
pcnext2 ∗ (k + length (fst xs)) ys
= pcnext length (fst xs) (pcnext2 ∗ k + length (fst xs) + n xs)
= pcnext length (fst xs) ([], cnext2 ∗ k + n (snd xs))
= pcnext length (fst xs) ([], cnextk (snd xs)) (eq. (4.3))
= pcnextk + length (fst xs) xs
and we obtain the result with Lemma 4.24.
4.4.3 Correctness
Lemma 4.27.
ys = pcnextn + 1 xs distinct (map fst (fst xs @ snd xs))
pcyclic-aux xs ys = (snd xs 6= [])
Proof. The first assumption ensures we are in a terminating case. We can proceed by
induction on the calls of pcyclic-aux.
• if xs = pcnil ∨ ys = pcnil ∨ pcnext ys = pcnil then ¬ pcyclic-aux xs ys and in all
cases snd xs = [],
• else if pcref xs = pcref ys then pcyclic-aux xs ys. Moreover, by contradiction, if snd xs
= [], then there exists n such that fst (hd (fst xs)) = fst (hd (tln + 1 (fst xs))) which
is impossible from the second assumption. Then snd xs 6= [].
• else we assume the property true for xs and ys and we have to show it for pcnext xs
and pcnext2 ys. This is immediate from Definition 4.37, the induction hypothesis and
the assumptions.
Lemma 4.28.
distinct (map fst (fst xs @ snd xs))
pcyclic xs = (snd xs 6= [])
Proof. This is immediate from Definition 4.38 and Lemma 4.27.
We now have a high-level proof that pcyclic is correct, i. e. that it returns whether the
cyclic part of the pclist is empty or not. We have taken advantage of the addresses in the
inductive representation without which a correctness proof at the level of inductive datatypes
would not have been possible.
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4.4.4 Refinement
Simulation relation. We can proceed with the refinement. We first declare the types that
we will manipulate. Our low-level types will be ′a rpcnode and ′a rpclist simple synonyms
for the linked list counterparts. We also add the instantiated high-level type ′a pclist.
Type Definition 4.39 (rpcnode)
type-synonym ′a rpcnode = ′a rlnode
Type Definition 4.40 (rpclist)
type-synonym ′a rpclist = ′a rlist
Type Definition 4.41 (pclist)
type-synonym ′a pclist = ( ′a rpcnode ref , ′a) pclist
In a second step, we define the simulation relation through the functions rpcnodes and
rpclist returning respectively the partial heap and the handle of a possibly cyclic list:
Definition 4.42 (rpcnodes)
fun rpcnodes :: ′a::heap pclist ⇒ ′a rpcnode pheap where
rpcnodes (xas, xcs) = rlnodes ′ xas (rlist-of xcs) @ rlnodes ′ xcs (rlist-of xcs)
Definition 4.43 (rpclist)
fun rpclist :: ′a::heap pclist ⇒ ′a rpclist
where rpclist (xas, xcs) = rlist-of ′ xas (rlist-of xcs)
Implementation. We begin the implementation with rlnext – returning the next element
of a list (the tail) – that was still not defined on linked lists:
Definition 4.44 (rlnext)
fun rlnext :: ( ′a::heap) rlist ⇒ ′a rlist Heap where
rlnext RLNil = raise ′′rlnext of empty list ′′
| rlnext (RLCons rx) = rx·$next
Then comes the refinement of the cycle detection algorithm rlcyclic, with an auxiliary
function rlcyclic-aux:
Definition 4.45 (rlcyclic-aux)
partial-function (heap) rlcyclic-aux :: ( ′a::heap) rlist ⇒ ′a rlist ⇒ bool Heap
where rlcyclic-aux rslow rfast =
(case rfast of RLNil ⇒ return False | - ⇒
(if (rslow = rfast) then return True else do{
rfast1 ← rlnext rfast;
(case rfast1 of RLNil ⇒ return False | - ⇒ do{
rfast2 ← rlnext rfast1;
rslow1 ← rlnext rslow;
rlcyclic-aux rslow1 rfast2}) }))
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Definition 4.46 (rlcyclic)
fun rlcyclic where
rlcyclic RLNil = return False
| rlcyclic rxs = rlnext rxs »= rlcyclic-aux rxs
Refinement Proofs. We finally can prove that this function is a refinement.
Lemma 4.29.
in-heap h (rpcnodes xs) rxs = rpclist xs
in-heap h (rpcnodes ys) rys = rpclist ys
ys = pcnextn + 1 xs effect (rlcyclic-aux rxs rys) h h ′ b
heap-pure h h ′ ∧ b = pcyclic-aux xs ys
Proof. With ys = pcnextn + 1 xs, we are in a terminating case and we can reason by
induction on the calls of pcyclic-aux:
• if xs = pcnil ∨ ys = pcnil ∨ pcnext ys = pcnil then rlcyclic-aux rxs rys returns False –
like pcyclic-aux xs ys – and the heap stays unchanged,
• else if pcref xs = pcref ys then rlcyclic-aux rxs rys returns True – like pcyclic-aux xs
ys – and the heap stays unchanged,
• else we assume the refinement is correct for xs and ys and we have to show it for xs ′ =
pcnext xs and ys ′ = pcnext2 ys. We can show that in-heap h (rpcnodes xs ′), in-heap h
(rpcnodes ys ′) and ys ′ = pcnextn + 1 + 1 xs ′ hold. Then we can apply the induction
hypothesis and obtain the result after having unfolded the definition of pcyclic-aux
(Definition 4.37).
Lemma 4.30.
effect (rlcyclic rxs) h h ′ b
in-heap h (rpcnodes xs) rxs = rpclist xs
heap-pure h h ′ ∧ b = pcyclic xs
Proof. We can distinguish between two cases:
• if xs = pcnil then rxs = RLNil and rlcyclic rxs returns False – like pcyclic xs, and the
heap stays unchanged
• else we can conclude with in-heap h (rpcnodes (pcnext xs)) and Lemma 4.29.
4.4.5 Conclusion
In this section we have represented possibly cyclic lists with inductive lists, defined a function
pcyclic to determine whether a possibly cyclic list was cyclic or not, proved it was correct
and refined to an implementation using linked lists. The added value of this example is
to show that the representation allows to reason about pointer comparisons at high-level
(which is not possible without the addresses). In this particular case, the termination was
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not obvious because it was depending on (and only on) such comparisons. The refinement
is then easy (thanks to the induction rule provided by pcyclic) and provide us with a nice
termination condition and the correctness of our implementation.
4.5 Methodology
In the previous examples, we have started our formalizations with abstract data structures
that had been chosen beforehand, and that turned out to be well adapted to prove the
algorithms that were applied on them afterwards. We could however ask ourselves why an
acyclic datastructure on the abstract level could be refined into a cyclic datastructure? The
purpose of the Section 4.5.1 is to classify the different cases that could occur to correctly
choose the abstract data structure that is needed to be able to specify the algorithms we want
to define on it. The following Sections 4.5.2 to 4.5.4 then describe the methods corresponding
to the different cases identified in Section 4.5.1. On the contrary to the other sections, this
one has not been formalized in Isabelle/HOL.
4.5.1 A Classification of Algorithms w. r. t. Graphs
First of all, let us describe – based on the description in Section 2.2.1 – the kind of graphs that
will be manipulated in the following. All the graphs we will consider are graphs representing
pointer structures in the heap. As a consequence they are:
directed i. e. edges (pointers) have a source (the node containing the pointer) and a target
(the node it points to).
rooted i. e. they contain at least one particular node called root. These roots will be
the entry points into the graph and will correspond to the references to the pointer
structure(s). We note roots G the set of roots of G.
root-accessible i. e. all the nodes are reachable from at least one root by successively
following the directed edges.
Moreover, unless stated otherwise, the considered graphs will not directly contain the
node attributes (the record components that do not contain pointers). Indeed, these ones
can be associated externally to all the node identifiers with a mapping from node identifiers
to attributes. The considered graphs thus rather represent the shape of the pointer structure,
essentialy consisting of its edges for which the nodes are the support. We call these graphs
shape graph, composed of:
nodes : a set of node identifiers (their addresses in the heap) – that we assume to be large
enough to allow all the considered algorithms to choose new nodes. We note nodes G
the set of nodes of G,
edge identifiers : a set of pairs whose first element is the identifier of the edge’s source
node (the node containing the pointer) and a label (the field name of the pointer). We
note edges G the set of edges of G,
a target function : a function associating an edge identifier to the edge’s target node (the
value of the pointer).
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Given this context, we can start to discuss how to classify graphs in order to know the
inductive representation we would like for them. At first sight, it could be tempting to
believe that it is the shape of the graphs eventually manipulated at low-level that counts.
Nevertheless what really matters is in fact the nodes and edges that are effectively traversed
by the algorithms we are interested in. Indeed, there is only one original graph but there
are possibly infinitely many intermediate or resulting graphs, depending on the algorithm
that is applied on them. As a consequence, it wouldn’t make much sense to classify graphs
on their own, and we thus naturally classify algorithms (w. r. t. graphs) instead.
An important point is the distinction that has to be made between the edges (pointers)
that are traversed by the algorithm and those which are not. When a pointer does not need
to be dereferenced, one is able to deal with it like with any other data in the node. This
pointer can then be represented as the address – often encapsulated – of the node it points
to, to be possibly replaced or removed in the course of the algorithm.
From this point follows a remarkable property: we can encode cyclic graphs by acyclic
data structures without the need for complex dereferencing mechanisms, as long as the
paths followed by the considered algorithms are also acyclic. During a refinement proof, the
properties followed by the parts of the graph that are not visited by the algorithm would not
be needed and could be forgotten from the abstract level. In the following, we will take this
into account and abstract an algorithm by the paths it follows, that we will call its traversal.
To characterize the different cases that can occur with algorithms on graphs, we first
formalize the notions that will be needed later.
Graph properties We begin with some usual notions about graphs:
Definition 4.47 (Path). Given a graph G, we call (directed) path of G a sequence of
nodes from G such that there exists a directed edge of G between each pair (n1, n2) of
successive nodes in this sequence, where n1 and n2 belong to G. A rooted path is a path
whose first node is a root. We note:
• PN (G) the set of all paths of G starting at nodes in the set N,
• P(G) the set Proots G(G) that is the set of all rooted paths of G,
• p ! i the ith node of p
Definition 4.48 (Successors). succs n is the set of all the successors of n.
Definition 4.49 (Prefix). We say that p1 is a prefix of p2 (noted p1 ≤ p2) when we can
find a sequence of nodes p ′ such that p2 is p1 followed by p ′. Formally, we have:
(p1 ≤ p2) = (∃ p ′. p2 = p1 @ p ′)
Definition 4.50 (Sharing). We define the predicate shared P n – where P is a set of
paths and n is a node – stating that n occurs in at least two paths of P that are not
prefixes of each other. Formally, we have:
shared P n = (∃ p p2 i i2. {p, p2} ⊆ P ∧ ¬ (p ≤ p2 ∨ p2 ≤ p) ∧ {p ! i, p2 ! i2} = {n})
A graph G is shared when ∃n. shared (P(G)) n. An unshared graph is a tree.
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Definition 4.51 (Cyclicity). We define the predicate cyclic P n – where P is a set of
paths and n is a node – stating that n occurs in at least two paths of P where one is the
prefix of the other. Formally, we have:
cyclic P n = (∃ p∈P. ∃ i1 i2. i1 6= i2 ∧ {p ! i1, p ! i2} = {n})
We say that a graph G is cyclic when ∃n. cyclic (P(G)) n.
Algorithm Properties We now define some concepts on algorithms.
Definition 4.52 (Algorithm Paths). Given a graph G and an algorithm A, the set of
paths P followed by an algorithm A applied on G is the set of all the paths strictly
composed of the edges traversed forward (the pointers dereferenced) by A. We remark
that paths in P are not necessarily paths of G, as A can also create nodes and edges.
Definition 4.53 (Algorithm Traversal). Given a graph G and an algorithm A, we call
traversal of A applied on G the set of rooted paths followed by A, and necessary to the
computation of the output graph G ′. If we assume that A only follows the paths necessary
to the computation of its result (which is desirable), this traversal of A on G reduces to
the set of paths followed by A on G.
We call destructive traversal of A on G the traversal of A on G restrained to the paths
ending by an edge that has been redirected during the course of A. We note:
• PN (A, G) the suffixes of the paths in the traversal of G which start at nodes in the
set N,
• P(A, G) the set Proots G(A, G) that is the traversal of A on G itself,
• PWN (A, G) and PW(A, G) their destructive variants (whereW denotes “write”).
Definition 4.54 (Module). We call module the set of pairs of graphs and algorithms. It
can be obtained by the cartesian product of a set of graph and the set of algorithms that
is expected to be applied on them. This name is justified by the denomination of the
implementation of abstract datatypes where the set of graphs informally corresponds to a
type, while the set of algorithms is analogous to the operations available on the values of
this type.
Discriminant Properties From these notions on graphs and algorithms, we can define
the properties we will use to discriminate the modules.
Definition 4.55 (Shared Paths). We say that a module M has a shared path when:
∃ (G, A)∈M . ∃n. shared (P(A, G)) n
i. e. there is a shared path in at least one traversal of one A on one G of M. We say that a
module M has unshared paths when it has no shared paths.
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Definition 4.56 (Shape Preservation). A module M is shape preserving when:
∀ (G, A)∈M . PW(A, G) = ∅
i. e. for any pair (A, G) of M, the traversal of A on G is never destructive.
Definition 4.57 (Cyclic Paths). We say that a module M has a cyclic path when:
∃ (G, A)∈M . ∃n. cyclic (P(A, G)) n
i. e. there is at least one cyclic path in a traversal of a A on a G of M. We say that a
module M has acyclic paths when it has not any cyclic path.
We then generalize modules preserving shapes with modules preserving shared shapes:
Definition 4.58 (Shared Shape Preservation). We say that a module M preverves the
shared shape when:
∀ (G, A)∈M . ∀n. shared (PW(A, G)) n −→ PWsuccs n(A, G) = ∅
i. e. all the shared nodes in the destructive traversals of M are the last ones of their paths.
Classification We finally assign modules to categories:
• Pure Trees: i. e. modules that have no shared (and then also no cyclic) paths, that only
contain acyclic and non-shared graphs and in which algorithms are shape preserving.
These modules are directly representable as usual inductive datastructures and (non-
monadic) functions on them.
• Mutable Trees: i. e. modules that have no shared (and then also no cyclic) paths
and that only contain acyclic and non-shared graphs. They contain trees and all the
destructive algorithms that can be defined on them. Linked lists described in Section 4.2
are an example of this category. This category is described in Section 4.5.2.1.
• Modules with Unshared Paths: An example of such a module is given in the case
study on the Schorr-Waite algorithm manipulating arbitrary binary graphs described
in Chapter 5. The cyclic lists of Sections 1.2.2 and 4.3 also fall into this category given
that no function were defined to traverse the cycle more than once. This category is
described in Section 4.5.2.1.
• Shared Shape Preserving Modules with Acyclic Paths: An example of such a module is
given in Chapter 6 presenting the verification of a Binary Decision Diagram construction.
This category is described in Section 4.5.2.2.
• Shared Shape Preserving Modules with Cyclic Paths: There is no example of such a
module implementation. We describe briefly how it could be managed in Section 4.5.2.2.
• Mutable Graphs: i. e. all the modules. This is the most general class for which it
is hard to give a general representation. A module that could easily belong to this
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All Modules
Shared
Shape
Preserving
Acyclic
Paths
Unshared
Paths
Sharing and
Cycle Duplication
with Coinduc-
tion and Exter-
nal Attributes
(Section 4.5.2.2)
Sharing Du-
plication with
External Attributes
(Section 4.5.2.2)
Spanning Trees
(Section 4.5.2.1)
Figure 4.4: A Classification of modules: Euler diagram of several module categories. The
squared labels indicates the methods associated to the categories that are described in
Section 4.5.2.
category would be the cyclic lists with another function that would traverse and modify
a cyclic-list more than once. This category is described in Section 4.5.4.
We note that some classes are included in others (they are especially all contained in
Mutable Graphs). However, as we will see in the following sections, the more general is the
class, the less practical is its inductive representation. A graphical representation of the
subset relations is given in Figure 4.4.
Remark 4.7 (Sufficient Condition). A sufficient condition for a module to be in a
category C is to guarantee that all the modifications made to the graph taken as
argument maintain the graph itself in the category C or any more restrictive one (For
example guaranteed by the type of the graph).
In the following sections, we present the ways we have to represent modules by inductive
structures and their corresponding functions, by exhibiting cases where this can be determined
generalically. We begin to describe in Section 4.5.2 the categories of modules providing a
natural inductive structure that can be used as a basis for their representation. Once an
inductive structure as been unveiled, the missing edges also need to be taken into account.
In Section 4.5.3, we split the the missing edges into two categories, allowing to represent
them in specialized ways.
4.5.2 The Inductive Structure
To abstract a module (Definition 4.54) by an inductive structure, we somehow need to
extract a tree from a graph. We focused on two classes of module that provide such an
ability:
• the unshared modules which are the modules whose algorithms are revealed to never
visit a node more than one time through two different paths. In this case, a spanning
tree can naturally be found and used as a basis of the construction.
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• the shared shape preserving modules which are the modules whose algorithms never
modify the shape of a shared structure. In this case, a tree can be constructed by
duplicating the shared parts.
In all cases, we add addresses in this tree to provide a means to define sharing and cycles
as well as to ease the refinement. We can note this mechanism is not widely known but
has been used – without much emphasis – by Malecha et al. [101, section 6.1] to ease the
refinement of a B+ tree (a tree with additional links between the leaves) with a separation
logic.
4.5.2.1 In the Case of Unshared Modules
We first begin with a special case of these modules: the mutable trees.
Mutable Trees This class represents the modules manipulating trees in a possibly de-
structive way. It is well embodied by the linked list example of Section 4.2.
The general principle for the specification of such a module is to represent the tree by an
inductive datatype in which are added references that provide the semantics for mutability.
With these references, one knows when a cell is mutated (i. e. updated destructively) or
when it is not (i. e. a new cell is created from the first one).
The major impact of this addition is the change of the default equality used for rewriting.
Each definition of an inductive algebraic datatype also defines an equality based on the
injectivity of its constructors. By adding data representing the addresses of the nodes in the
datatype, this equality does not coincide anymore with structural equality. It becomes an
equality mixing structural and reference equality.
However, this is the kind of equality we wish to have to reason about the properties of
these structures in the heap. Indeed, this equality coincides with reference equality as soon
as the added references satisfy the semantics we give to it, that is the semantic of an address
stating that two nodes with the same address have the same attributes and children. Given
that in the case of unshared modules, the representation only needs one occurence of each
node, this property reduces to the distinctness of all the references.
As explained in Section 4.2, the advantage of such a representation over the same
representation without references is the closeness to the imperative semantics. This closeness
allows the refinement of such a datastructure to be simpler thanks to the references that
provide a structured mapping between the values and children of a node and the heap.
Other Unshared Modules can be seen as an extension of the mutable trees. Indeed,
the spanning tree provided by the restriction of this class can be used as a basis of the
construction of an inductive datatype. Given the nodes and edges of this spanning tree are
the only ones to be read or modified, the abstract functions can easily be written to execute
the wished transformations.
The real difference of these modules with mutable trees is their possibility to contain
graphs that are shared or even cyclic. The nodes and edges missing from the chosen spanning
tree are the nodes and edges that will never be read or updated by the algorithms of the
module. As a consequence, the missing nodes can be added as children of any of their
possible multiple parents. The missing edges are treated in Section 4.5.3.
An example of such a module is the Schorr-Waite algorithm associated to any binary
graph that is presented in Chapter 5.
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Remark 4.8. We note that numerous algorithms whose termination depends only locally
on the graph (i. e. algorithms for which a sub-graph of globally bounded size contains
the necessary arguments for their termination) have no shared paths or could be cut
into several sub-algorithms that would not have shared paths. In particular, a search
algorithm (whose target is a node and not a subgraph) does only need to traverse each
node at most once. It is thus naturally without shared paths.
The Nodes Attributes In the case of the unshared modules, the node attributes can
all stay in the nodes of the trees. Indeed, the nodes and their adresses being all unique in
the tree, changing an attribute won’t affect the consistency of the representation, on the
contrary of the representation presented in Section 4.5.2.2.
4.5.2.2 In the Case of Shared Shape Preserving Modules
Modules Without Cyclic Paths This class represents the modules manipulating graphs
in an acyclic way, and without modifying the shape of their shared part.
A way to represent a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with a tree is to duplicate its shared
parts. Indeed, this is how a functional language allows to share parts of inductive datatypes
while the manipulated models are pure trees. This is the representation we chose for this
category. In opposition to inductive data structures in functional languages, sharing of
sub-structures is made explicit by the addition of addresses into them in the same way as
for mutable trees (Section 4.5.2.1).
On the contrary to unshared modules, the property ensuring the consistency of the
representation with the semantics of references is not anymore reduced to the distinctness
of the additional references. The general property states that all the trees whose root
contain identical references must be the same. This prevents the modification of attributes
or edges being shared which is prevented by the restriction we assumed in this category.
The modification of node attributes can be allowed by externalizing them as described in
the paragraph “The Node Attributes” below.
Even though the modules preserving the shape could be translated to purely functional
modules, explicit sharing allows the verification of non-functional properties like maximal-
sharing or memory consumption, as well as comparison of references. An example of such a
representation is given in the case study on Binary Decision Diagrams (Chapter 6).
Modules with Cyclic Paths are an extension of the modules without cyclic paths. What
limits the method described above to modules without cycles is the fact that inductive
datastructures are finite and that the cycles would need to be unfolded in an infinite way to
be traversed several times. A compromise could be to unfold them a bounded number of
times.
A variant of this solution could be to use coinductive datatypes like in Picard [121],
in which would be added references. In this way, we would reason coinductively at high-
level with infinite trees while these coinductive datatypes could be refined to shared shape
preserving graphs with cycles.
The Node Attributes In case of duplication of the nodes, the node attributes that have
to be updated in the module either can’t anymore stay in the tree nodes or have to be
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updated at the same time in all the occurences of the node. Indeed, updating a shared node
in one place without updating all the others containing the same address would break the
semantics given to the additional references.
4.5.3 The Missing Edges
We identify two kind of edges to which we give names. These ones can be extracted from
the work of [81] that define Graph Types which are types for tree-shaped graphs based
on inductive datatypes and adorned with missing pointers. The targets of these missing
pointers are restricted to unique nodes by paths defined upon the spanning tree. Not all
edges and then not all graphs can be represented by such Graph Types. We call the edges
falling in the managed part of these paths static, as they are uniquely determined at the
type level. We call the other ones dynamic and gives for both of them a possible encoding.
Static Missing Edges
Definition 4.59 (Static Edge). We call static edge an edge that can be recovered from
the spanning tree. It does not provide any additional information but is essentially used
to allow a fast access to its target.
Such a static edge can for example be a pointer to a specific root of the graph, to
the father or the sibling of the node that contains it, or any node that can be uniquely
identified such as the leftest deepest node of the spanning tree. It allows to replace a complex
computation by an immediate one. Given the complexity does not matter at the specification
level, such an edge can easily be replaced by a specification of this computation.
Another example is the missing edge of the cyclic list in Sections 1.2.2 and 4.3. In this
example, the missing edge that is closing the cycle of the cyclic list can easily be recovered
from the specification list itself, as an edge linking the implementation of the last node of the
list (the current node) to the root of the cyclic list. We could however ask ourselves where
this extra piece of information is hidden. In fact, it is specified in the refinement relation
that refines the pointer of the last node of the list by a node whose the $next component is
the implementation of the head of the list.
Dynamic Missing Edges
Definition 4.60 (Dynamic Edge). We call Dynamic edge an edge that cannot be recovered
from the spanning tree. It then is an essential constituent of the graph that really adds a
piece of information.
Such dynamic edges can be found in the case study on the Schorr-Waite algorithm
(Chapter 5) where arbitrary binary graphs are represented by a depth first spanning tree to
which the missing edges are added under the form of an additional data in the nodes. This
is the general principle to use in order to represent dynamic edges.
More precisely, a dynamic edge from some node can be represented as a data in this
node containing the address of another node. In the algorithms of the specification, these
addresses can be replaced by others or compared with other addresses. In the simulation
relation and during the refinement proof, these data are converted into the corresponding
edges.
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4.5.4 Other Modules
All the modules preserving the shared shapes have been treated in the previous sections.
The remaining cases correspond to modules modifying shared parts of the graph through
several paths. We could imagine several possibilities to represent them, as extensions of the
previous approaches:
Duplication A first possibility could be to represent graphs in such a module by duplicating
their shared parts (as for module preserving the shared parts in Section 4.5.2.2), as
long as all the modification of a shared part could be passed on its duplications.
Spanning Tree A second possibility could be to represent graphs as spanning trees. In
order to be able to traverse the missing links, the complete graph would have to be
available during the complete algorithm. A generic way to provide this would be the
use of zippers [77].
Even though the example on cyclic lists falls into the category of unshared modules, we
note that cnextn could already traverse the cycle several times. To make this possible, the
read node is added at the end of the list, as if we had a bounded view on the unfolding of
the cyclic list. As we have said in the paragraph “Static Missing Edges” of Section 4.5.3,
the complexity does not matter on the specification level, such as we could compute this
bounded view each time we would need it (in this case, cnext – defined with append – has a
complexity of O(n) where n is the length of the cyclic list.).
The solution we chose for the cyclic lists could find a more efficient counterpart (in
amortized O(1)) with zippers, where the list would be reverted to its original state once
we reach its end. However, this solution (even though more generic) is less regular, with a
special case when reaching the end of the zipper that often need to be taken into account.
This shows that the representation of cyclic graphs by inductive datatypes is promising even
for destructive algorithms with cyclic paths.
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Chapter 5
The Schorr-Waite Algorithm
In this Chapter, we illustrate our approach by the development and verification of the
Schorr-Waite algorithm. This algorithm works on arbitrary binary mutable graphs, with
accesses and mutations resctricted to a spanning tree, being thus called an unshared module,
w. r. t. the nomenclature proposed in Section 4.5.1.
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5.1 Introduction
The Schorr-Waite (SW) algorithm [131] is an in-place graph marking algorithm that traverses
a graph without building up a stack of nodes visited during traversal. Instead, it codes the
backtracking structure within the graph itself, while descending into the graph, and restores
the original shape on the way back to the root. For this purpose, it stores a binary path
to the root shared over the nodes and thus uses only one extra bit of memory per node
(in addition to the bit for the mark) and it can be seen as an early mutable version of the
functional data structure known as the Zipper[77]. This makes it particularly space-efficient
and it was therefore appropriate for use in garbage collectors at the time of its creation.
It is not the case anymore with the advent of incremental or concurrent algorithms
which cannot mutate the traversed data structures. However, it is still a prime algorithm for
evaluation of proof methods dedicated to the verification of pointer-manipulating algorithms.
Indeed, this algorithm involves 2 distinctive properties making its verification non-trivial:
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• It works on arbitrary binary – i. e. with a maximum outdegree of 2 – directed graphs
and could be generalized to (directed) graphs of arbitrary maximum outdegree 1. They
are themselves hard to reason about because of the question raised about their logical
representation, and the cycles they possibly contain making termination arguments
more difficult.
• It modifies most of the pointers of the graph without losing any information about the
structure by translating back and forth between the relative positions of the subgraphs
and the data in the nodes.
The difficulties raised by these characteristics appeared in a large number of correctness
proofs, both on paper and machine-assisted, that have accumulated over the years. All
these approaches have in common that they start from a low-level graph representation, as
elements of a heap which are related by pointers (see Section 5.2 for a discussion).
In this development, we take advantage of the proximity of the Zipper with the shape of
the data structure resulting from the algorithm application. We start to verify a functional
(high-level) version of the algorithm (Section 5.3) which then uses inductively defined trees,
and exploits as far as possible the corresponding principles of computation (mostly structural
recursion) and reasoning (mostly structural induction). We then proceed by refinement,
along two dimensions: on the one hand, by mapping the inductively defined structures to a
low-level heap representation (Section 5.4), on the other hand, by adding pointers to the
trees to obtain genuine graphs (Section 5.5). These two developments are then joined in
Section 5.6 and an assumption of the result is discarded in the final Section 5.7.
We argue that this method has several advantages over methods that manipulate lower-
level structures:
• Termination of the algorithms becomes easier to prove, as the size of the underlying
trees and similar measures can be used in the termination argument.
• Transformation and also preservation of structure is easier to express and to prove than
when working on a raw mesh of pointers. In particular, we can state succinctly that
the SW algorithm restores the original structure after having traversed and marked it.
• Using structural reasoning such as induction allows a higher degree of proof automation:
the prover can apply rewriting which is more directed than the kind of predicate-logic
reasoning that arises in a relational representation of pointer structures.
The further development is as follows: we will first code SW on inductively defined trees.
The algorithm is a recursive function whose termination is easy to see, and the correctness
proof allows for straightforward arguments using induction on trees and induction on the
structure of the algorithm. This serves as a specification of the low-level algorithm working on
arbitrary (finite) graphs. We define it in Section 5.4 using the extension of Imperative_HOL
described in Chapter 3, allowing to define an imperative algorithm manipulating graphs as
nodes linked by references in a heap.
We first prove the correctness of this refinement on trees – for which the representation in
the heap is immediate – by simulation between executions of the higher and lower algorithms.
In a second step, we introduce pointers in trees parting from the leaf nodes to obtain genuine
1Theoretically, this is justified by the possible encoding of a list of children as a binary tree and then of
any graph by a binary graph. Practically, the Boolean value can be replaced by an integer describing the
child being traversed.
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graphs. The inductive data structures are then spanning trees of these graphs, and are
adorned with the missing pointers. During the execution of the algorithm, the state space
is partitioned into disjoint areas that may only be linked by pointers which satisfy specific
invariants. These two levels are related by another refinement relation taking into account
these additional pointers and that is preserved during execution of the algorithms as shown
in Section 5.6.
In a final step (Section 5.7), we prove that these trees adorned with pointers and satisfying
additional properties allow to represent any graph by defining a function allowing to construct
this tree from a (finite) graph present in a heap.
5.2 Related Work
Earlier work by Bird [20], Broy and Pepper [27], Topor [137], Ward [150] often uses a
transformational approach to arrive at an executable program, starting with a high-level
relational specification. The first termination proof seems to have been published by Yelowitz
and Duncan [153]: Three termination schemas are given, two of which are lexicographic
orders (used for simpler variants of the algorithm), one is quite complex, and its well-
foundedness proof, even though not obvious, is dismissed as “routine”. Our termination
argument, substantially different, is a lexicographic combination of three simple measures
on trees.
As for mechanization of the proofs, there is the usual divide between interactive theorem
proving (that we follow) and fully automated methods that are usually incomplete or cover
only very specific correctness properties. On this line, Garcia and Möller [59] carry out
a verification by translation of the algorithm to PlusCal and model checking for graphs
of bounded size. Loginov et al. [99] uses the tool TLVA, based on shape analysis. The
procedure is not entirely “automatic”, as it requires feeding TLVA with appropriate state
relations. Even then, the analysis runs for several hours. (By means of comparison, our
Isabelle/HOL proof script is processed in the order of two minutes.) An advantage of TLVA
is that it directly works on C code. It is not quite clear which limitations are effectively
imposed on the kind of graph structure (acyclic?) that has been verified.
More recently, there has been some interest in proofs using interactive theorem provers,
sparked by Bornat’s proof using his Jape prover [24]. This work has later been shortened
considerably in Isabelle by Mehta and Nipkow [103], using a “split heap” representation. The
proof is directly carried out on an imperative algorithm embedded in the Isabelle system,
without any refinement steps. Similar in spirit are proofs using the Caduceus platform by
Hubert and Marché [76] for a C implementation (also proving termination of the algorithm)
and the KeY system by Bubel [31] for a Java implementation.
Contrasting with this, a proof with the B method by Abrial [1] follows the refinement
tradition of program development, using a total of 8 refinement steps to arrive from an
abstract specification of graphs (defined as relation) at an algorithm. In terms of properties
shown, this is certainly one of the most complete developments, but some doubts remain:
The algorithm is claimed to terminate, but no explicit or implicit statement of finiteness of
the graph is made. Note that in our development, the surjective embedding of inductively
defined trees ensures finiteness of the underlying graph.
Preoteasa and Back [124] verified this algorithm by successive refinements, using a
representation of a graph as a set of addresses for nodes and functions from addresses
to addresses for pointers (edges). They start from the specification of a graph marking
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algorithm using a set. This set is refined to a stack represented as a list to finally be
implemented directly in the data structure itself – in a first step with an arbitrary number
of children, and then with only 2. This work is interesting for its refinement from a stack
that is the intended goal of the algorithm and also for its formalization of the generalization
of the algorithm. However, the final executable code is not explicitly given and is harder
to read. Moreover the demonic and angelic operators are a prerequisite to understand the
refinement and specification.
Leino [94] verified this algorithm using Dafny with an impressive automation (the
algorithm and specification holds on only two pages). However, the proof is then hidden
in the called automatic provers such as Z3 [44]. If we consider that a proof highlights the
behaviour of the algorithm, we then hardly get a clue on how the algorithm really works –
what could help for example to improve it or inspire other ones. In a related context, the
verification of the algorithm can be very tedious because the specification is almost done
blindly as the tool can hardly give a feedback that could help to understand what is wrong
in the specification or the algorithm itself. Indeed, finding the annotations and invariants is
a considerable investment and even more difficult for a non-expert without any interactive
guidance.
5.3 Schorr-Waite on Pure Trees
5.3.1 Data Structures
The high-level version of the algorithm operates on inductively defined binary trees, whose
definition is standard:
Type Definition 5.1 (tree)
datatype ( ′a, ′l) tree =
Leaf ′l
| Node ′a (( ′a, ′l) tree) (( ′a, ′l) tree)
The SW algorithm requires a tag in each node, consisting of its mark, here represented
by a Boolean value (True for marked, False for unmarked) and a “direction” (left or right),
telling the algorithm how to backtrack. We store this information as follows:
Type Definition 5.2 (dir)
datatype dir = L | R
Type Definition 5.3 (tag)
record tag0 = mark :: bool dir :: dir
type-synonym ′a tag = ′a tag0-scheme
Here we recall that the record command (cf. Section 2.1.2.3) defines an extensible record
of type ′a tag0-scheme where ′a stands for the type of the extension. It also defines an
abbreviation tag0 for unit tag0-scheme. We simply shorten this name by defining a type
synonym ′a tag for ′a tag0-scheme.
To easily manipulate values of type ′a tag, we define the accessors $mark, $dir and
$tag-more respectively associated to the mark, the direction and the possible additional
content of this record.
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5.3.2 Algorithms
With these preliminaries, we can describe the SW algorithm. It uses two “pointers” t and p
(which, for the time being, are trees): t points to the root of the tree to be traversed, and p
to the previously visited node. There are three main operations:
• As long as the t node is unmarked, push moves t down the left subtree, turns its left
pointer upwards and makes p point to the former t node. The latter node is then
marked and its direction component set to “left”.
• Eventually, the left subtree will have been marked, i. e. t’s mark is True, or t is a leaf.
If p’s direction component says “left”, the swing operation makes t point to p’s right
subtree, the roles of p’s left and right subtree pointers are reversed, and the direction
component is set to “right”.
• Finally, if, after the recursive descent, the right subtree is marked and p’s direction
component says “right”, the pop operation will make the two pointers move up one
level, reestablishing the original shape of t.
The algorithm is supposed to start with an empty p (a leaf), and it stops if p is empty again
and t is marked. The three operations are illustrated in Figure 5.1 in which black circles
represent marked nodes, white circles unmarked nodes, the directions are indicated by the
arrows. Dots indicate intermediate steps and leaves are not represented.
p
t p
t
p
t
p
t
p
t
p
t
Push PopSwing... ...... ...
Figure 5.1: Operations of the Schorr-Waite algorithm.
Our algorithm uses three auxiliary functions:
• unmarked: that returns None if the node is marked or is a leaf and Some (t, l, r) if
the node is unmarked – where t, l and r are the components of the node.
• sw-term: the termination condition that is true when p is a leaf and t is marked (or a
leaf).
• sw-body: the body of the algorithm with three main branches as in the informal
characterisation above. We note this function should not be called if t is marked and
p is a leaf, so it returns an insignificant result in this case.
Definition 5.4 (unmarked)
fun unmarked :: ( ′a tag, ′l) tree ⇒ ( ′a tag × ( ′a tag, ′l) tree × ( ′a tag, ′l) tree) option
where
unmarked t = (case t of
Node tag t-l t-r ⇒ (if tag→$mark then None else Some (tag, t-l, t-r))
| Leaf - ⇒ None)
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Definition 5.5 (sw-term)
fun sw-term :: (( ′a tag, ′l) tree ∗ ( ′a tag, ′l) tree) ⇒ bool where
sw-term (p, t) = (case p of
Leaf - ⇒ (unmarked t = None)
| - ⇒ False)
Definition 5.6 (sw-body)
fun sw-body :: (( ′a tag, ′l) tree ∗ ( ′a tag, ′l) tree)
⇒ (( ′a tag, ′l) tree ∗ ( ′a tag, ′l) tree) where
sw-body (p, t) = (case (unmarked t, p) of
(Some (tag, t-l, t-r), -) ⇒ ((Node (tag{{$dir := L, $mark := True}}) p t-r), t-l)
| (None, Node tag p-l p-r) ⇒ (if tag→$dir = L
then (Node (tag{{$dir := R}}) t p-l, p-r)
else (p-r , Node tag p-l t))
| (None, Leaf -) ⇒ (p, t))
The SW algorithm on trees, sw-tr, is now easy to define, using the p and t pointers like
a zipper datastructure [77]. We note in passing that sw-tr is tail recursive. If coding it in
a functional programming language, your favorite compiler will most likely convert it to a
while loop that traverses the tree without building up a stack.
Definition 5.7 (sw-tr)
function sw-tr :: (( ′a tag, ′l) tree ∗ ( ′a tag, ′l) tree)
⇒ (( ′a tag, ′l) tree ∗ ( ′a tag, ′l) tree) where
sw-tr pt = (if (sw-term pt) then pt else sw-tr (sw-body pt))
For consistency in Isabelle/HOL the simplification theorems for functions are only
provided upon condition that they are proved to terminate. For this recursive function sw-tr,
the default lexicographic-order method of the function package of Isabelle/HOL can’t prove
its termination automatically. Indeed, it tries to find a lexicographic order based on the
several size functions declared for the arguments. In this case, the only size function on
trees is the number of nodes which is not sufficient2.
To prove its termination, we recall that this algorithm is composed of 3 operations, each
of them contributing to approach the final goal, being to mark all the nodes of the tree.
Then we note that either the number of unmarked nodes decreases (during push), or it
remains unchanged and the number of nodes with “left” direction decreases (during swing),
or these two numbers remain unchanged and the p tree becomes smaller (during pop).
With the definition of the size functions unmarked-count and left-count, that use the
auxiliary function count which counts the number of nodes following some property p:
Definition 5.8 (count)
primrec count :: ( ′a ⇒ bool) ⇒ ( ′a, ′l) tree ⇒ nat where
count p (Leaf rf ) = 0
| count p (Node v l r) = (if (p v) then 1 else 0 ) + count p l + count p r
2We ignore the additional fact that arguments are paired and that the only declared size function for
pairs always returns 0
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Definition 5.9 (unmarked-count)
fun unmarked-count :: ( ′a tag, ′l) tree ⇒ nat where
unmarked-count t = count (λn. (¬ n→$mark)) t
Definition 5.10 (left-count)
fun left-count :: ( ′a tag, ′l) tree ⇒ nat where
left-count t = count (λn. (n→$dir = L)) t
we finally express this double lexicographic order in Isabelle/HOL:
termination sw-tr apply (relation measures [
λ(p,t). unmarked-count p + unmarked-count t,
λ(p,t). left-count p + left-count t,
λ(p,t). size p])
Please note that the algorithm works on type ( ′a tag, ′l) tree with an arbitrary type ′l
for the data in the leaf nodes, which will later be instantiated by types for references.
5.3.3 Proofs
What should the correctness criterion for sw-tr be? We would like to state that sw-tr behaves
like a traditional recursive tree traversal (implicitly using a stack!) that sets the mark to
True. Unfortunately, SW not only modifies the mark, but also the direction, so the two
components have to be taken into account:
Definition 5.11 (mark-all)
fun mark-all :: bool ⇒ dir ⇒ ( ′a tag, ′l) tree ⇒ ( ′a tag, ′l) tree where
mark-all m d (Leaf rf ) = Leaf rf
| mark-all m d (Node tag l r) =
(Node (tag{{$mark := m, $dir := d}}) (mark-all m d l) (mark-all m d r))
By using the function mark-all we also capture the fact that the shape of the tree is
unaltered after traversal.
For a better understanding of invariants of the algorithm, let’s take a look at a typical
execution, depicted in Figure 5.2, with some intermediate steps omitted.
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Figure 5.2: Typical Execution of the Schorr-Waite algorithm
The first thing to note is that the t tree should be consistently marked: either it is
completely unmarked, or it is completely marked. This is also a requirement for the initial
tree: a marked root with unmarked nodes hidden below would cause the algorithm to return
prematurely, without having explored the whole tree. We sharpen this requirement, by
postulating that in a t tree, the direction is “right” if the node is marked. This is not a strict
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necessity, but facilitates stating our correctness theorem. We thus arrive at the following
two properties t-marked True and t-marked False for t trees that are defined in one go:
Definition 5.12 (t-marked)
primrec t-marked :: bool ⇒ ( ′a tag, ′l) tree ⇒ bool where
t-marked m (Leaf rf ) = True
| t-marked m (Node n l r) =
((m −→ (n→$dir) = R) ∧ (n→$mark) = m ∧ t-marked m l ∧ t-marked m r)
We can similarly state a property of a p tree. We note that such a tree is composed of
an upwards branch (the upward bent arrows in Figure 5.2) that is again a p-shaped tree
(in fact the p tree of the last step preceding a push operation), and a downwards branch
(the downward straight arrows in Figure 5.2) that, depending on the direction, is either a
previously marked t tree or an as yet unexplored (and therefore completely unmarked) t
tree:
Definition 5.13 (p-marked)
primrec p-marked :: ( ′a tag, ′l) tree ⇒ bool where
p-marked (Leaf rf ) = True
| p-marked (Node n l r) = ((n→$mark) ∧ (case (n→$dir) of
L ⇒ (p-marked l ∧ t-marked False r)
| R ⇒ (p-marked r ∧ t-marked True l)))
Indeed, these two properties are invariants of sw-body:
Lemma 5.1. (p ′, t ′) = sw-body (p, t) p-marked p t-marked m t
∃m ′. t-marked m ′ t ′
Lemma 5.2. (p ′, t ′) = sw-body (p, t) p-marked p t-marked m t
p-marked p ′
We can also prove that a tree is marked if and only if it is not modified when setting all
its marks to True and all its directions to R:
Lemma 5.3. t-marked True t = (mark-all True R t = t)
A key element of the correctness proof is that at each moment of the SW algorithm,
given the p and t trees, we can reconstruct the shape of the original tree (if not its marks)
by climbing up the p tree and putting back in place its subtrees:
Definition 5.14 (reconstruct)
fun reconstruct :: (( ′a tag, ′l) tree ∗ ( ′a tag, ′l) tree) ⇒ ( ′a tag, ′l) tree where
reconstruct (Leaf rf , t) = t
| reconstruct ((Node n l r), t) = (case n→$dir of
L ⇒ reconstruct (l, (Node n t r))
| R ⇒ reconstruct (r , (Node n l t)))
For this reason, if two trees t and t ′ have the same shape (i. e. are the same after marking),
they are also of the same shape after reconstruction with the same p.
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Lemma 5.4. mark-all m d t = mark-all m d t ′
mark-all m d (reconstruct (p, t)) = mark-all m d (reconstruct (p, t ′))
This can be used to prove that application of sw-body does not change the shape of the
original tree that p and t are reconstructed to:
Lemma 5.5. mark-all m ′ d (reconstruct (sw-body (p, t))) = mark-all m ′ d (reconstruct
(p, t))
Obviously, if t is t-marked and we are in the final state of the recursion (sw-term is
satisfied), then t is marked as true and p is empty. Together with the invariant of sw-body
just identified, an induction on the form of the recursion of sw-tr gives us:
Lemma 5.6. t-marked m t p-marked p (p ′, t ′) = sw-tr (p, t)
mark-all True R (reconstruct (p, t)) = t ′ ∃ rp ′. p ′ = Leaf rp ′
For a run of sw-tr starting with an empty p, we obtain the desired theorem (which, of
course, is only interesting for the non-trivial case m = False):
Theorem 5.7. t-marked m t sw-tr (Leaf rp, t) = (p ′, t ′)
t ′ = mark-all True R t ∃ rp ′. p ′ = Leaf rp ′
5.4 Implementation for Pure Trees
In this section we provide a low-level representation of binary trees as structures connected
by pointers in a heap and that are manipulated by imperative programs. This is the typical
representation of graphs in programming languages like C.
5.4.1 Data Structures
The type of a binary tree in a heap is not different from a binary graph. It is composed of
nodes either empty or containing data and pointers to other nodes (its children):
Type Definition 5.15 (stree, srnode)
datatype ′a stree = SNode ′a srnode ref | SEmpty
and ′a srnode = SRNode ′a ( ′a stree) ( ′a stree)
Type Definition 5.16 (snode)
type-synonym ′a snode = ′a srnode ref
Instead of defining this structure with the help of a single datatype, we split it into two
mutual datatypes ′a stree and ′a srnode representing respectively the sum of the several
types of trees needed, i. e. empty or not, and the data structure of a node that is a type
product of the several components of a node. We also call ′a snode a reference to a node
structure. This allows to define well-specified (as opposed to underspecified) accessors on
nodes.
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These accessors are $v, $l and $r respectively for the value and the left and right children
of the node.
5.4.2 An Imperative Algorithm
We now have an idea of the low-level memory representation of trees and can start devising
an imperative program that manipulates them (as we will see, with a similar outcome as the
high-level program of Section 5.3). The program is a while loop, written in monadic style,
that has as one main ingredient a termination condition defined as sw-impl-term:
Definition 5.17 (unmarked-impl)
fun unmarked-impl :: ′a::heap tag stree ⇒ ( ′a tag snode option) Heap where
unmarked-impl rt =
(case rt of SEmpty ⇒ return None
| SNode ref-t ⇒ do {
mt ← ref-t·($v oo $mark);
return (if mt then None else Some ref-t)
})
Definition 5.18 (sw-impl-term)
definition sw-impl-term :: ( ′a::heap tag stree × ′a tag stree) ⇒ bool Heap where
sw-impl-term rpt ≡
(case rpt of (rp, rt) ⇒
(case rp of
SEmpty ⇒ do { rto ← unmarked-impl rt; return (rto = None) }
| - ⇒ return False))
This function uses the function unmarked-impl that takes a reference to a node as
argument and returns this node if it is unmarked or None otherwise.
Its body is defined like this:
Definition 5.19 (sw-impl-body)
definition sw-impl-body :: ( ′a::heap tag stree × ′a tag stree)
⇒ ( ′a tag stree × ′a tag stree) Heap
where
sw-impl-body rpt ≡ (case rpt of (rp, rt) ⇒ do{
rto ← unmarked-impl rt;
(case (rto, rp) of
(Some ref-t, -) ⇒ do { (∗∗ push ∗∗)
rt ′← (ref-t·$l);
ref-t·$l .= rp;
ref-t·($v oo $mark) .= True;
ref-t·($v oo $dir) .= L;
return (rt, rt ′)
}
| (None, SNode ref-p) ⇒ do{
pdir ← (ref-p·($v oo $dir));
(if pdir = L then do { (∗∗ swing ∗∗)
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rt ′← ref-p·$r ;
rpl ← ref-p·$l; ref-p·$r .= rpl;
ref-p·$l .= rt;
ref-p·($v oo $dir) .= R;
return (rp, rt ′)
} else do{ (∗∗ pop ∗∗)
rp ′← ref-p·$r ;
ref-p·$r .= rt;
return (rp ′, rp)
})}
| (None, SEmpty) ⇒ raise ′′Unexpected ′′
)
})
It follows exactly the same steps as the specification equations.
The termination condition sw-impl-term and the loop body sw-impl-body are combined
in the following definition of the SW algorithm:
Definition 5.20 (sw-impl-tr)
definition sw-impl-tr :: ( ′a::heap tag stree × ′a tag stree)
⇒ ( ′a tag stree × ′a tag stree) Heap where
sw-impl-tr rpt ≡
whileST (λrpt. do{ b ← sw-impl-term rpt; return (¬ b) })
sw-impl-body rpt
5.4.3 Correctness
Before we can describe the implementation of inductively defined trees in low-level memory,
let us note that we need to have a means of expressing which node of a tree is mapped to
which memory location. For this, we adorn the trees with address information that we will
put in their tags by the mean of an extension ′r atag0 of the tag0 record:
Type Definition 5.21 (atag)
record ′r atag0 = tag0 + addr :: ′r
type-synonym ( ′r , ′a) atag = ( ′r , ′a) atag0-scheme
Like for tag0, we can define its accessors: $addr for the address and $atag-more for the
addionnal content.
We also introduce functions that we will need later to remove or add addresses in tags,
to ease the link between the implementation and the specification:
Definition 5.22 (rm-addr)
fun rm-addr :: ( ′r ref , ′v) atag ⇒ ′v tag where
rm-addr atag = (|mark = atag→$mark, dir = atag→$dir , . . . = atag→$atag-more|)
Definition 5.23 (add-addr)
fun add-addr :: ′v tag ⇒ ′r ref ⇒ ( ′r ref , ′v) atag where
add-addr tag r = (|mark = tag→$mark, dir = tag→$dir , addr=r , . . . = tag→$tag-more|)
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We can now turn to characterizing the implementation relation of trees in memory. For
this purpose we define functions to obtain the reference and the heap part representing
imperative trees from inductive trees:
Definition 5.24 (stree-of-tree)
primrec stree-of-tree :: (( ′r snode, ′v) atag, ′b) tree ⇒ ′r stree where
stree-of-tree (Leaf rt) = SEmpty
| stree-of-tree (Node n l r) = SNode (n→$addr)
Definition 5.25 (srnodes-of-tree)
primrec srnodes-of-tree :: ((( ′a snode, ′b) atag, ′c) tree ⇒ ′b tag stree)
⇒ (( ′a snode, ′b) atag, ′c) tree
⇒ ( ′a snode × ′b tag srnode) list
where
srnodes-of-tree ac (Leaf rt) = []
| srnodes-of-tree ac (Node n l r) =
(n→$addr , SRNode (rm-addr n) (ac l) (ac r))
#(srnodes-of-tree ac l)@(srnodes-of-tree ac r)
Please ignore the parameter ac for the moment. We will instantiate it with different
functions depending whether we are working on trees (in this Section) or on graphs (in
Section 5.6).
We note that the function srnodes-of-tree returns an association list of references and
structures that should be allocated in a heap – representing so a partial heap – that can
be used as argument to the function in-heap defined in Section 3.4. This function is easily
defined by recursion on the tree, associating the reconstructed structure to the address
present in the current node.
To simplify the statements of the refinement theorems, we also define a predicate
config-in-heap ac pt rpth expressing that a pair of trees pt – as used in the previously defined
SW algorithm – is allocated at the pair of addresses and in the heap both contained in the
pair rpth:
Definition 5.26 (config-in-heap)
definition config-in-heap ::
(((( ′a::heap) tag snode, ′a) atag, ′b) tree ⇒ ′a tag stree)
⇒ (( ′a tag snode, ′a) atag, ′b) tree × (( ′a tag snode, ′a) atag, ′b) tree
⇒ ( ′a tag stree × ′a tag stree) × heap ⇒ bool
where
config-in-heap ac pt rpth ≡ (let ((p,t),((rp,rt),h)) = (pt, rpth) in
in-heap h (srnodes-of-tree ac p) ∧ rp = ac p
∧ in-heap h (srnodes-of-tree ac t) ∧ rt = ac t)
We can now state our first result concerning the imperative development: for a pair pt
correctly allocated at addresses rpt in a heap h, the function sw-impl-term doesn’t modify
the heap and the low-level and high-level algorithms have the same termination behaviour:
Lemma 5.8. config-in-heap stree-of-tree pt (rpt, h)
effect (sw-impl-term rpt) h h (sw-term pt)
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Before discussing the correctness proof, let us remark that the references occuring in the
trees have to be unique. Otherwise, the representation of a tree in memory might not be a
tree any more, but might contain loops or joint subtrees. This can be express with the list
of references occuring in a tree:
Definition 5.27 (reach)
primrec reach :: (( ′r tag snode, ′r) atag, ′l) tree ⇒ ′r tag srnode ref list
where
reach (Leaf rf ) = []
| reach (Node n l r) = (n→$addr) # (reach l) @ (reach r)
that we can prove to be the references of the partial heap computed by srnodes-of-tree:
Lemma 5.9. refs-of (srnodes-of-tree f t) = reach t
In the following, we will require the p and t trees to have disjoint lists of distinct
references, that is distinct (reach p @ reach t).
The correctness argument of the imperative algorithm is now given in the form of a
simulation theorem: A computation with sw-tr carried out on tree p and t and producing
trees p ′ and t ′ can be simulated by a computation with sw-impl-tr starting in a heap
implementing p and t, and ending with a heap implementing p ′ and t ′.
The proof is by induction on the structure of sw-tr and the induction step requires
sw-body and sw-impl-body to proceed in lockstep: As long as the termination condition is
False, a step executed by sw-impl-body on a heap containing consistently marked trees p and
t leads to a heap containing the trees returned by sw-body (p, t):
Lemma 5.10. config-in-heap stree-of-tree (p, t) ((rp, rt), h)
t-marked m t p-marked p distinct (reach p @ reach t)
effect (sw-impl-term (rp, rt)) h h1 False effect (sw-impl-body (rp, rt)) h h ′ rpt ′
config-in-heap stree-of-tree (sw-body (p, t)) (rpt ′, h ′)
As this step is the body of a loop (in sw-tr), all its preconditions have to remain invariant,
like it was already proved for t-marked and p-marked in Section 5.3. We can prove the
invariance of the distinctness of the references:
Lemma 5.11. distinct (reach p @ reach t)
(p ′, t ′) = sw-body (p, t) t-marked m t p-marked p
distinct (reach p ′ @ reach t ′)
The proofs of both Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11 go through without much ado: essentially a
single fastforce method in Isabelle/HOL with some definition unfoldings.
For proving the correctness theorem for the entire implementation, we first prove an
auxiliary, easier to handle induction principle. Given a simulation relation simul that satisfies
a predicate sw-simul such that:
• simul enforces the simulated data to have the same termination condition:
simul pt (rpt, h) =⇒ effect (sw-impl-term rpt) h h (sw-term pt)
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• simul is preserved by the parallel execution of the low and high-level bodies:
[[simul pt (rpt, h); ¬ sw-term pt; effect (sw-impl-body rpt) h h ′ rpt ′]]
=⇒ simul (sw-body pt) (rpt ′, h ′)
we can first prove in Lemma 5.12 that as soon as this relation is satisfied by initial values (p,
t) and ((rp, rt), h), it is also satisfied by the results of the execution of low and high-level
algorithms on these values. Thus any predicate Q satisfied for terminal values in simulation,
is also satisfied for the results of the algorithms on any values in simulation such as stated in
Lemma 5.13. This Lemma is finally instantiated with the simulation relation simul-rel-tree
(Definition 5.28) and used as an induction principle in the proof of theorem 5.14.
Lemma 5.12. effect (sw-impl-tr rpt) h h ′ rpt ′
sw-simul simul simul pt (rpt, h)
simul (sw-tr pt) (rpt ′, h ′)
Lemma 5.13. effect (sw-impl-tr rpt) h h ′ rpt ′
sw-simul simul simul pt (rpt, h)
∀ pt rpth. simul pt rpth ∧ sw-term pt −→ Q pt rpth
Q (sw-tr pt) (rpt ′, h ′)
Definition 5.28 (simul-rel-tree)
definition simul-rel-tree
where simul-rel-tree ≡ (λ(p, t) rpth. (∃ m. t-marked m t) ∧ p-marked p
∧ distinct (reach p @ reach t) ∧ config-in-heap stree-of-tree (p, t) rpth)
Theorem 5.14. config-in-heap stree-of-tree (p, t) (rpt, h)
∃m. t-marked m t p-marked p distinct (reach p @ reach t)
config-in-heap stree-of-tree (sw-tr (p, t)) (rpt ′, h ′)
5.5 Schorr-Waite on Trees with Pointers
The Schorr-Waite algorithm has originally been conceived for genuine graphs, and not for
trees. In this section, we now see our previous low-level datatype ′a stree as an implementation
of graphs:
Type Definition 5.29 (sgraph)
type-synonym ′a sgraph = ′a stree
5.5.1 Introducing Abstract Graphs
On the abstract level, we add "pointers" to our trees to obtain a representation of a graph
as a spanning tree with additional pointers. This is readily done, by instantiating the type
variables of the leaves to the type of references. Thus, a leaf can now represent any node
whose handle is contained in this leaf. On the abstract level, the link is done through the
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addresses added in the tags of the nodes. For the simulation (cf. Section 5.6), a leaf directly
represents the node corresponding to the handle it contains.
r1
r2
r4
r3
r1 r3
r2r4
Figure 5.3: A Tree with additional pointers (drawn as dashed lines) and the corresponding
graph
For example, the graph of Figure 5.3 could be represented by the following tree, with
references r1, r2, r3 and r4:
Node (|mark = False, dir = L, addr = r1|)
(Node (|mark = False, dir = L, addr = r2|)
(Leaf SEmpty)
(Node (|mark = False, dir = L, addr = r4|)
(Leaf (SNode r2))
(Leaf SEmpty)))
(Node (|mark = False, dir = L, addr = r3|)
(Leaf (SNode r2))
(Leaf SEmpty))
A given graph might be represented by different spanning trees with additional pointers,
but the choice is not indifferent: it is important that the graph is represented by a spanning
tree that has an appropriate form, so that the low-level algorithm of Section 5.4 starts
backtracking at the right moment. To characterize this form and to get an intuition for the
simulation proof presented in Section 5.6, let’s take a look at the graph of Figure 5.4 with
its possible spanning trees.
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r2 r3
r4
(a)
r1
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⊥
r3
⊥r4
⊥ ⊥
(b)
r1
r2
r4
r3
(c)
Figure 5.4: A low-level graph (b) and 2 possible spanning trees (a) and (c) with additional
pointers that could represent it
Both representations are “correct” if we take them statically. The node r4 is put either
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as a right child of the node r2 or as a left child of the node r3, and pointers to this node are
put inversely such that the shape of the graph is maintained. However they don’t behave
similarly when taken in their context of application, i. e. when the sw-tr algorithm is applied
to them as shown in Figure 5.5 for tree (c) and in Figure 5.6 for tree (a).
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between executions of the low and high-level algorithms with a
“good” spanning tree (Figure 5.4c)
We first look at a correct simulation in Figure 5.5 to better understand how a tree can
simulate a graph. Here the decisive step occurs when p points to node r3, whose left leaf
pointed by t points to r4. Since the high-level algorithm procceds structurally on the tree, it
does not follow the additional pointer and – the node being tagged “left” – executes a swing
step. On the contrary, the low-level algorithm does follow the pointer to r4 (which is the
one replaced by the leaf at high-level) to discover it is already marked and finally behave in
exactly the same way as if it was a leaf and also executes a swing operation.
The situation is different in Figure 5.6, when p reaches r2 and t points to its right leaf
referencing r4. Like previously, the high-level algorithm finds a leaf, does not follow the
additionnal pointer, and – the node being tagged “right” – executes a pop step. Similarly
to Figure 5.5 the low-level algorithm follows the pointer, however it then discovers an
unmarked node that urges it to executes a push step: it starts to diverge irrecoverably from
the high-level version of the algorithm.
What then, more generally, is a “good” spanning tree for the SW algorithm? It has to
be one for which all additional pointers won’t be traversed. This can be ensured when all
pointers in leaves reference nodes that have already been visited before, following the order
of traversal of the tree by the SW algorithm (which is a pre-order traversal, such as the one
obtained from a depth first search). Indeed, by following an additional pointer, the low-level
algorithm discovers a marked node and follows the same behaviour as if it was a leaf, which
it is in the high-level data structure.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between executions of the low and high-level algorithms with a “bad”
spanning tree (Figure 5.4a)
5.5.2 Formalization
We formalize this property by a predicate that traverses a tree recursively and checks
that additional pointers only point to a set of allowed external references extrefs. When
descending into the left subtree, we add the root to this set, and when descending to the
right subtree, the root and the nodes of the left subtree.
Definition 5.30 (t-marked-ext)
primrec t-marked-ext :: (( ′a tag snode, ′a) atag, ′a tag sgraph) tree
⇒ ′a tag snode set ⇒ bool
where
t-marked-ext (Leaf rt) extrefs
= (case rt of SEmpty ⇒ True | SNode ref-t ⇒ ref-t ∈ extrefs)
| t-marked-ext (Node n l r) extrefs = (let a = n→$addr in
(t-marked-ext l ({a} ∪ extrefs)
∧ t-marked-ext r ({a} ∪ extrefs ∪ set (reach l))))
Similarly to the marking of the tree nodes with t-marked and p-marked, this predicate
applies to t trees, and there also exists a property for the p trees that states that the left
and right subtrees (depending on the direction) of nodes leading to the original root are
satifying the t-marked-ext predicate with the right collected external references. It uses the
function reach-visited which concerns p-shaped tree and collects all references of nodes in
left subtrees of nodes tagged “right” in the path to the original root, i. e. the nodes that
would have been visited during an execution of the SW algorithm.
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Definition 5.31 (reach-visited)
primrec reach-visited :: (( ′v tag snode, ′v) atag, ′v tag sgraph) tree
⇒ ′v tag snode list where
reach-visited (Leaf rt) = []
| reach-visited (Node n l r) = (n→$addr) #
(case n→$dir of L ⇒ reach-visited l | R ⇒ reach l @ reach-visited r)
Definition 5.32 (p-marked-ext)
primrec p-marked-ext :: (( ′v tag snode, ′v) atag, ′v tag sgraph) tree
⇒ ′v tag snode set ⇒ bool where
p-marked-ext (Leaf rt) extrefs = (rt = SEmpty)
| p-marked-ext (Node n l r) extrefs = (let a = n→$addr in
(case n→$dir of
L ⇒ (p-marked-ext l ({a} ∪ extrefs ∪ set (reach r))
∧ t-marked-ext r ({a} ∪ extrefs ∪ set (reach-visited l)))
| R ⇒ (p-marked-ext r ({a} ∪ extrefs ∪ set (reach l))
∧ t-marked-ext l ({a} ∪ set (reach-visited r)))))
These predicates highlight the fact that the heap is implicitly partioned into disjoint
areas of addresses with their spanning trees. Properties within each area can directly be
written using recursive functions on the corresponding spanning tree while pointers may exist
between them (the extrefs of the predicates). Then properties of these external references
characterizing invariants of the algorithms will be necessary to conduct the proofs. Such
a property is for example that all the outgoing references of a t tree only point to nodes
marked as True. To prepare the ground, the following function gives us all the references of
nodes that have a mark m.
Definition 5.33 (marked-as-in)
primrec marked-as-in :: bool ⇒ (( ′r , ′v) atag, ′l) tree ⇒ ′r set where
marked-as-in m (Leaf rt) = {}
| marked-as-in m (Node n l r) = (if (n→$mark) = m then {(n→$addr)} else {})
∪ marked-as-in m l ∪ marked-as-in m r
We can now show some more invariants of function sw-body (in addition to Lemmas 5.1
and 5.2) that we will need for the correctness proof of Section 5.6. These ones concern
t-marked-ext and p-marked-ext that are preserved and reach-visited that contains only
references to marked nodes. As an example, the lemma about t-marked-ext is stated like
this:
Lemma 5.15. (p ′, t ′) = sw-body (p, t) ¬ sw-term (p, t)
p-marked p p-marked-ext p (set (reach t))
t-marked m t t-marked-ext t (set (reach-visited p))
distinct (reach p @ reach t) set (reach-visited p) ⊆ marked-as-in True p
t-marked-ext t ′ (set (reach-visited p ′))
To conclude this part, we note that theorem 5.7 – which ensures the correctness of the
high-level algorithm – stays valid in spite of the addition of references in leaves, whose
consideration allowed stronger invariants like this Lemma 5.15 to be proved.
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5.6 Implementation for Trees with Pointers
We will now see that the low-level traversal algorithm of Section 5.4 also works for all graphs
– without the slightest modification – by a simple adaptation of point of view. The main
justification has already be given in Section 5.5: we now take into account the references in
leaves for the simulation relation where a leaf can now be in simulation with a non-empty
node, if this one is present before in the graph traversal realized by the SW algorithm.
Compared to Section 5.4, we achieve this by replacing the function stree-of-tree by the
function sgraph-of-tree as argument of srnodes-of-tree:
Definition 5.34 (sgraph-of-tree)
primrec sgraph-of-tree ::(( ′v tag snode, ′v) atag, ′v tag sgraph) tree ⇒ ′v tag sgraph
where
sgraph-of-tree (Leaf rt) = rt
| sgraph-of-tree (Node n l r) = SNode (n→$addr)
This one has exactly the same definition as stree-of-tree excepted in the case of Leaf
where it returns directly its content instead of SEmpty.
We can now prove an extension of Lemma 5.8 establishing the correspondence of high
and low-level termination conditions. What is new are additional preconditions that we have
motivated in Section 5.5: the p tree satisfies p-marked-ext with external references pointing
to the t tree, and inversely for the t tree for visited nodes in p:
Lemma 5.16. config-in-heap sgraph-of-tree (p, t) (rpt, h)
p-marked-ext p (set (reach t)) t-marked-ext t (set (reach-visited p))
effect (sw-impl-term rpt) h h (sw-term (p, t))
Similarly we can also obtain an extension of Lemma 5.10 whose proof goes along the line:
Lemma 5.17. config-in-heap sgraph-of-tree (p, t) (rpt, h)
p-marked p p-marked-ext p (set (reach t))
t-marked m t t-marked-ext t (set (reach-visited p))
effect (sw-impl-body rpt) h h ′ rpt ′ effect (sw-impl-term rpt) h h1 False
distinct (reach p @ reach t) set (reach-visited p) ⊆ marked-as-in True p
config-in-heap sgraph-of-tree (sw-body (p, t)) (rpt ′, h ′)
Finally we use the induction principle Lemma 5.13 proved in Section 5.4 to obtain the
general result we expected:
Lemma 5.18. effect (sw-impl-tr rpt) h h ′ rpt ′
config-in-heap sgraph-of-tree (p, t) (rpt, h)
p-marked p p-marked-ext p (set (reach t))
∃m. t-marked m t t-marked-ext t (set (reach-visited p))
distinct (reach p @ reach t) set (reach-visited p) ⊆ marked-as-in True p
config-in-heap sgraph-of-tree (sw-tr (p, t)) (rpt ′, h ′)
And if the computation is started with an empty p, some of the preconditions of this
lemma vanish to result in this clearer theorem:
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Theorem 5.19. sw-tr (Leaf SEmpty, t) = (p ′, t ′)
in-heap h (srnodes-of-tree sgraph-of-tree t)
t-marked m t t-marked-ext t {} distinct (reach t)
effect (sw-impl-tr (SEmpty, sgraph-of-tree t)) h h ′ (rp ′, rt ′)
rt ′ = sgraph-of-tree t ′ in-heap h ′ (srnodes-of-tree sgraph-of-tree t ′)
5.7 Graphs
Some questions may remain open. The sceptical reader might not be inclined to “be-
lieve” some preconditions of our main theorems, for example the precondition in-heap h
(srnodes-of-tree sgraph-of-tree t) of theorem 5.19 in Section 5.6. Seen “top-down”, the
predicate hardly poses a problem: given a tree t with additional pointers, it should not
be difficult to lay it out in heap h, by following the recursive procedure embodied by the
combination of srnodes-of-tree and in-heap.
The “bottom-up” view is more problematic: given an arbitrary graph in heap h, can we
construct a spanning tree t with in-heap h (srnodes-of-tree sgraph-of-tree t) which in addition
satisfies t-marked-ext t {} and distinct (reach t) (other preconditions of theorem 5.19)? We
can argue, informally, that also this view can be accommodated: Construct t by a traversal
of the graph structure and accumulate the visited nodes in a set which corresponds to
the second argument of t-marked-ext and avoids to add the same node several times3. We
present here a formalization of this sketch that first requires introducing additional notions.
5.7.1 Definitions
We first define (inductively) the “reflexive transitive closure" of an operation of type ′a ⇒ ′a
set, i. e. a set that, given a function f that computes the successors of an element, contains
all elements that are reachable from another one through successive applications of f :
Definition 5.35 (trancl)
inductive-set trancl :: ( ′a ⇒ ′a set) ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′a set
for f :: ′a ⇒ ′a set and x :: ′a where
trancl-refl : x ∈ trancl f x
| trancl-trans : a ∈ trancl f x =⇒ b ∈ f a =⇒ b ∈ trancl f x
With this inductive set, it is possible to express the reachable references of the graph
datatype we manipulated until then, by defining the successors of one of them:
Definition 5.36 (sstrees)
fun sstrees :: heap ⇒ ( ′a::heap) stree ⇒ ′a stree set where
sstrees h SEmpty = {}
| sstrees h (SNode r) = (case Ref .get h r of SRNode tv rl rr ⇒ {rl, rr})
and by giving it as argument to trancl:
3note that this auxiliary algorithm is just a conceptual device: a constructive existence proof of t and by
no means required for the execution of the SW algorithm
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Definition 5.37 (heap-reach)
definition heap-reach where heap-reach h nr = trancl (sstrees h) nr
heap-reach will be used to reason about the heap and express its wellformedness properties
necessary to the termination (and thus manipulation) of the following function:
Definition 5.38 (tree-of-graph)
function (domintros) tree-of-graph ::heap ⇒ ′v tag sgraph ⇒ ′v tag snode set
⇒ (( ′v::heap tag snode, ′v) atag, ′v tag sgraph) tree where
tree-of-graph h SEmpty rs = Leaf SEmpty
| tree-of-graph h (SNode r) rs =
(if r ∈ rs
then Leaf (SNode r)
else
case Ref .get h r of SRNode tv rl rr ⇒
let tl = tree-of-graph h rl ({r} ∪ rs);
tr = tree-of-graph h rr ({r} ∪ rs ∪ set (reach tl))
in Node (add-addr tv r) tl tr)
tree-of-graph computes the spanning tree adorned with pointers that satisfy the precondi-
tions of theorem 5.19 – which is what remains to be proved. Its termination can’t be proved
without conditions (which explains the use of function instead of fun) as the heap – and
thus the graph and the set of references – could be infinite.
5.7.2 Proofs
Then under the hypothesis of finiteness of the set of reachable references, the termination of
tree-of-graph – expressed through its definition domain tree-of-graph-dom – can be proved:
Lemma 5.20. finite (heap-reach h nr) =⇒ tree-of-graph-dom (h, nr , rs)
Proof. Given that the set of references is finite, we can reason by induction on this set
deprived from the set of already traversed references rs: we assume tree-of-graph terminates
for all pairs (nr , rs) such that heap-reach h nr − SNode ‘ rs is strictly included in heap-reach
h nr0 − SNode ‘ rs0 and prove it is still true for the pair (nr0, rs0). By case distinction,
nr0 is either equal to:
• SEmpty in which case the function obviously terminates
• or SNode r0 in which case r0 has to be tested for its membership to the set of already
traversed references rs0:
– r0 ∈ rs0 then the function also terminates
– r0 /∈ rs0 then tree-of-graph calls itself on the successors of nr0 and bigger set of
traversed references which allows to apply the inductive hypothesis and prove the
termination of the function.
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Also under the hypothesis that tree-of-graph terminates (tree-of-graph-dom (h, nr , rs))
and that all reachable references are allocated in the heap (∀ r . SNode r ∈ heap-reach h nr
−→ Ref .present h r), we can prove the constructed tree satisfies the desired conditions:
Theorem 5.21. t = tree-of-graph h nr rs
tree-of-graph-dom (h, nr , rs) ∀ r . SNode r ∈ heap-reach h nr −→ Ref .present h r
sgraph-of-tree t = nr in-heap h (srnodes-of-tree sgraph-of-tree t)
t-marked-ext t rs distinct (reach t) set (reach t) ∩ rs = {}
Proof. By induction on the calls of tree-of-graph (as it terminates), we assume the property
holds for the subcalls of tree-of-graph and shows it holds for the complete call itself. By case
distinction, nr is equal either to:
• SEmpty and the call returns Leaf SEmpty which satifies all the wished properties (by
unfolding the definitions).
• or SNode r with:
– r ∈ rs and the call returns Leaf (SNode r) which satifies all the wished properties
(given that r ∈ rs).
– r /∈ rs and the inductive hypothesis can be applied on the recursive calls that
allows to returns a tree that satisfies all the constraints.
Finally it is possible to prove a theorem of the result that is easier to believe:
Theorem 5.22. sw-tr (Leaf SEmpty, t) = (p ′, t ′)
t = tree-of-graph h rt {} t-marked m t
effect (sw-impl-tr (SEmpty, rt)) h h ′ (rp ′, rt ′)
finite (heap-reach h rt) ∀ r . SNode r ∈ heap-reach h rt −→ Ref .present h r
in-heap h ′ (srnodes-of-tree sgraph-of-tree t ′) rt ′ = sgraph-of-tree t ′
Proof. Follows directly from theorems 5.19 and 5.21.
5.8 Conclusions
We have presented a correctness proof of the Schorr-Waite algorithm, starting from a high-
level algorithm operating on inductively defined trees (Section 5.3) to which we add pointers
to obtain genuine graphs (Section 5.5). The low-level algorithm introduced in Section 5.4
has been proved correct in Section 5.6 by a simulation argument. The proof in Section 5.4
for the “pure tree” version of the high-level algorithm has been discussed in more detail for
didactic reasons, but is as such immaterial for the full proof presented in Section 5.6.
The Isabelle proof script is about 1000 lines long and thus compares favorably with
previous mechanized proofs of Schorr-Waite, in particular in view of the fact that the
termination of the algorithm and structure preservation of the graph after marking have
been addressed. It is written in a plain style without particular acrobatics and can presumably
be adapted to similar proof assistants without great effort.
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BDD Construction
In this Chapter, we illustrate the approach with the verification of a BDD package. This is
an example of a shape preserving module (cf. Section 4.5.1), with reference comparisons,
maximal sharing and mutability of content. It shows that as long as the structure – i. e. any
of the edges – of a directed acyclic graph is not modified, this graph can be represented and
manipulated as a tree where sharing is made explicit through the addition of references to a
mutable content into the nodes.
We have also brought this case-study a little further than this primary concern:
• This package is modular in the sense that it can be instantiated with different imple-
mentations of association tables for node lookup.
• It is written in an object-oriented way in order to eventually obtain a generated code
in Scala similar to manually written ones.
• We also introduced optimizations that allow a reasonably efficient implementation,
even without low-level tweaking.
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6.1 Introduction
We illustrate our approach applied on tree-shaped structures with the development of a
Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) package. We first discuss similar previous works on BDD
in Section 6.2. After recalling the basic notions and the semantics of BDDs in Section 6.3,
we describe a first, non-optimized version of the essential algorithms in Section 6.4 and
the implementation of association tables in Section 6.6. Section 6.5 introduces a garbage
collector and memoization, which lead to a substantial speed-up.
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A further gain in efficiency might be achieved by mapping our still rather coarse-grained
memory model to a fine-grained memory model, which would allow us to introduce bit-level
optimizations. Even though this is compatible with our approach – with a refinement step
– we have refrained from it because it would not be directly automatable and would thus
lead to a tedious and time consuming development that is not central to the approach. The
formal development is available on my home page1.
In this development objects and classes are used at two levels:
• for the state of the BDD factory containing the two True and False leaves and the
association tables for maximal sharing and memoization. This state and its reference
is unique in the context of the algorithms and provided by the locale object as a this
constant parameter.
• for the nodes, each one containing a reference to a mutable extension of itself. This
extension is initially empty and called rnode to be extended later to refCount to store
the reference counter for the garbage collection.
Figures 6.1a and 6.1b present the hierarchies of records and locales used in this develop-
ment. We also take advantage of locales to specify the logical functions used only in proofs
(locale bddstate) and the abstract methods (locales bddstate-mk and bddstate-mk-gc).
rnode (any)
nothing :: unit
refCount
refCount :: nat
leaves
leafTrue :: rtree
leafFalse :: rtree
leaves-memo
appmemo :: m
bddstate-hash
hash :: hashmap
(a) Data (records)
object
(this of type rnode)
leaves
(this of type leaves)
bddstate
(logical trees and invar)
bddstate-mk
(abstract method mk)
bddstate-mk-gc
(abstract method gc)
bddstate-mk-memo
(this of type leaves-memo)
implementation
with bddstate-hash
(b) Methods/Logic (locales)
Figure 6.1: Hierarchies of data and methods
1http://www.irit.fr/~Mathieu.Giorgino/Publications/GiSt2012BDD.html
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6.2 Related Work
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) are a compact format for representing Boolean formulas,
making extensive use of sharing of subtrees and thus achieving a canonical representation of
formulas. Most of the formalizations we are aware of follow standard expositions of BDD
algorithms (cf. [3, 30]) and thus do not differ substantially from an algorithmic viewpoint.
The most essential differences concern the representation of the state space.
The development presented in the following owes much to [88], which introduces the
approach of verifying imperative programs in a proof assistant by representing them in a
monadic style. The state space of the program is represented as a set of interconnected nodes
that have to satisfy some well-formedness constraints. A major problem is the termination
proof of the function app (see Section 6.4) that has to be carried out in parallel with
the correctness argument: The function makes two consecutive recursive calls that, by
transforming the global state space, could possibly invalidate the well-formedness conditions
on which termination relies.
The formalization [146], carried out in the Coq proof assistant, is based on a similar
BDD representation, but the algorithm directly accesses the program state, represented as a
(nested) map. There is no attempt to use abstract state transformers to hide manipulation
of the state that is explicitly represented and manipulated by a functional program. The
OCaml code extracted from Coq is then also functional which could account for the slower
execution and the faster exhaustion of memory as compared to genuine imperative code.
The above-cited termination problem is circumvented by recursing not over the structure
of the BDD, but over a natural number representing an upper bound of the size of the BDD.
Thus, the algorithm employs an artifact whose sole purpose is to facilitate the representation
in a proof assistant. Proofs are done by induction on the depth of BDDs instead of their
structure. This formalization is the most comprehensive one that we are aware of. It contains
several essential optimizations such as memoization and garbage collection that have also
been addressed in our work (but in a lightweight form for memoization).
A formalization in PVS [147] uses a tricky encoding of hash tables by injective pairing
functions and can thus avoid having to handle a program state altogether – the BDD
construction is entirely functional. It is not clear how this approach scales to hash tables
containing a great number of elements.
The above formalizations adopt a functional representation (possibly hidden behind a
monadic framework) of the BDD algorithms. A radical departure is the direct coding in an
imperative language [118] in the style of C and the verification by means of a Hoare calculus.
The algorithm uses an optimized representation of hash tables (“level lists”), but the full
proof of correctness is complex and extends over several hundred pages. Although the
verified algorithm is not the same as ours (they verify an algorithm of BDD normalization),
it is possible – as in our case – to take semantic properties of BDDs into account, but the
proof of correctness has a considerable complexity.
6.3 Binary Decision Diagrams
6.3.1 Tree Structure and Interpretation
BDDs are used to represent and manipulate efficiently Boolean expressions. We will use
them as starting point of our algorithms, by defining a function constructing BDDs from
their representation of type ( ′v, bool) expr in which ′v is the type of variable names. The
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definition of expressions is rather standard:
Type Definition 6.1 (expr)
datatype ( ′v, ′a) expr =
Var ′v
| Const ′a
| BExpr ( ′a ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′a) (( ′v, ′a) expr) (( ′v, ′a) expr)
They are represented as an inductive data structure composed of variables (Var),
constants (Const) and binary expressions (BExpr) that allow to combine 2 sub-expressions
with a binary operation on them.
Their interpretation (i. e. evaluation) is done by interp-expr taking as extra argument
the variable instantiations represented as a function from variables to values:
Definition 6.2 (interp-expr)
fun interp-expr :: ( ′v, ′a) expr ⇒ ( ′v ⇒ ′a) ⇒ ′a where
interp-expr (Var v) vs = vs v
| interp-expr (Const a) vs = a
| interp-expr (BExpr bop e1 e2) vs = bop (interp-expr e1 vs) (interp-expr e2 vs)
For example, this equality holds:
interp-expr (BExpr (op +) (Const a) (Var t1)) vs = a + vs t1
We now define BDDs as binary trees where the two subtrees represent the BDDs resulting
from the instantiation of the root variable to False or True :
Type Definition 6.3 (tree)
datatype ( ′a, ′b) tree =
Leaf ′a
| Node ′b (( ′a, ′b) tree) (( ′a, ′b) tree)
Type Definition 6.4 (rtree)
type-synonym ( ′a, ′b, ′c) rtree = ( ′a × ′c ref , ′b::linorder × ′c ref ) tree
( ′a, ′b, ′c) rtree is the type of referenced trees with leaf content of type ′a, node content
of type ′b and mutable extension of type ′c. These trees contain a reference to this mutable
extension that will be used as an identifier. Each node contains a variable index whose type
is equipped with a linear order (as indicated by Isabelle’s sort annotation ::linorder) and
each leaf contains a value of any type instantiated later in the development to Booleans.
Being instances of expressions, BDDs can also be interpreted by giving values to variables.
This is what the interp function does (the subtrees of t associated to the values False and
True are called tF and tT ):
Definition 6.5 (interp)
fun interp :: ( ′a, ′v, ′r) rtree ⇒ ( ′v ⇒ bool) ⇒ ′a where
interp (Leaf (b,r)) vs = b
|interp (Node (v,r) tF tT ) vs = (if vs v then interp tT vs else interp tF vs)
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For example, applying this function on a Boolean BDD will return a value equal to the
Boolean expression it represents for the given values vs (with lT = Leaf (True, rT ) and lF
= Leaf (False, rF )):
interp (Node (v1, r1) lT (Node (v2, r2) lF lT )) vs = (vs v1 −→ vs v2)
6.3.2 Sharing
We first illustrate the concept of subtree-sharing by an example. A non-shared BDD (thus,
in fact, just a decision tree) representing the formula x ∧ y ∨ z that expands to if x then if
y then True else z else z is given by the tree on the left of Figure 6.2. In this figure, a tree is
represented by a node – containing a reference r and a variable x – with two children where
the left child (with edge drawn as ) is the BDD when x is evaluated to False and the
right child (with edge drawn as ) represents the BDD when x evaluates to True.
There is a common subtree (shaded) which we would like to share. We therefore adorn
the tree nodes with references, using the same reference for structurally equal trees. The
result of sharing is illustrated on the right of Figure 6.2.
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3, y
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sharing
Figure 6.2: Sharing nodes in a tree
In this way, as long as subtrees having identic references are the same, we can represent
sharing. To ensure this property giving meaning to references, we use the predicate ref-unique
ts:
Definition 6.6 (ref-unique)
definition ref-unique :: ( ′a, ′v, ′r) rtree set ⇒ bool where ref-unique ts ≡
∀ t1 t2. t1 ∈ ts −→ t2 ∈ ts −→ (ref-equal t1 t2 ←→ struct-equal t1 t2)
in which ref-equal means that two trees have the same reference attribute, and struct-equal is
structural equality neglecting references, thus corresponding to the typical notion of equality
of data in functional languages.
While the left-to-right implication of this equivalence is the required property (two nodes
having the same reference are the same), the other implication ensures maximal sharing
(same subtrees are shared, i. e. have the same reference).
6.3.3 Ordering and Reducedness
With this definition, and without any other property, BDDs would be rather hard to
manipulate. For one, same variable indices could appear several times on paths from root to
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leaves. Also, variables would not be in the same order, making comparison of BDDs harder.
Moreover, a lot of space would be wasted. To circumvent this problem, one often imposes a
strict order on variables, the resulting BDDs being called ordered (OBDDs). We define this
property using the tree-vars constant to collect all variables of a tree:
Definition 6.7 (ordered)
fun ordered :: ( ′a, ′v::linorder , ′r) rtree ⇒ bool where
ordered (Leaf b) = True
| ordered (Node (v, r) tF tT ) =
((∀ v ′ ∈ (tree-vars tF ∪ tree-vars tT ). v < v ′) ∧ ordered tF ∧ ordered tT )
An additional important property is to avoid redundant tests, which occur when the two
children of a node have the same interpretation. All the nodes satisfying this property can
be removed. In this case, the OBDD is said to be reduced (ROBDD):
Definition 6.8 (reduced)
fun reduced :: ( ′a, ′v, ′r) rtree ⇒ bool where
reduced (Node vr tF tT ) = ((interp tF 6= interp tT ) ∧ reduced tF ∧ reduced tT )
| reduced (Leaf b) = True
The predicate reduced uses a strong condition to represent the equality of two inter-
pretations: an extensional function equality2 (more precisely its negation). This is thus a
high-level property that will be hard to ensure and to verify on the tree level. In order to
easily reason directly about trees, it is also possible to define a weaker property redundant
that once combined with ref-unique and ordered allows to deduce reduced (cf. Lemma 6.2):
Definition 6.9 (redundant)
fun redundant :: ( ′a, ′v, ′r) rtree ⇒ bool where
redundant (Node vr tF tT ) = ((ref-equal tF tT ) ∨ redundant tF ∨ redundant tT )
|redundant (Leaf b) = False
We then merge these properties into two definitions robdd (high-level) and robdd-refs
(low-level):
Definition 6.10 (robdd, robdd-refs)
definition robdd t ≡ (ordered t ∧ reduced t)
definition robdd-refs t ≡ (ordered t ∧ ¬ redundant t ∧ ref-unique (treeset t))
From these definitions, we finally show that ROBDDs are a canonical representation
of Boolean expressions, i. e. that two equivalent ROBDDs are structurally equal at high
(robdd) and low (same with robdd-refs) level:
Theorem 6.1. robdd t1 robdd t2 interp t1 = interp t2
struct-equal t1 t2
Proof. By induction on the pair of trees: the leaves case is trivial, heterogeneous cases (leaf
and node or nodes of different levels) lead to contradictions, and the remaining case (two
nodes of same level) is proved by applying the induction hypothesis on subtrees.
2i. e. equality of the values of the functions for all the values in their domain
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Also high and low-level properties are proved to be equal under the hypothesis of
maximal-sharing in theorem 6.3 as a consequence of Lemma 6.2:
Lemma 6.2. ordered t ¬ redundant t ref-unique (treeset t)
reduced t
Proof. By induction on t: the leaf case is trivial and the node case is proved by applying the
induction hypothesis on the subtrees and proving that trees with different references are
structurally different (from definitions of redundant and ref-unique) and then have different
interpretations (with contrapositive of theorem 6.1).
Theorem 6.3. ref-unique (treeset t)
robdd-refs t = robdd t
Proof. Follows from Lemma 6.2 after unfolding of definitions of robdd and robdd-refs.
6.4 Constructing BDDs
The simplest BDDs are the leaves corresponding to the True and False values. They will
be the first BDDs to be compared for reference equality and thus to decide the sharing of
subsequently constructed nodes. To ensure maximal-sharing, these ones must be unique and
thus put in the BDD factory initially constructed from this record definition:
Type Definition 6.11 (leaves)
record ( ′v, ′c) leaves = rnode +
leafTrue :: (bool, ′v, ′c) rtree
leafFalse :: (bool, ′v, ′c) rtree
We define the context of this state by constraining the type of the referenced record
this. This context together with the leaves record would be equivalent to a class definition
class Leaves extends Object in Java where the type of this is constrained from Object to
Leaves.
locale leaves = Class this for this :: ( ′v::heap, ′c::heap, ′a::heap) leaves-scheme ref
Then we extend it to add logical abstractions trees and invar that will be instantiated
during the implementation to provide the correctness arguments we will rely on in the proofs.
The trees parameter abstracts the set of trees already constructed in the state. The invar
parameter is the invariant of the data structures that will be added to the heap by the
implementation and that will have to be preserved by BDD operations.
locale bddstate = leaves +
fixes trees :: heap ⇒ (bool, ′v, ′c) rtree set
fixes invar :: heap ⇒ bool
To be well-formed (wf-heap), the heap needs to follow the abstract implementation
invariant invar and its trees need to contain the leaves and to be maximally shared and
closed for the subtree relation.
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Definition 6.12 (wf-heap)
definition wf-heap :: heap ⇒ bool where
wf-heap h ≡ (invar h ∧ ref-unique (trees h) ∧ subtree-closed (trees h) ∧ leaves-in h)
Finally we add an abstract function mk and its specification (mk-spec) especially ensuring
that mk v tF tT constructs a ROBDD whose interpretation is correct under the precondition
that the heap is well-formed, level v is consistent with levels of tF and tT and trees in the
heap are already ROBDDs. It uses the function levelOf returning the level of a BDD.
locale bddstate-mk = bddstate +
fixes mk :: ′v ⇒ (bool, ′v, ′r) rtree ⇒ (bool, ′v, ′r) rtree ⇒ (bool, ′v, ′r) rtree Heap
assumes mk-spec: effect (mk v tF tT ) h h ′ t ∧ wf-heap h ∧ {tF ,tT } ⊆ trees h =⇒ (
(LevNode v < Min (levelOf ‘ {tF ,tT }) ∧ (∀ t ′ ∈ trees h. robdd-refs t ′) −→ robdd-refs t)
∧ (∀ vs. interp t vs = (if vs v then interp tT vs else interp tF vs))
∧ (wf-heap h ′) ∧ (trees h ′ = insert t (trees h)))
In this context we define the app function applying a binary Boolean operator bop to
two BDDs. If these BDDs are both leaves, it returns a leaf containing the application of bop
to their contents. Else it returns a new BDD constructed with mk from its recursive calls to
the left and right subtrees of BDDs with the same level. For this purpose it uses the select
function which returns two pairs of BDDs corresponding to the subtrees (split-lh) of the
BDD(s) with the smallest level and the duplication (dup) of the other (if any). It also uses
the function varOfLev retrieving the variable corresponding to the level of a node.
Definition 6.13 (app)
function app :: (bool ⇒ bool ⇒ bool)
⇒ ((bool, ′v, ′r) rtree ∗ (bool, ′v, ′r) rtree) ⇒ (bool, ′v, ′r) rtree Heap where
app bop (t1, t2) = do {
if tpair is-leaf (t1, t2)
then (constLeaf (bop (leaf-contents t1) (leaf-contents t2)))
else (do {
let ((t1F , t1T ), (t2F , t2T )) = select split-lh dup (t1, t2);
tF ← app bop (t1F , t2F );
tT ← app bop (t1T , t2T );
mk (varOfLev (min-level (t1, t2))) tF tT
})}
This is the only function whose termination proof is not automatic, but still very simple:
it suffices to show that select split-lh dup decreases the sum of the sizes of the trees in the
pair. Indeed by representing BDDs as an inductive structure instead of pointers in the heap,
the termination condition does not appear anymore in the implicit nested recursion on the
heap like in the work of Krstic and Matthews [88] and we do not need to add a phantom
parameter as a bound like Verma et al. [146].
Finally, we define the build function which is a simple traversal recursively constructing
BDDs for sub-expressions and then joining them with app.
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Definition 6.14 (build)
primrec build :: ( ′v, bool) expr ⇒ (bool, ′v, ′r) rtree Heap where
build (Var v) = (do{ cF ← constLeaf False; cT ← constLeaf True; mk v cF cT })
| build (Const b) = (constLeaf b)
| build (BExpr bop e1 e2) = (do{ t1 ← build e1; t2 ← build e2; app bop (t1, t2)})
The verification of these functions involves the preservation of the well-formedness of the
heap (theorems 6.4 and 6.5) – implying that the returned BDD (as well as the others in the
heap) is a ROBDD and that it is interpreted like the expression – and the construction of
canonical BDDs (theorem 6.6) – implying for example that a tautology constructs Leaf True.
Theorem 6.4. wf-heap h {t1, t2} ⊆ trees h effect (app bop (t1, t2)) h h ′ t
interp t vs = bop (interp t1 vs) (interp t2 vs)
insert t (trees h) ⊆ trees h ′ wf-heap h ′
Proof. We use the induction schema generated from the termination proof of app working
on a pair of trees – following the order relation infered from select split-lh dup. If both trees
are leaves, the BDD is a leaf already in the unchanged state. Else the induction hypotheses
hold for the subtrees provided by select. The specification of mk and the transitivity of ⊆
finish the proof.
Theorem 6.5. wf-heap h effect (build e) h h ′ t
interp t = interp-expr e insert t (trees h) ⊆ trees h ′ wf-heap h ′
Proof. By induction on the expression: In the cases of Const or Var, the result is immediate
from the specification of mk and the definition of constLeaf. In the case of BExpr, the
induction hypotheses hold for the sub-expressions and the result is obtained from theorem 6.4.
Theorem 6.6. ∀ t∈trees h1. robdd-refs t wf-heap h1 effect (build e1) h1 h1 ′ t1
∀ t∈trees h2. robdd-refs t wf-heap h2 effect (build e2) h2 h2 ′ t2
struct-equal t1 t2 = (interp-expr e1 = interp-expr e2)
Proof. In the same way as for theorem 6.5, by proving a similar property for app.
6.5 Optimizations: Memoization and Garbage Collection
The app and build functions have been presented in their simplest form and without
optimizations. We present in this section the two optimizations we have made to them.
Memoization During the BDD construction, several identical computations can appear.
This happens mostly within the recursive calls of the app function during which the binary
operation stays the same and identical pairs of BDDs can arise by simplifications and
sharing. In order to avoid these redundant computations, the immediate solution is to
use a memoization table – recording the arguments and the result for each of its calls and
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returning directly the result in case the arguments already have an entry in the table. This
optimization is essential as it cuts down the complexity of the construction of highly shared
BDDs.
We add this memoization table to the state by extending the record containing the leaves.
Then the only changes to the app function are the memoization table lookup before the
eventual calculation and the table update after.
By adding an invariant on all the trees in the memoization table ensuring the properties
desired for the resulting tree (mostly the conclusion of theorem 6.4), the changes in the
proof follow the changes of the function. With a case distinction on the result of the table
lookup for the arguments, if there is an entry for them, the result follows the invariant, else
the original proof remains and the result following the invariant is stored in the table.
Garbage collection Using an association table avoids duplication of nodes and allows us
to share them. However, recording all created nodes since the start of the algorithm can
lead to a very huge memory usage. Indeed keeping a reference to a node in an association
table prevents the JVM garbage collector to collect nodes that could have been discarded
during BDD simplifications.
We chose to remove these unused nodes from the association table by a reference counting
variant. The principle of reference counting is simply to store for each node the number of
references to it. Instead of counting references for all nodes, we only count them for the BDD
roots. This allows us to keep the mk function independent of the reference count. Then,
we parametrized the development with a garbage collection function gc whose specification
ensures the preservation of used nodes (i. e. nodes reachable from a node with a non-null
reference count). We call it in the build function when the association table becomes too
large.
For this improvement, the proof additions were substantial. Indeed, several mutations
to the reference counters appear in the functions, causing inner modifications in proofs.
Moreover the invariant insert t (trees h) ⊆ trees h ′ for build had to be weakened to insert
t (reachable h) ⊆ reachable h ′. These difficulties attributable to mutability highlight the
simplifications provided by the encoding of BDDs as inductive datatypes instead of nodes
and pointers.
6.6 Implementation of Abstract Functions
It is now time to implement the abstract function mk as well as the logical functions invar
and trees. We wrote two implementations and present the most efficient one using a hash-map
provided by the Collection Framework [89].
Following its specification, mk needs to ensure the maximal sharing of nodes. To do
this, we add in the state a table associating the components of a node (its children and
variable name) to itself. Then by looking in this table, we know whether a BDD that could
be returned has already been created.
Type Definition 6.15 (bddstate-hash)
record ( ′v, ′c) bddstate-hash =
( ′v,( ′c ref × ′c ref , (bool, ′v, ′c) rtree) hashmap, ′c) leaves-memo +
hash :: ( ′v × ′c ref × ′c ref , (bool, ′v, ′c) rtree) hashmap
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We also define two auxiliary monadic functions add and lookup adding and looking for
nodes of the table in the state:
Definition 6.16 (add)
definition add where
add v tF tT = do{
x ← newNode v tF tT ;
RAcc.rmap $hash (ahm-update (v, ref-of tF , ref-of tT ) x) this;
return x }
Definition 6.17 (add)
definition lookup where
lookup v tF tT = do{
hm ← this·$hash;
return (ahm-lookup (v, ref-of tF , ref-of tT ) hm) }
They are used in the definition of mk:
Definition 6.18 (add)
definition mk where
mk v tF tT = (if ref-equal tF tT then return tF else
do{ to ← lookup v tF tT ; (case to of None ⇒ add v tF tT | Some t ⇒ return t) })
The garbage collector gc is then also implemented using two auxiliary monadic functions
referencedSet – computing the set of nodes reachable from a node with a non-null reference
count – and hash-restrict – restricting the domain of the hash table to the set given as
argument:
Definition 6.19 (gc)
definition gc :: unit Heap where gc = do { hs ← referencedSet; hash-restrict hs }
To avoid too frequent calls to the garbage collector, it is triggered only when the table
size exceeds 10000 which is an acceptable condition for preliminary tests but that could be
improved by adding a counter in the state:
Definition 6.20 (gc-cond)
definition gc-cond :: bool Heap where
gc-cond = do{ hm ← this·$hash; return (ahm-size hm > 10000 ) }
We finally use these functions satisfying the specifications of the locales to obtain
instantiated app and build functions for which we can generate code.
6.7 Performance Evaluation
Finally we evaluate the performance of our BDD construction development.
As a comparison point we developed a BDD package directly in Scala whose code would
be naively expected from the code generation from the Isabelle/HOL theories. This allows
us to evaluate the efficiency of the default code generation of Isabelle/HOL into Scala wrt
our encoding of objects. We also compare these two implementations with a third one being
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a highly optimized BDD library called JavaBDD3 providing a Java interface to several BDD
libraries written in C or Java. The results are given in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Evaluation of the generated code efficiency by comparison with a direct imple-
mentation and the JavaBDD library
For this evaluation we construct BDDs for two kinds of valid formulas both of which are
standard benchmarks. The first one is the Urquhart’s formulae Un defined by x1 ⇔ (x2 ⇔
. . . (xn ⇔ (x1 ⇔ . . . (xn−1 ⇔ xn)))). The second one is a formulae Pn stating the pigeonhole
principle for n+ 1 pigeons in n holes i. e. given that n+ 1 pigeons are in n holes, at least
one hole contains two pigeons.
In the Scala version, we use the standard mutable hash map of the Scala library4 which
has an adaptable size. Its garbage collection is triggered when the table size exceeds a
threshold value initially set to 1000 and increased by one half when unavoidable, i. e. when
the size of the table after a garbage collection still exceeds the threshold.
On the other side, JavaBDD lets the user choose the right table size which is increased,
if necessary, after garbage collections by an initially fixed value. In the benchmarks, we set
it to 106 and 5 × 106. We can see that increasing the initial table size for the JavaBDD
version leads to better performances for large expressions but then more space is needed
even for smaller ones.
As it can be seen on the pigeonhole benchmark, the memory consumption is still a
limiting factor of the Scala versions compared to the JavaBDD one which manages to
construct the BDD for 13 pigeon-holes. Also while the generated code is 100 times slower
than the JavaBDD one (using low-level optimizations), it is only 10 times slower than the
hand-written code that was the lower bound for its efficiency – the algorithms being identical.
We suspect several causes of inefficiency and space usage introduced by the code extraction:
• Monad operations are converted into method calls. The presence of monadic operators
at each line could explain some performance penalties.
• A Ref class is introduced to allow reference manipulations in Scala. This is unnecessary
for objects as long as we don’t use references on primitive types and referenced values
are accessed only through accessors.
• Record extensions are translated to class encapsulations leading to waste of space and
several indirections at the time of attribute accesses.
3http://javabdd.sourceforge.net/
4with complete path: scala.collection.mutable.HashMap
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Improving on these points is current work and we think that these optimizations in the
code generation could improve the general performances, to the point that the generated
code would be comparable to the hand-written code. However, the confidence in the code
generator is an essential component of the whole process that makes it hard to modify.
6.8 Conclusions
We presented the verification of an algorithm constructing BDDs. This development provide
a fully operational code generated for the programming language Scala. It represents BDDs
by trees containing references allowing for easy definitions and proofs – done by natural
induction schemas and rewriting. The development time for the formalization itself (around
6 person months) is difficult to estimate exactly, because it went hand in hand with the
development of the methodology (no automation excepted methods basically provided by
Isabelle/HOL). In the light of the performance of the code obtained, the result is encouraging.
In this case of statically acyclic graphs, we do not need an additional step of refinement
to obtain an executable and relatively efficient algorithm. Low-level (or even bit-level)
optimizations could be introduced, at the price of adding one or several refinement layer,
with corresponding simulation proofs. These additional steps would be easy but tedious, and
would essentially involves the direct correspondance with a low-level data structure. The
unstructured form of these low-level data structures would be constrained by a simulation
predicate with the high-level version. This simulation predicate would also be easily defined
thanks to this representation, by associating the referenced structures to the nodes that
contain their references.
Even though feasible and even necessary in order to obtain structures compatible with
other “shape-altering” algorithms that would like to manipulate these BDDs, this was not
our current focus, since we aim at a method for producing reasonably efficient verified
code with a very moderate effort. Indeed we can note this development is relatively short
and stretches only over about 6000 lines – 3500 before optimizations. This compares very
favorably with the verification in Coq of the same algorithm including optimizations by
Verma et al. [146] (about 15000 lines), and with the verification of normalization of BDDs
in Isabelle/HOL by Ortner and Schirmer [118] (about 10000 lines).
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Conclusions
To conclude, the method proposed here presents a complete chain for the development of
valid programs manipulating pointer structures starting from the specification, that is refined
to an efficient implementation in a shallow embedding of an imperative language within a
proof assistant, to be finally extracted to a code compatible with a standard object-oriented
language. The refinement and code generation are simplified by the representation itself and
the tools we provide.
Obviously, the method and the corresponding representations we proposed here are not
fitted to easily reason about arbitrary graphs, but should perfectly carry out this task in the
case of the verification of programs manipulating pointer structures with a natural spanning
tree arising from the traversal of the algorithms defined on them.
A Summary of Contributions
We can summarize the contributions of this thesis by these 4 detailed points:
• The analysis of inductive representations for pointer structures (Chapter 4) that allows:
– a good support in proof assistants, allowing to reuse all the tools available on
inductive datatypes,
– and a high-level reasoning on pointer structures.
• This representation is composed of a tree adorned with addresses that enables:
– the representation of sharing and cycles by the identification and referencing of
addresses,
– the proof of pointer properties on the specification level,
– and an easier refinement to pointer structures thanks to the direct correspondence
between the low and high levels and the inductive arrangement of addresses in a
tree.
• It also puts an emphasis on the industrial usability of the method:
– with an interest in the efficiency of the eventually run programs,
– and by improving the OO support in Imperative_HOL to improve the code
generation to OO languages through a shallow embedding of some OO features
and a brief analysis on the counterparts of some OO mechanisms in Isabelle/HOL
(Chapter 3).
• Finally it shows its practicability through:
– several examples explaining the methodology and the different aspects of the
approach,
– a first case study illustrating the approach on pointer redirections with the
Schorr-Waite algorithm (Chapter 5),
– and a second case study illustrating the approach on shared nodes with the
construction of Binary Decision Diagrams (Chapter 6).
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Shortcomings
As expected, this approach is not generally applicable in a homogeneous way to any kind
of pointer structures. Nevertheless, this thesis showed that a large class of graphs and
algorithms could be abstracted in this way, even though some of them were not obviously
tree shaped.
On a related note, we could reproach this method for having incompatible representations
of the same graph. Nevertheless the shape preserving modules (cf. Section 4.5.1) only need
one graph representation in which the sharing shapes are duplicated. As regards with the
shape destructive modules, they would generally be reduced to a small number for which
a single generalized representation or a small number of tailored representations would be
sufficient.
The combination of algorithms manipulating different representations could also be a
problem. To resolve it one could imagine auxiliary functions translating from a representation
to another one. One could also find a most general representation that could be used either
directly or as an auxiliary refinement between the tailored representations and the pointer
structure. This one would consist of a zipper-like structure (i. e. a tree with its context)
containing the spanning tree of the graph (avoiding the risk of inconsistencies between the
duplicated shared parts) together with auxiliary pointer functions (refined into real pointers)
that would allow to move from one node to another.
Hopefully, the eventually obtained algorithms and graphs are defined on the level of
records and pointers in Imperative_HOL such that the several representations can eventually
be linked at this level.
Perspectives
Representations for More General Graphs
We have essentially concentrated our efforts on the two categories of representations that
are embodied by the case studies. However, it also seems that these representations could
be extended to support more general classes as for example with coinductive datastructures
or zippers [77].
Apart from the problems related to the combination of induction and coinduction [122],
the case of coinductive datastructures would be similar to the case of inductive datastructures.
The addition of addresses in the nodes would allow to perform coinductive proofs of refinement
to cyclic pointer structures. However this representation would still be limited to shape
preserving modules.
Zippers – as inductive datastructures with a focus on a particular node – could also be
used as a generalization of inductive datastructures by providing a general means to represent
a graph by a spanning tree with its context. In this way, the entire information contained
in a tree would be kept when moving in subtrees, and cycles in a graph could be traversed
through functions defined to change the focus to the pointed node. The properties could
then be harder to define, as well as the termination, but it would certainly still be simpler
than to do the same on a raw graph, given the tools available on inductive datastructures.
We also had studied the representation of additional pointers with paths in a tree in a
similar manner as Møller and Schwartzbach [109]. This work was suspended in favour of the
current representation with addresses because of the mismatch between the semantics of
pointers – that always point the same nodes – and the semantics of paths – that can change
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their targets when the context of the pointed node is modified. However, they could be
used to represent more easily invariant additional pointers that would for example point
particular leaves, fathers or roots.
Some Applications
An Application to Model Driven Engineering A work by Djeddai et al. [49] allows
to go back and forth between MDE and proof assistants, translating inductive data struc-
tures from and to Ecore (the core language of EMF [135, Eclipse Modeling Framework],
implementing a subset of UML). This thesis is complementary and allows to verify the
models coming from this work and generate code that will be compatible with the original
models. It would then be interesting to obtain a case study that would run though the
whole process.
Several Applications for the BDD construction The presentation of the BDD pack-
age we developped raised a positive interest in the community of formal methods. It appeared
that this package could be used as a basis for other work as an efficient implementation of
sets or relations, or of course, the implementation of a decision procedure for propositional
logic. We also wondered if this work could be extended to represent arbitrary decision trees
and it would be interesting to explore this way.
Automatic Implementation and Refinement Proofs
In this thesis we have noted that the functions on the inductive representations and the
imperative ones were close enough to allow us to imagine obtaining a refinement proof
automatically. Indeed, these proofs always proceed in the same way:
1. By an induction or a case distinction on the inductive structure, we let the simplifier
apply the rewrite rules of the abstract algorithm to reduce the term.
2. We obtain a split abstract datastructure that is processed by the simulation relation
to state the final content of the heap.
3. In parallel, the imperative program is formally run, possibly by using previous specifi-
cations to obtain an updated heap and a result.
4. The goal can then be solved by using the possible inductive hypotheses to prove that
the updated heap effectively contains the refined inductive structure and that the
result is in simulation with its representation.
We should be able to more or less automatize all these steps. Indeed, such refinement
proofs are close enough to the statements of separation logic to hope a similar automation of
the low-level manipulations. It would for example be interesting to see if a combination of
this work with the one of Lammich and Meis [90] – on the introduction of a separation logic
for Imperative_HOL partly solving some shortcomings we raised in Section 3.2 – would be
possible. We could then add automation at low level with the practicability of the inductive
representation for proofs at a higher level.
We can note that the representation we propose has already been used in the definition
of a functional model for an implementation of B+ trees by Malecha et al. [101, section
6.1], that is based on the YNot library [110] exploiting a separation logic. In this work, the
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addition of references in a tree allows to precisely modelize the datastructure and to easily
link it to the implementation in the refinement relation, even though this is not explicitly
noticed.
Improvements to the Scala Code Generator of Isabelle/HOL
Even though we introduced some support for OO features in Imperative_HOL and Is-
abelle/HOL, we have not pursued the approach until the code generation. The code
generation is indeed – as described previously – an important non formally verified part of
the trusted code base whose modification is dangerous when done without care.
Section 6.7 showed that the implementation of the BDD package suffered from the lack
of optimization during the code generation. Indeed, it seems that the inefficiency of the
generated code compared to the manually written one is due to this phase, given that an
homogeneization of both the datatypes and the algorithms still was leading to an important
loss of efficiency.
The huge number of indirections in datatypes and especially records is also a problem for
the external usage of a validated library. Indeed, the external calls are often cumbersome due
to the lack of some implicit values, the complex constructor calls and the hardly readable
source obfuscated by the huge number of type annotations.
Elaboration on the Confidence in the Code Eventually Run
In this thesis, we have described a methodology for obtaining correct programs by refinement
and code generation. A legitimate question is:
‘What is the confidence we can put in a program verified in this way ?”
The correctness of a program is ensured by its coverage of the needs it should address.
Then the confidence we can have in a program depends entirely on the confidence we can
have on the link between this program and these needs. This link is built in several steps
including: specification, verification and code generation.
The first and most important one is the specification of the program itself because
it is the first step and the final goal of any verification. It should be written in such a
way that it covers the needs – i. e. really meets all the requirements – while being the
weakest possible to maximize the size of the set of the possible implementations. It usually
involves several definitions that should also be trusted to logically characterize the reality or
the mind representation of the associated concepts. It should be noted that the concrete
specification (taken as a text file on the disk) also needs to be read, interpreted and displayed
by some programs that are thus part of the chain of trust. In this thesis, the specification is
stated in the logic of Isabelle/HOL as properties verified by the inductive datastructure and
transmitted through refinement. In Section 5.7, the inductive datatype was also removed
from the specification.
Then we have to trust the software checking the proofs, these last ones ensuring
the program effectively satisfies its specification. This is often made easier by the software
architecture that is built around a kernel – the smallest possible in order to be manually
checked – containing the core logic together with some basic operations that will be used as
the building blocks of any other interaction with the system5. For example, Isabelle/HOL is
written in SML and its correctness is heavily based on the type system of SML such that it
5This is the approach initially followed by the LCF (Logic for Computable Functions) proof assistant, and
later inherited by its successors Isabelle and HOL4.
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ensures that the constructed theorems only use the basic building blocks provided by its
small kernel.
Finally – in the case this was the chosen approach – we also have to trust the code
generation process. While this one could theoretically be verified, this is currently not
the case for Isabelle/HOL. Its implementation is however kept relatively small and it refrains
from bringing too much unsafe modifications during the translation such that the generated
code stays close to the verified program that can nevertheless result from numerous verified
rewritings of the original definitions. Many more details can be found in Haftmann’s PhD
thesis [66].
Under the assumption these steps are safe, we are left with a program written in
some programming language and that satisfies its specification w. r. t. the semantics of this
language. We assume in this thesis that the aim of the validation process is to obtain
the guarantee that the program satisfies its specification under these assumptions. All the
previously described steps are performed through the single Isabelle/HOL software. The
final correctness of the result of the program would however still depend on several factors
that are not taken into account here. This includes a) the compiler – used to transform
the generated code to a lower-level language – that may not conform exactly to the formal
specification of the language, b) the software (libraries) on which the executable program
could still be based, and c) the hardware that will be used to eventually run the executable
program obtained.
As we can see, there is a long way to go before we can blindly trust all the software that
we depend on, but we have nevertheless made a step in this direction and I hope that I and
others will continue to follow this road, unless a provably (formally) better alternative is
discovered.
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Version française de la thèse
Représentation Inductive, Preuves et
Raffinement de Structures de Pointeurs
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Introduction
Comment se convaincre qu’un logiciel est sans faille ? Dans un monde où nos vies dépendent
de plus en plus de l’informatique, quelles sont les garanties que le produit d’un processus
d’ingénierie s’exécute vraiment comme il le devrait ? Ces questions n’ont certainement
que peu de pertinence lorsqu’elles sont appliquées à votre butineur internet. Mais qu’en
est-il lorsqu’elles s’intéressent au logiciel qui compose (ou qui a servi à obtenir) les octets
contrôlant l’avion dans lequel vous êtes, la voiture d’un ami ou la (coûteuse) fusée qui a été
lancée au dessus de nos têtes ?
Jusqu’à récemment, ces programmes étaient uniquement validés par des tests, i. e. exécutés
sur un grand nombre d’entrées différentes pour vérifier que leurs sorties correspondaient à
leurs spécifications. Le problème est que nous sommes incapables, en général, de tester tous
les comportements possibles d’un programme donné, ce qui écarte forcément de nombreuses
possibilités d’erreurs. En ce qui concerne le monde physique, des hypothèses (les lois de la
physique) sont nécessaires pour abstraire les objets mais ont été remises en cause à plusieurs
reprises et sont forcément imprécises pour être praticables. Inversement, les programmes
et les données sont des objets abstraits (mathématiques) pour lesquels tous les détails sont
connus et peuvent servir pour leur vérification.
En particulier, les mathématiques ont pour essence de dériver des formules à partir
d’autres, et ceci est aussi valable pour les programmes qui peuvent être montrés vérifier les
mêmes propriétés que d’autres éventuellement plus simples et donc plus facile à analyser.
Ce processus est appelé abstraction et peut aussi être répété pour finalement obtenir
un “programme” (souvent non exécutable) appelé spécification incarnant exactement la
propriété souhaitée, sans aucun détail d’implémentation. Il est aussi possible d’effectuer le
processus inverse appelé raffinement partant d’une spécification pour arriver à un programme,
en passant par des programmes de plus en plus efficaces tout en restant conforme à la
spécification originale.
Les exemples de programmes donnés ci-dessus et dont les pannes doivent être exclues à
tous prix font partie des systèmes critiques que l’industrie commence à valider à l’aide de ces
techniques plus sûres appelées les méthodes formelles. Cependant, cela n’est pas aussi simple
qu’il parait notamment à cause du manque d’outils, de support et de connaissances. Ainsi,
l’industrie a tendance à imposer de lourdes contraintes pour le développement de programmes
pour simplifier leur vérification, ce qui a un impact sur l’efficacité des programmes ne pouvant
par exemple plus utiliser d’allocation dynamique de mémoire ou des pointeurs.
Une autre raison de la lenteur de l’adoption de ces méthodes par l’industrie est l’existence
de doutes sur les outils de vérification eux-mêmes. Pour contrer cet argument, une partie de
ces outils sont construit autour d’un petit (et donc humainement vérifiable) noyau certifié
au travers duquel toutes les étapes de preuves sont vérifiées. Pour éviter de devoir utiliser
plusieurs outils, et donc de multiplier les noyaux et d’élargir la base de confiance, des
frameworks ont été conçu pour être les plus génériques possibles : les assistants de preuve.
Dans cette thèse, nous avons voulu fournir des méthodes à destination d’un contexte
industriel qui permettraient d’effectuer les preuves de raffinements de programmes manipulant
des structures de pointeurs dans des assistants de preuve. Le seul terme “Représentation
Inductive” qui n’a pas été couvert par cette introduction est ce qui donne son originalité à
cette thèse. Tous les concepts sont approfondis dans la suite.
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Motivation initiale
Ingénierie Dirigée par les Modèles (IDM). Cette thèse tire sa motivation initiale du
projet Topcased [58]. Ce projet avait pour but de fournir des outils pour le développement
et la certification de systèmes critiques en suivant une approche orienté modèle. Une telle
approche encourage la spécification des différentes vues d’un système par des modèles,
i. e. une représentation (souvent graphique) des fonctionnalités du système. Ces modèles sont
définis par des graphes avec les sémantiques informelles (et la syntaxe graphique) de UML [80,
Unified Modeling Language]. Pour construire, combiner ou mettre à jour ces modèles, on
peut définir des transformations de graphes pour assurer une modification uniforme et fournir
un objet concret qui puisse être analysé ou formalisé. Ces transformations doivent aussi
évidemment être le plus efficace possible.
Formalisation dans des assistants de preuve Pour effectuer la formalisation et la
validation de ces transformations de graphes, des travaux précédent avaient été menés en
utilisant des outils automatiques tel que le model-checker MONA [82, 109]. Il était apparu
que la limitation aux Graph-Types [81] ainsi que l’explosion combinatoire empêchaient leur
utilisation pour la vérification de systèmes réels. Nous sommes donc passé aux assistants de
preuve pour bénéficier de leur généralité et leurs moyens de guider les preuves. Nous avons
choisi d’utiliser Isabelle [113] pour son pragmatisme et son haut degré d’automatisation.
Une Implémentation efficace
Structures de pointeurs. Une représentation efficace des graphes doit fournir des accès
faciles et rapides aux nœuds, tout en évitant la duplication pour limiter la consommation
des ressources donnant toute sa légitimité à l’informatique : le temps et l’espace. De telles
propriétés peuvent être satisfaites à l’aide de pointeurs fournissant un accès aux données par
adresses. En conséquence, plusieurs pointeurs vers la même donnée peuvent être utilisés pour
lire ou écrire à partir de différentes positions. Ceci peut être vu à la fois comme une économie
d’espace, en évitant à la donnée d’être dupliquée, ou comme une économie de temps, en
permettant soit à une donnée d’être accédée directement, soit au résultat d’un calcul d’être
mutualisé. Avec des pointeurs explicites, les nœuds des graphes peuvent être représentés par
des enregistrements dans un tas et les arcs peuvent être représentés pas des pointeurs entre
ces enregistrements. Pour manipuler ces concepts, nous utilisons la librairie Imperative_HOL
fournie par Isabelle/HOL qui introduit le plongement superficiel d’un langage impératif
permettant la manipulation de pointeurs. En utilisant cette librairie, nous avons découvert
quelques manques que nous comblons ici.
Dans un Langage orienté objet (OO). Les assistants de preuve en général et Isa-
belle/HOL en particulier fourni des moyens pour extraire les définitions exécutables vers
différents langages. Ce mécanisme est aussi disponible pour Imperative_HOL. Pour être
largement utilisable, le code généré doit être dans un langage proche de ceux ayant une
grande communauté (par exemple dans l’industrie), tout en étant suffisamment proche du
langage fourni dans le cadre de l’assistant de preuve pour permettre une traduction directe
(et facilement vérifiable). Scala [114, 145], un langage moderne unifiant de manière homogène
les paradigmes OO et fonctionnels, apparaît parfait pour cette tâche. Au delà des avantages
d’une telle combinaison, il est aussi compilé vers la machine virtuelle Java (JVM) et est
ainsi intéropérable avec Java, ce qui signifie que Scala peut bénéficier du grand nombre de
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librairies fournies pour Java pendant que les développement en Java peuvent facilement
utiliser ceux réalisés en Scala
Scala est supporté en tant que langage cible du générateur de code d’Isabelle/HOL,
mais il n’est pas toujours optimisé ou idiomatique. Pour améliorer la génération de code,
nous proposons dans cette thèse un plongement superficiel des constructions OO dans
Isabelle/HOL et nous mettons en avant les équivalents Isabelle/HOL de certains mécanismes
OO qui devraient permettre d’obtenir du code qui serait facile à utiliser.
Une Représentation à l’aide de types inductifs
La vérification de programmes avec pointeurs est un domaine de recherche actif représentant
encore un défi majeur. Des problèmes dûs à l’usage de pointeurs sont aussi présents dans
Imperative_HOL qui ne fourni que le moyen de définir des programmes impératifs dans
Isabelle/HOL. Au lieu de combattre ces problèmes, nous proposons d’initier le développement
avec une version abstraite raffinée plus tard vers des programmes impératifs.
Des types inductifs. Les assistants de preuve qui fournissent un langage de programma-
tion le font souvent avec un langage fonctionnel dont la sémantique est suffisamment proche
des concepts mathématiques pour être aussi utile pour la conception de théories abstraites.
Avec un tel langage, les données manipulées sont essentiellement construites avec des types
(co)inductifs qui sont un moyen de définir des arbres contraints (éventuellement infinis).
Ainsi, il est difficile de représenter directement des structures de pointeurs, i. e. des graphes
possiblement partagés ou cycliques, et de raisonner dessus dans un assistant de preuve.
Pour des graphes arborescents. Cependant, ces difficultés proviennent de l’hypothèse
additionnelle que les structures de pointeurs devraient être représentées dans toute leur
généralité, sans discriminer certains cas pour en favoriser d’autres. Nous nous trouvions
pourtant dans le cas où les graphes que nous voulions représenter résultaient de modèles
qui semblent naturellement arborescents, i. e. avec un arbre couvrant apparent. En effet,
les arcs des modèles sont souvent séparés en plusieurs catégories – telles que des relations
d’héritage ou de composition dans les diagrammes de classes – qui facilitent l’identification
d’un squelette, grâce à la possibilité de donner plus d’importance à une certaine catégorie.
Avec cette nouvelle hypothèse générale qu’un arbre couvrant peut plus ou moins facile-
ment être extrait des structures de pointeurs manipulées, ce travail décrit les méthodes et
restrictions nécessaires pour représenter les graphes et leurs transformations par des types
inductifs et des fonctions récursives.
Enrichis pour des graphes plus généraux. Nous allons aussi voir que cette représen-
tation peut être appliquée aux graphes sans arbre couvrant évident, à partir du moment
où d’autres restrictions sur les algorithmes existent. En effet, représenter un graphe par
un arbre n’est pas sans inconvénient, les arbres étant strictement moins généraux que les
graphes, mais ce sont aussi leurs limitations qui font leur force lors de leur analyse.
Raffinés vers des structures de pointeurs Une dernière étape de raffinement peut
ensuite être effectuée en préservant la relation de simulation qui existe en la représentation
inductive et la structure de pointeurs. Nous montrons que la représentation inductive que
nous choisissons simplifie le raffinement en permettant une correspondance directe entre les
deux et nous fournissons aussi quelques outils pour faciliter ce raffinement.
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Aperçu des contributions
Nous pouvons résumer ici les 4 contributions de cette thèse :
• la représentation de structures de pointeurs par des types inductifs facilement manipu-
lables dans les assistants de preuve,
• des outils pour le raffinement de cette représentation inductive vers du code impératif
efficace,
• un plongement superficiel de quelques fonctionalités OO pour améliorer la génération
de code vers un langage adapté à l’industrie,
• et deux études de cas conséquentes démontrant l’applicabilité de l’approche.
Plan de la thèse
Un premier exemple introductoire (Chapitre 1 et Section 1fr) illustre le processus de déve-
loppement proné dans cet thèse. Il décrit une représentation inductive des listes cycliques
suivie d’une implémentation en Scala prouvée raffiner la spécification inductive. Les Cha-
pitre 2 et Section 2fr survolent les concepts et outils utilisés dans cette thèse, notamment
Isabelle/HOL et sa librairie Imperative_HOL, puis les travaux concernant la représentation
et la transformation de graphes, et la vérification de programmes.
Nos contributions sont présentés dans les Partie II et Chapitre IIfr. Elles incluent les
outils qui nous ont permis de résoudre les difficultés rencontrées avec Imperative_HOL,
des extensions permettant la manipulation de concepts orientés objets, et les détails de la
méthodologie à suivre pour représenter inductivement des structures de pointeurs, illustrée
par plusieurs exemples. Deux types de représentations sont éprouvées par deux études de
cas conséquentes présentées dans les Partie III et Chapitre IIIfr.
Finalement, les conclusions de ce travail sont données et des perspectives en sont tirées
dans les Partie IV et Chapitre IVfr.
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Chapitre Ifr
Fondations
1fr Un exemple : les listes cycliques
Le Chapitre 1 de la version anglaise de la thèse étudie en détails un premier exemple des
listes cycliques qui expose de manière informelle le processus de développement qui sera
décrit plus formellement dans la suite.
Dans un premier temps, ce Chapitre montre qu’il est facile de représenter des listes
cycliques (illustrées par les Figures 1.1 et 1.2) par des structures de données inductives (des
listes habituelles, cf. Definitions 1.1 et 1.4) et de spécifier les opérations sur ces listes par des
fonctions récursives sur ces structures de données (comme l’insertion ou la suppression d’un
élément et le passage à l’élément suivant, cf. Definitions 1.6, 1.9 et 1.8). Des propriétés sur
ces opérations peuvent être vérifiées de manière naturelle dans l’assistant de preuve (comme
l’inversion de l’insertion d’un élément par sa suppression, cf. Lemme 1.5, ou l’idempotence,
cf. Lemme 1.12).
Une fois les listes cycliques spécifiées de manière inductive, une implémentation en Scala
est proposée (cf. Listings 1.1 et 1.2). Celle-ci utilise des objets mutables encapsulés dans
des “case” classes immutables. Ces objets cachent l’utilisation des pointeurs sous-jacents.
Toutes les opérations définies dans la spécification sont implémentées en Scala et chacune
d’elle est informellement prouvée satisfaire sa spécification. Les relations de raffinement sont
représentées par des figures (par exemple Figures 1.3 et 1.4) où l’opération effectuée sur la
structure inductive (en haut) est simulée par l’opération en Scala (en bas). La Section 1.3.4
montre finalement qu’il est possible de bénéficier des propriétés prouvées à haut niveau pour
prouver les propriétés équivalentes à bas niveau (avec l’idempotence en exemple).
2fr Contexte scientifique
Le Chapitre 2 est consacré à l’ensemble des outils et travaux en rapport avec le sujet de la
thèse.
2fr.1 Isabelle/HOL
La Section 2.1 décrit l’assistant de preuve générique Isabelle permettant la définition
de logiques quelconques et détaille notamment sa logique la plus populaire HOL (pour
“Higher Order Logic”). Cette logique (introduite en Section 2.1.1) fourni un langage de
programmation fonctionnel typé (à la syntaxe proche de SML) avec lequel il est à la fois
possible de programmer et d’écrire des formules logiques de manière homogène.
HOL est aussi accompagnée de modules et d’outils facilitant les définitions, la program-
mation et les preuves. Les plus courants sont présentés dans la Section 2.1.2 :
• La définition de types de données algébriques (Section 2.1.2.1) de manière similaire
aux langages fonctionnels, introduits par le mot clé datatype.
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• La définition de fonctions à plusieurs niveaux de complexité (Section 2.1.2.2), introduits
par definition, primrec, fun, function ou partial-function.
• La définition d’enregistrements extensibles (Section 2.1.2.3) où les champs peuvent
accédés par leurs noms, introduits par le mot clé record.
• La surcharge fournie par les classes de types (Section 2.1.2.4) qui permet du polymor-
phisme ad-hoc de manière systématique, introduites avec le mot clé class et instanciées
avec le mot clé instantiation.
• La modularité fournie par les locales (Section 2.1.2.5) qui permettent de paramé-
trer des théories, introduites avec le mot clé locale et interprétées avec le mot clé
interpretation.
• La génération de code à partir de définitions exécutables (Section 2.1.2.6).
La dernière Section 2.1.3 décrit la théorie Imperative_HOL présente dans la distribution
Isabelle/HOL. Celle-ci introduit un langage impératif avec un tas polymorphique que nous
utilisons dans les formalisations effectuées dans la thèse. Ce langage est encapsulé dans
l’instruction do{. . . }. Ceci est réalisé à l’aide d’une monade de transformation d’état avec
exceptions de type ′a Heap. Les références sont de type ′a ref et peuvent être créées (avec
ref v), lues (avec !r), réaffectées (avec r := v) et comparées (avec (r =!= r ′). Elle fournie
aussi les primitives logiques de test d’existence (Ref.present h r), de lecture (Ref.get h r),
d’écriture (Ref.set r v h) et de création (Ref.alloc v h) s’appliquant sur des tas explicites.
Enfin, les fournie les prédicats effect et success simplifiant l’écriture de propriétés à propos
des programmes impératifs (i. e. des éléments de type ′a Heap).
2fr.2 Transformations de graphes
La Section 2.2 décrit les différentes approches pour représenter les graphes et leurs transfor-
mations. Les mathématiques définissent souvent les graphes comme un couple de nœuds et
d’arcs (cf. Section 2.2.1). Le problème de cette vue est sa proximité avec des pointeurs dans
un tas, ce qui la rend “bas-niveau” d’un point de vue transformation et programmation. Il
est en effet difficile de décrire facilement des transformations efficaces à un tel niveau de
généralité (ou au moins de raisonner à leur propos), comme c’est le cas pour de l’assembleur.
Il faut donc trouver d’autres moyens de représentation à plus haut niveau pour manipuler
des graphes.
Une première classe d’approche ascendante (ou bottom-up) part de cette représentation
bas-niveau et essaye de vérifier qu’elle satisfait sa spécification. Cette classe est discutée
dans les Sections 2.3 et 2fr.3
Une deuxième classe d’approche descendante (ou top-down) part d’une description
abstraite et inexécutable ou peu efficace qui est ensuite implémentée. C’est le cas des
systèmes de réécritures de graphes (Section 2.2.2) qui peuvent être classés en trois types :
• Les approches catégoriques qui utilisent la théorie des catégorie dans laquelle les graphes
sont des objets d’une certaine catégorie et les transformations sont des morphismes
dont les résultats sont calculés par pushouts ou pullbacks. Le problème principal ici
est alors la difficulté d’obtenir une implémentation efficace et de vérifier formellement
les preuves.
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• Les approches equationelles qui représente les graphes par des équations sur les nœuds.
Elles sont assez peu éloignés de la vue mathématique si ce n’est dans la présentation.
Elles semblent aussi difficiles à implémenter dans des assistants de preuves.
• Les approches algorithmiques sont équivalentes à la vue mathématique et voient
les graphes comme des structures de pointeurs et les transformations comme des
programmes sous forme de règles sur ces structures.
Une autre approche (cf. Section 2.2.2.4) qui peut aussi être vue comme de la réécriture
de graphes utilise les “Addressed Terms” [51] qui contrairement aux autres systèmes de
réécriture de graphes, représente directement les graphes par des termes (et devient donc de
la réécriture de termes, sujet déjà exploré en profondeur) en rajoutant des adresses servant
à référencer des nœuds à partir d’autres. Notre approche peut être vue comme une mise en
pratique de la théorie des “Addressed terms”.
D’autres approches non catégorisés et moins populaires existent évidement aussi :
• Erwig [57] a proposé une représentation inductive de graphes sous la forme de listes
d’adjacence extensibles (cf. Section 2.2.3). Le dessein de cette structure est d’être
l’interface d’un module fonctionnel de graphes qui puisse être implémenté de ma-
nière efficace. Cette représentation est pratique mais l’implémentation reste limitée
à des opérations non destructives (ou immutables) et donc moins efficaces que leurs
contreparties mutables.
• Comme illustré par les “Addressed Terms”, les arbres peuvent être étendus en ra-
joutant des arcs manquants sous formes d’adresses pour représenter des graphes
(cf. Section 2.2.4). Ces arcs manquants peuvent aussi être représentés par des chemins
dans l’arbre. Balland and Moreau [7] a par exemple étendu le langage TOM [107] pour
permettre de passer de la réécritures de termes à la réécritures de graphes. Le problème
déjà décrit dans l’introduction est que les chemins ont une sémantique différente des
pointeurs et que l’ajout d’un nœud peut changer la cible d’un chemin. Cette approche
a aussi été suivie par Møller and Schwartzbach [109].
• Il aussi possible de représenter des graphes par des arbres infinis (cf. Section 2.2.5)
où les cycles d’un graphe sont dépliés. Picard [121] a présenté une telle solution pour
laquelle les problèmes abordés se situent au niveau de la combinaison de l’induction et
de la coinduction. Sans que cela n’ait été abordé, il semble de plus difficile d’ajouter
ou d’enlever un nœud dans un cycle par la nécessité de le rajouter ou de l’enlever dans
l’infinité de ses répétitions.
2fr.3 Validation de programmes
Les approches de validation de programmes peuvent être classées en 2 catégories : vérification
(validation ascendante) et raffinement (validation descendante).
Vérification La première méthode et la plus populaire est une technique de vérification
décrite par Hoare [74] qui a donné son nom à la “logique de (Floyd-)Hoare”. Cette logique
permet de décrire la spécification d’un programme sous la forme de pré- et post-conditions
entourant les instructions, formant un triplet de Hoare noté {P} S {Q}1. Elle permet
1Dans la publication originale [74], il était noté P{S}Q, ce qui pouvait dénoter un point de vue différent,
Hoare annotant les preuves par des instructions tandis que la tendance actuelle est plutôt d’annoter des
programmes avec des spécifications.
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de décrire les différents états d’un programme, une post-condition pour une instruction
correspondant aux hypothèses valides pour l’instruction suivante et devant donc satisfaire sa
pré-condition. Elle est souvent utilisée pour annoter les programmes (de manière automatique
ou manuelle) qui sont alors vérifiés en arrière par un calcul de plus faible pré-condition.
Bien que cette logique ait été au départ construite sur une logique standard (comme la
logique du premier ordre), le principe peut être appliqué à d’autres logiques et c’est le cas
de la logique de séparation [116] construite sur la logique sous-structurelle des “bunched
implications” [115]). Celle-ci résout le principal problème de la logique de Hoare qui est
de raisonner sur des pointeurs en présence d’aliasing, en séparant implicitement le tas en
plusieurs tas partiels indépendants. Elle a donné naissance à plusieurs autres logiques comme
la “Context logic” [34] ou la “Segment Logic” [60].
Nous pouvons aussi citer la généralisation et formalisation de la notion de vérification de
programmes par Cousot and Cousot [43] qui trouve des applications dans les outils les plus
spécifiques et les plus automatisés.
De nombreux outils plus ou moins automatisés ont été développés pour la vérification de
programmes et sont présentés dans la table 2.2, reprenant le nom de l’outil, le langage sur
lequel il opère et ses fonctionnalités spécifiques.
Raffinement Au lieu de vérifier le logiciel alors qu’il est - ou une fois qu’il a été -
écrit, il est généralement reconnu qu’il est mieux de concevoir une spécification avant
toute implémentation. Au delà des avantages de la découverte d’erreurs au plus tôt et de
l’orientation vers des décompositions plus modulaires, cela permet aussi de s’assurer que des
composants développés séparément seront compatibles. C’est ce processus qui est appelé
raffinement (Dijkstra [47], Liskov and Zilles [98]), et qui peut être formellement prouvé. Les
étapes de raffinement peuvent aussi être minimales et multiples conduisant au “stepwise
refinement” [134, 151]. Un outil reconnu pour ce genre de développement est l’atelier B [2].
Pouvant être vue comme la contrepartie automatisée du raffinement, la génération de
code (ou compilation pour la génération d’un programme “directement exécutable”) permet
d’obtenir automatiquement un programme raffiné à partir d’un langage de plus haut niveau.
Ce raffinement automatique peut aussi être vérifié, auquel cas le génération de code sera
dire sûre. Un exemple fameux est le compilateur C Compcert [96]. Bien que non sûrs, les
assistants de preuves tels que Coq ou Isabelle/HOL fournissent aussi des générateurs de
codes vers différents langages.
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3fr Le modèle de mémoire
Le Chapitre 3 décrit le modèle de mémoire que nous avons choisi pour le langage impératif
et les outils et concepts que nous proposons dans ce cadre.
La Section 3.1 présente succinctement les différences entre un premier modèle de mémoire
que nous avions développé et Imperative_HOL [32]. Le choix s’est finalement porté sur
Imperative_HOL pour ses très forte ressemblance avec notre modèle (la traduction de nos
travaux sur l’algorithme de Schorr-Waite n’avait pris que quelques jours) et pour sa meilleure
intégration dans Isabelle/HOL.
Cependant, Imperative_HOL n’est pas sans défauts et la Section 3.2 présente ceux que
nous avons identifiés. Parmi eux :
• la répétitive tâche de prouver que les types de données utilisés étaient dénombrables.
Cette tâche est automatisée dans la Section 3.3), qui fournit un moyen systématique
de construire une fonction injective d’un type de donnée inductif vérifiant certaines
propriétés vers les entiers naturels. Une preuve générique de ce résultat est aussi
fournie.
• le manque d’outils pour un raisonnement local à la manière de la logique de sépara-
tion. Ce manque est partiellement comblé dans la Section 3.4), qui introduit des tas
partiels (Definition 3.1), des moyens de les relier aux structures de données inductives
les représentant (Definitions 3.2 à 3.4 et Definition 3.5) et de faciliter les preuves
(Definitions 3.6 et 3.7).
• le manque d’une opération de mise à jour du contenu des références au lieu de leur
remplacement, qui est comblée dans la Section 3.5 par la définition des accesseurs
(concept similaire aux “generic setters” [12, chapter 9, Using a Generic Setter] dans Lisp
ou aux “lenses” de la bibliothèque Scalaz [143] dans Scala). Ce manque est introduit
par la comparaison des différents concepts de références disponibles dans Scala, C++
et Imperative_HOL.
La dernière Section 3.6 donne quelques moyens de mimer des fonctionnalités OO dans
Isabelle/HOL.
4fr Représentations inductives de structures de pointeurs
Le Chapitre 4 présente graduellement les différentes facilités apportées par une représentation
inductive avec addresses à l’aide de 3 exemples :
Les listes simples. Dans la Section 4.2, nous montrons tout d’abord que l’utilisation
d’adresses dans la représentation inductive n’est pas gênante au niveau de la spécifica-
tion et des preuves à haut niveau et que les preuves de raffinement sont grandement
facilitées par ces addresses et le lien direct qu’elles fournissent avec l’implémentation.
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Les listes cycliques. Dans la Section 4.3, nous formalisons le raffinement de l’exemple
donné dans la Chapitre 1. Celui-ci montre qu’il est possible de représenter un graphe
cyclique basique dans lequel le cycle n’apporte pas d’information (le suivant du dernier
nœud peut être retrouvé à partir des autres nœuds). La terminaison des algorithmes à
haut-niveau (due à la finitude des types de données) peut-être utilisée pour la retrouver
à bas niveau sur des algorithmes fondés sur la comparaison de pointeurs.
Les listes possiblement cycliques. Pour généraliser l’exemple précédent, la Section 4.4
présente des listes dont la cyclicité est possible mais non assurée, comme c’est le cas
pour une liste à bas niveau. Leur représentation est faite à l’aide de 2 listes inductives,
dont l’une représente l’éventuelle partie acyclique et l’autre l’éventuelle partie cyclique.
Elle spécifie et raffine une fonction de détection de cycle, qui utilise 2 pointeurs allant
à des vitesses différentes. Lorsque le plus rapide arrive à une fin, la liste est acyclique,
tandis que lorsqu’il rattrape le plus lent, la liste est cyclique. La preuve de terminaison
est facile dans le cas acyclique, mais l’est moins dans le cas cyclique pour laquelle on
est cependant libéré des pointeurs.
Finalement, la Section 4.5 décrit les méthodes à appliquer pour représenter des modules,
i. e. des ensembles de graphes et d’algorithmes sur ceux-ci, par des structures inductives
avec pointeurs additionels. Pour cela, les modules sont classés en plusieurs catégories en
fonction de différentes propriétés discriminantes. On dit qu’un module a :
des chemins partagés quand au moins deux des chemins suivis par les algorithmes du
module sont partagés.
des chemins cycliques quand au moins un des chemins suivis par les algorithmes du
module est cyclique.
une structure (partagée) préservée quand aucun des arcs appartenant à un (deux) des
chemins suivis par les algorithmes du module n’est modifié.
On en arrive alors à une classification des modules en 6 catégories (qui sont représentées
graphiquement dans la Figure IIfr.1) :
Les arbres immutables. Ils sont directement implémentables par des types de données
inductifs et des fonctions (non monadiques).
Les arbres mutables. Ils sont une extension des modules précédents avec les algorithmes
destructifs. Un exemple en est les listes simples (cf. Section 4.2).
Les modules sans partage de chemin. Un bon exemple de cette catégorie est l’étude de
cas sur l’algorithme de Schorr-Waite présentée en Chapitre 5 et Section 5fr. C’est aussi
la catégorie des listes cycliques des Chapitre 1 et Section 4.3. Les graphes peuvent être
représentés par des arbres couvrants constitués au minimum des chemins parcourus par
les algorithmes auxquels sont rajoutés les arcs manquants sous la forme de références
vers d’autres nœuds. Les algorithmes peuvent ainsi être définis sur ces arbres.
Les modules préservant la structure partagée avec chemins acycliques. Dans cette
catégorie, les parties partagées du graphe peuvent être dupliquées pour réobtenir un
module sans partage de chemin. Les attributs mutables doivent être extraits vers une
structure de donnée auxiliaire les associants aux références des nœuds. Les Chapitre 6
et Section 6fr présente un algorithme de construction de diagrammes de décisions
binaires correspondant à cette catégorie.
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Tous les modules
Préservant
les parties
partagées
Chemins
acycliques
Chemins
non
partagés
Duplication
du partage
et des cycles
avec de la coin-
duction et des
attributs externes
Duplication
du partage
avec attri-
buts externes
Arbres couvrants
Figure IIfr.1 – Classification des modules : Le Diagramme d’Euler des différentes catégories
de modules. Les étiquettes encadrés indiquent les méthodes associées aux catégories.
Les modules préservant la structure partagée avec chemins cycliques. Cette caté-
gorie n’a pas été étudiée en détails mais il semblerait possible de les représenter avec
des structures de données coinductives afin de déplier infiniment les cycles et le partage
pour se ramener à des modules sans partage de chemins.
Les graphes mutables. Cette catégorie est la plus générale possible pour laquelle il n’y a
pas de méthode systématique. On pourrait cependant imaginer utiliser des structures
de zipper [77].
On peut donc résumer la méthodologie pour la représentation inductive en quelques
étapes :
1. Identifier et analyser les chemins traversés par les algorithmes que l’on souhaite définir
pour savoir dans quelle catégorie rentre le module souhaité.
2. La catégorie permet de savoir comment représenter par un arbre la structure du graphe
parcourue par les algorithmes.
3. Les arcs manquant peuvent être de deux types, soit ils ajoutent de l’information à
l’arbre, soit ils peuvent être reconstruits à partir de celui-ci. Dans le premier cas, ils
sont représentés par des références aux adresses d’autres nœuds. Dans le second, ils
n’ont pas besoin d’être représentés et peuvent être reconstruits lors du raffinement.
4. Si le module préserve la structure partagée ou si l’efficacité n’importe pas, la repré-
sentation peut-être utilisée telle quelle. Sinon une étape de raffinement est nécessaire
pour obtenir une implémentation bas niveau plus efficace.
5. Finalement, l’extraction de code permet d’obtenir du code éxécutable.
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5fr L’algorithme de Schorr-Waite
Le Chapitre 5 présente le développement et la vérification de l’algorithme de (Deutsch-)Schorr-
Waite [131] selon la méthode décrite dans les Chapitre 4 et Section 4fr. Cet algorithme est
un algorithme de marquage de graphe destructif qui traverse le graphe sans conserver les
nœuds visités dans une structure de données auxiliaire. Le chemin de retour est directement
encodé dans le graphe en modifiant ses pointeurs et un bit de direction lors de la descente
et en les restaurant lors du retour. Cette propriété en fait donc un algorithme économe en
espace, qui était utilisé comme ramasse-miettes.
Il est maintenant utilisé comme étude de cas pour l’évaluation des méthodes dédiées à la
vérification d’algorithmes manipulant des pointeurs. En effet, il fonctionne pour n’importe
quel graphe dirigé binaire (i. e. de degré sortant maximum de 2, mais généralisable), les
éventuels cycles rendant la preuve de terminaison non triviale, et il modifie la plupart des
pointeurs du graphe sans perdre d’information sur la structure. De nombreuses preuves de
correction (papier ou mécanisée, cf. Section 5.2) se sont accumulées au fil des années, partant
la plupart du temps d’une version bas niveau manipulant directement des pointeurs.
Dans ce développement, nous profitons de la proximité de son fonctionnement avec celui
d’un Zipper [77]. Nous commençons à vérifier une version fonctionnelle (haut niveau) de
l’algorithme (Section 5.3) qui travaille sur des arbres définis par induction et qui exploite les
principes correspondants de calcul (récursion structurelle) et de raisonnement (induction
structurelle). Nous continuons ensuite avec un raffinement suivant 2 dimensions : tout
d’abord vers une représentation bas-niveau avec Imperative_HOL (Section 5.4) qui est
vérifiée correspondre à la version haut niveau par simulation entre leurs exécutions, puis
en ajoutant des pointeurs aux arbres pour obtenir des graphes (Section 5.5), l’algorithme
restant le même mais des invariants devant être ajoutés sur les pointeurs additionnels. Ces
deux raffinements sont regroupés dans la Section 5.6 pour un obtenir le résultat final. Enfin,
la Section 5.7 remplace l’hypothèse qu’un arbre est dans le tas par sa construction à partir
des pointeurs du tas.
Il ressort de ce chapitre que :
• La terminaison de l’algorithme devient plus facile car il est possible d’utiliser la taille
des arbres et d’autres métriques faciles à décrire.
• La transformation et la préservation de la structure est facile à exprimer à ce niveau,
et en particulier dans ce cas de montrer que l’algorithme restaure la structure initiale.
• Contrairement à une méthode utilisant une représentation relationnelle des struc-
tures de pointeurs, la représentation inductive permet d’obtenir un plus haut degré
d’automatisation grâce à l’utilisation de règles de réécriture orientées.
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6fr Construction de BDDs
Le Chapitre 6 s’attaque à la vérification d’un algorithme de construction de Diagrammes
de Décision Binaire (BDDs, cf. [3, 30]) qui sont une représentation compacte de formules
booléennes en faisant un usage maximal du partage de sous-arbres les rendant canoniques.
La Section 6.2 décrit tout d’abord les travaux similaires sur le sujet et notamment ceux
de Krstic and Matthews [88] en Isabelle/HOL utilisant aussi des monades mais sans étape de
raffinement et avec une preuve de terminaison difficile, et ] en Coq qui développe et extrait
une version fonctionnelle des BDDs.
La Section 6.3 définit les notions et propriétés basiques des BDDs, comme leur inter-
prétation en formules booléennes, le partage (cf. fig :sharing), l’ordre des variables et la
non-redondance à haut et bas niveau. Elle montre surtout que les BDDs sont une représen-
tation canonique des formules booléennes (permetant par-exemple de les utiliser pour des
problèmes de satisfiabilité).
Une première version non optimisée des algorithmes principaux sont définis dans la
Section 6.4. L’ensemble des arbres construits est laissé abstrait et est uniquement spécifié
pour pouvoir être instancié plus tard. La définition de la fonction app qui applique un
opérateur binaire à deux BDDs est celle dont la terminaison pose la plupart du temps
problème. Dans notre cas, elle est assez simple grâce à l’aspect inductif de la structure. Les
preuves que les fonctions app et build contruisent bien des BDDs ordonnés et réduits se font
par induction.
La Section 6.5 présente ensuite les optimisations apportées à ces fonctions : la mémoisation
permettant d’éviter le calcul d’une même opération entre deux BDDs en stockant les résultats
obtenus, et un ramasse-miettes permettant d’effacer de la mémoire les BDDs n’étant plus
utilisés. Ces deux optimisations fournissent un gain très significatif des performances.
La Section 6.6 présente une implémentation des tables d’association basée sur des tables
de hachage fournies par le Collection Framework [89]. Cette implémentation est comparée
à une implémentation manuelle suivant les même algorithmes et une librairie spécialisée
non vérifiée dans Section 6.7. Les résultats sont présentés dans la Figure 6.3 qui montre
que l’algorithme est 10 fois plus lent que la version manuelle qui est lui même 10 fois plus
lent que la librairie spécialisée. Cela nous montre que l’étape d’extraction de code reste à
améliorer et qu’une étape de raffinement vers des structures de données de plus bas niveau
resterait à effectuer. Les résultats sont cependant très satisfaisants pour une librairie vérifiée.
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Conclusions
La méthode proposée dans cette thèse décrit une chaîne complète pour le développement de
programmes manipulant des pointeurs vérifiés, en partant de la spécification, raffinée vers une
implémentation efficace par plongement superficiel d’un langage impératif dans l’assistant
de preuve, pour finalement être extrait vers du code compatible avec un langage courant
orienté objet. Le raffinement et la génération de code sont simplifiés par la représentation
elle-même et les outils fournis.
Évidemment, la méthode et les représentations correspondantes que nous avons proposés
ici ne ce sont pas adapté pour raisonner facilement sur des graphes quelconques, mais
elles devraient parfaitement mener à bien cette tâche dans le cadre de la vérification de
programmes manipulant des structures de pointeurs avec un arbre couvrant émergeant
naturellement de la traversée des algorithmes définis sur ceux-ci.
Résumé des contributions
Nous pouvons résumer les contributions de cette thèse en 4 points détaillés :
• L’analyse de représentations inductives possibles pour les structures de pointeurs
permettant :
– un bon support dans les assistants de preuve, avec les outils d’origine,
– et un haut niveau de raisonnement sur les structures de pointeurs.
• Cette représentation est composée d’un arbre contenant des adresses autorisant :
– la représentation du partage et des cycles par l’identification et le référencement
des adresses,
– la preuve de propriétés de pointeurs au niveau des spécifications,
– un raffinement facilité vers les structures de pointeurs grâce à la correspondance
directe entre les niveaux hauts et bas, et la hierarchisation des addresses dans
l’arbre.
• Elle met aussi un point d’honneur sur l’utilisabilité industrielle :
– en mettant l’accent sur l’efficacité des programmes obtenus,
– et en améliorant le support du paradigme OO dans Imperative_HOL pour amé-
liorer la génération de code.
• Finalement, la praticabilité de l’approche est démontrée au travers :
– de plusieurs exemples expliquant sa méthodologie et ses différents aspects,
– une étude de cas illustrant la redirection des pointeurs : Schorr-Waite.
– et une autre illustrant le partage de nœuds : construction de BDDs.
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Inconvénients
De manière prévisible, l’approche n’est pas généralement applicable de manière homogène à
toute sorte de structure de pointeurs. Néanmoins, cette thèse a montré qu’une large classe
de graphes et algorithmes pouvaient être abstraits de cette manière, et cela même dans les
cas de graphes qui n’avaient pas une structure arborescente immédiate.
De la même manière, on pourrait reprocher à cette méthode d’encourager la création
de plusieurs représentations incompatibles du même graphe. Cependant, nous pouvons
remarquer que les modules préservant la structure (cf. sec :) n’ont besoin que d’une seule
représentation arborescente dans laquelle les parties partagées sont dupliquées. Quant aux
modules modifiant la structure, ils seraient généralement réduit à un petit nombre pour
lesquels une seule représentation étendue ou un petit nombre de représentations ajustées
seraient suffisantes.
La combinaison d’algorithmes manipulant des représentations différentes pourrait aussi
être un problème. Pour le résoudre, on pourrait imaginer des fonctions auxiliaires de
traduction entre les représentations. On pourrait aussi trouver une représentation plus
générale qui pourrait être soit utilisée directement, soit pour un raffinement auxiliaire.
Celle-ci aurait par exemple une structure s’inspirant d’un zipper [77] (i. e. un arbre et son
contexte) composé d’un arbre couvrant du graphe (pour éviter le risque d’inconsistance entre
les parties partagées) et de fonctions “pointeurs” (raffinées en pointeurs) qui permettraient
de se déplacer d’un nœud à l’autre.
Dans tous les cas, les algorithmes et les graphes sont finalement obtenus au niveau
des enregistrements et des pointeurs dans Imperative_HOL et peuvent être composés à ce
niveau.
Perspectives
Représentations pour des graphes plus généraux
Ici, nous avons concentré nos efforts sur les deux catégories de représentations qui sont
incarnées par les études de cas. Il convient cependant de noter qu’il semblerait possible
d’étendre ces représentations pour supporter des classes plus larges avec par example des
structures de données coinductives ou des zippers [77].
Si l’on écarte les problèmes liés à la combinaison de structures inductives et coinduc-
tives [122], les structures coinductives pourraient être utilisées de manière similaire aux
structures inductives pour la représentation des modules préservant les parties partagées.
L’addition d’addresses dans les nœuds permettraient d’effectuer des preuves coinductives de
raffinement vers des structures de pointeurs cycliques.
Les zippers, en tant que structures de données inductives dans lesquelles un nœd particu-
lier est mis en avant, pourraient aussi être utilisés en tant que généralisation des structures
inductives pour la représentation d’un graphe. De cette manière, toute l’information serait
gardé lors des déplacement dans les sous arbres et les cycles pourraient être parcourus à
l’aide de fonctions auxiliaires changeant le nœud courant. Les propriétés, dont la terminaison,
pourraient alors être plus difficiles à définir mais certainement plus simples que sur un graphe
brut étant donnés les outils disponibles.
Nous avions aussi étudié la représentation des pointeurs additionnels par des chemins
dans un arbre d’une façon similaire à Moreau et al. [107], Møller and Schwartzbach [109].
Ce travail a été suspendu en faveur de la représentation actuelle avec adresses à cause
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de l’incompatibilité de la sémantique d’un pointeur (qui pointe toujours le même nœud)
et de celle d’un chemin qui peut changer de cible lorsque le contexte du nœud cible est
modifié. Cependant, ils pourraient aussi permettre de représenter facilement des pointeurs
additionnels qui pointeraient invariablement vers des nœuds particuliers tels que leurs fils,
leurs pères ou la racine.
Quelques applications
Une Application à l’ingénierie dirigée par les modèles. Des travaux par Djeddai
et al. [49] permettent un passage bidirectionel entre IDM et assistants de preuve, en traduisant
entre structures inductives et Ecore (le langage de base de EMF [135, Eclipse Modeling
Framework] implémentant un sous-ensemble de UML). Cette thèse est complémentaire et
permet de vérifier les modèles issus de ce travail et de générer du code qui sera compatible
avec les modèles originaux. Il serait alors intéressant d’obtenir une étude de cas qui couvrirait
l’ensemble du processus.
Plusieurs applications pour la construction de BDDs. La présentation du module
de BDDs que nous avons développé a soulevé un intérêt positif dans la communauté des
méthodes formelles. Il est apparu que ce module pourrait être utilisé comme une base pour
d’autres travaux en tant qu’implémentation efficace d’ensembles ou de relations, ou bien sûr,
d’une procédure de décision pour la logique propositionnelle. Nous nous sommes également
demandé si ce travail pourrait être étendu pour représenter des arbres de décision arbitraires
et il serait intéressant d’explorer cette voie .
Automatisation de l’implémentation et des preuves de raffinement.
Dans cette thèse nous avons remarqué que les fonctions sur les représentations inductives
et les implémentations impératives étaient assez proches pour nous permettre d’imaginer
l’obtention d’une preuve de raffinement automatiquement. En effet, ces épreuves se déroulent
toujours d’une manière similaire :
1. Nous effectuons une induction ou distinction de cas sur la structure inductive, puis
nous laissons le “simplifier” appliquer les règles de réécriture de l’algorithme abstrait
pour simplifier le terme.
2. Nous obtenons une structure de données abstraite scindée qui est traduite par la
relation de simulation vers le contenu final du tas.
3. En parallèle, le programme impératif est exécuté, éventuellement en utilisant des
spécifications précédentes, pour obtenir un tas mis à jour et un résultat.
4. L’obligation de preuve peut alors être résolue en utilisant les éventuelles hypothèses
d’induction pour prouver que le tas mis à jour contient effectivement la structure
inductive raffinée et que le résultat est en simulation avec sa représentation.
Nous devrions être en mesure de plus ou moins automatiser toutes ces étapes. En effet,
de telles preuves de raffinement sont suffisament proches des spécifications de la logique de
séparation pour espérer une automatisation similaire des manipulations de bas niveau. Il
serait par exemple intéressant de voir si une combinaison de ce travail avec celui de Lammich
and Meis [90] (portant sur l’introduction d’une logique de séparation pour Imperative_HOL
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comblant en partie certaines lacunes que nous avons soulevées en Section 3.2) ne serait pas
possible. Nous pourrions alors combiner une automatisation à bas niveau avec la simplicité
d’une représentation inductive pour des preuves à un niveau supérieur.
Nous pouvons d’ailleurs noter que la représentation que nous proposons a déjà été
utilisé dans la définition d’un modèle fonctionnel pour une implémentation d’arbres B+ par
Malecha et al. [101, section 6.1], qui est construite à l’aide de la bibliothèque YNot [110]
exploitant une logique de séparation. Dans ce travail, l’ajout de références dans un arbre
permet de modéliser précisément la structure de donnée pour la relier plus facilement à son
implémentation, bien que cela ne soit pas énoncé explicitement.
Améliorations du générateur de code d’Isabelle/HOL
Même si nous avons introduit les prémices d’un support pour des fonctionnalités OO
dans Imperative_HOL et Isabelle/HOL, nous n’avons pas poursuivi la démarche jusqu’à la
génération de code. La génération de code est en effet une partie importante et non vérifiée
formellement de la base de code de confiance dont la modification est dangereuse lorsqu’elle
est effectuée sans connaissance approfondi du système.
La Section 6.7 a démontré que l’implémentation du module de BDDs a souffert de
l’absence d’optimisation lors de la génération de code. En effet, il semble que l’inefficacité
du code généré par rapport à celui écrit à la main est dû à cette phase, étant donné qu’une
homogénéisation des types de données et des algorithmes conduisait toujours à une grande
différence entre les deux.
Le grand nombre d’indirections dans les types de données, et en particulier l’encapsulation
d’enregistrements est également un problème pour l’usage externe d’une bibliothèque validée.
En effet, une utilisation externe est souvent alourdie par l’absence de certaines valeurs
implicites, la complexité des appels de constructeurs et la lisibilité de la source restreinte
par le grand nombre d’annotations de types.
Quelle confiance dans le code finalement exécuté ?
Dans cette thèse, nous avons décrit une méthodologie pour obtenir des programmes corrects
par raffinement et génération de code. Une question légitime est :
Quelle confiance peut on avoir dans un programme vérifié de cette façon ?
La correction d’un programme est assurée par la couverture qu’il apporte aux besoins qu’il
est censé combler. Par conséquent, la confiance que nous pouvons avoir dans un programme
dépend entièrement de la confiance que nous pouvons avoir dans le lien entre ce programme et
ces besoins. Ce lien est construit en plusieurs étapes : spécification, vérification et génération
de code.
La première et la plus importante est la spécification du programme lui-même, car elle
est la première étape et le but final de toute vérification. Elle doit être rédigée de manière à
couvrir totalement les besoins (i. e. répondre à toutes les exigences) tout en étant la plus
souple possible afin de maximiser la taille de l’ensemble des implémentations possibles. Elle
implique généralement plusieurs définitions qui doivent caractériser au mieux la réalité ou
la représentation de l’esprit des concepts associés par des formules logiques. Il convient
aussi de noter que la spécification concrète (pris comme un fichier texte sur le disque dur)
doit également être lu, interprété et affiché par certains programmes qui font donc partie
de la chaîne de confiance. Dans cette thèse, la spécification est décrite dans la logique
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d’Isabelle/HOL sous la forme de propriétés vérifiées par la structure de données inductive
et qui sont transmises lors du raffinement. Dans la Section 5.7, le type de données inductif
avait aussi été supprimé de la spécification.
Nous devons ensuite faire confiance au logiciel vérifiant les preuves, ce dernier
certifiant que le programme satisfait bien sa spécification. Ceci est souvent facilité par
l’architecture du logiciel qui est construite autour d’un noyau (le plus petit possible afin
d’être facilement vérifiable) contenant la logique initiale ainsi que quelques opérations de
base qui seront utilisés comme les éléments constitutifs de toute autre interaction avec le
système1. Par exemple, Isabelle/HOL est écrit en SML et sa correction repose entièrement
sur le système de type SML qui assure que les théorèmes construits utilisent uniquement les
blocs de base fournis par le noyau.
Enfin, dans le cas où ce serait l’approche choisie, il faut aussi faire confiance au processus
de génération de code. Alors que celui-ci pourrait théoriquement être vérifié, ce n’est
actuellement pas le cas pour Isabelle/HOL. Son implémentation est cependant maintenue à
une taille réduite, et les modifications sont limitées au maximum à des traductions syntaxiques
de telle sorte que le code généré reste proche du programme vérifié sur lequel ont cependant
pu être effectuées un grand nombre de réécritures contrôlées issues de théorèmes prouvés.
De nombreux détails sur ce processus peuvent être trouvés dans la thèse de Haftmann [66].
En supposant que ces étapes sont sûres, nous nous retrouvons avec un programme écrit
dans un certain langage de programmation et qui satisfait sa spécification en ce qui concerne
la sémantique du langage. Nous supposons dans cette thèse que l’objectif du processus de
validation est d’obtenir la garantie que le programme satisfait sa spécification en vertu de
ces hypothèses. Toutes les étapes décrites précédemment sont effectuées uniquement à l’aide
du logiciel Isabelle/HOL. La correction finale du résultat du programme dépendrait encore
toutefois de plusieurs facteurs qui ne sont pas pris en compte ici. Cela comprend : a) le
compilateur (utilisée pour transformer le code généré vers un langage de bas niveau) qui
peut ne pas correspondre exactement à la spécification formelle du langage, b) le logiciel
(bibliothèques) sur lequel pourrait encore être basé le programme exécutable, et c) le matériel
qui sera utilisé pour lancer le programme exécutable obtenu.
Comme nous pouvons le voir, il y a un long chemin à parcourir avant de pouvoir se fier
aveuglément à tous les logiciels dont nous dépendons, mais nous avons tout de même fait un
pas dans cette direction et j’espère que d’autres et moi continueront à suivre cette route, à
moins qu’une prouvablement (formellement) meilleure alternative soit découverte.
1C’est l’approche initialement suivie par l’assistant de preuve LCF (Logic for Computable Functions) et
hérité ensuite par ses successeurs Isabelle et HOL4
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Résumé en Français
Méthodes formelles Comment se convaincre qu’un logiciel est sans faille ? Dans un
monde où nos vies dépendent de plus en plus de l’informatique, quelles sont les garanties
que le produit d’un processus d’ingénierie s’exécute vraiment comme il le devrait ? Ces
questions n’ont certainement que peu de pertinence lorsqu’elles sont appliquées à votre
butineur internet. Mais qu’en est-il lorsqu’elles s’intéressent au logiciel qui compose (ou qui
a servi à obtenir) les octets contrôlant l’avion dans lequel vous êtes, la voiture d’un ami ou
la (coûteuse) fusée qui a été lancée au dessus de nos têtes ?
Ces questions peuvent nous faire remettre en cause la validité des programmes dont la
très grande majorité est vérifiée au travers de tests. En effet, les tests ne permettent que de
prouver la présence d’erreurs, tandis qu’ils sont incapables, excepté dans de rares cas, de
prouver leur absence. Les méthodes duales des tests sont appelées méthodes formelles. Elles
donnent une sémantique aux programmes au travers de certaines logiques mathématiques
pour vérifier formellement des propriétés sur ceux-ci. Cette thèse s’intègre dans ce domaine
général que sont les méthodes formelles.
Des structures de pointeurs dans les assistants de preuve Sa motivation originale
vient d’un besoin de certification des systèmes industriels souvent développés à l’aide
de l’Ingénierie Dirigée par les Modèles (IDM). Dans cette conception de l’ingénierie, les
différentes vues d’un système sont spécifiées par des modèles qui peuvent être vues comme
des graphes. Dans ce contexte et après plusieurs expériences, nous avons choisi de travailler
dans l’assistant de preuve Isabelle. Pour transformer efficacement ces modèles (ou graphes),
nous les représentons à l’aide de structures de pointeurs, favorisant des gains de temps et de
mémoire grâce au partage qu’ils permettent. Pour représenter des programmes manipulant
ces structures de pointeurs, nous utilisons la bibliothèque Imperative_HOL fournie par
Isabelle/HOL. Ces programmes peuvent ensuite être extraits vers différents langages, et
notamment vers le langage orienté objet (OO) Scala qui, étant intimement compatible avec
Java, fournit une large communauté d’utilisateurs potentiels aux programmes générés. En
utilisant Imperative_HOL, nous avons découvert quelques manques que nous avons comblés
à l’aide d’outils pour améliorer les preuves et fournir des fonctionnalités OO.
Types de données inductifs Le moyen principal de définir des structures de données
dans les assistants de preuve est principalement, et comme pour la majorité des langages
fonctionnels, la définition de types de données inductifs, ce qui fait qu’ils fournissent native-
ment de nombreux outils pour leur manipulation. Inversement, les structures de pointeurs et
les graphes en général sont difficiles à définir et utiliser. Nous proposons donc dans cette
thèse de représenter les structures de pointeurs par des types de données inductifs avec des
pointeurs additionnels, qui peuvent être raffinés vers des programmes impératifs manipulant
des pointeurs. Nous montrons que cette représentation est bien adaptée pour représenter
certaines classes de graphes et algorithmes et qu’elle permet d’effectuer des preuves sur des
structures de pointeurs plus facilement et à un niveau plus élevé qu’à l’accoutumée.
Études de cas Nous éprouvons cette approche avec différents exemples et présentons
finalement deux études de cas conséquentes qui illustrent deux aspects des pointeurs qui sont
le partage, avec la formalisation d’un algorithme de construction de Diagrammes de Décision
Binaires qui sont des arbres avec partage maximal, et la redirection, avec l’algorithme de
Schorr-Waite bien connu pour ses nombreuses inversions de pointeurs.
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Abstract
Formal methods How to convince ourselves that a piece of software is failure-free? In a
world where our lives increasingly depend on technologies, what are the guarantees that the
computations performed by the product of an engineering process really return what we
expect from them? These questions certainly are of little interest when applied to your web
browser. But what about them when they deal with the software that is composed by – or
that has been used to obtain – the bits governing the plane you are in, the car of a friend or
the (expensive) rocket that has been launched above our heads?
These questions can make us reconsider the validity of programs, the almost totality of
which is verified through tests. Indeed tests can only prove the presence of bugs, while –
except in very rare cases – they are unable to prove their absence. The dual of tests are
formal methods that gives semantics to programs in some logics to formally prove properties
about them. This thesis stands in this general domain of formal methods.
Pointer structures in proof assistants It originally draws its motivation from the need
for certification of systems in an industrial context where Model Driven Engineering (MDE)
is common. In such an approach, the specifications of the different views on a system
are represented as models which can be seen as graphs. In this context, we chose after
several experiments to use a proof assistant, namely Isabelle. In order to obtain efficient
transformations on graphs (models), we represent them as pointer structures, allowing space
and time savings through the sharing of nodes. We use the libary Imperative_HOL provided
by Isabelle/HOL to define imperative programs manipulating pointers. These programs can
then be extracted into several languages and notably the object oriented (OO) language
Scala seamlessly compatible with Java, ensuring the usability of the generated programs in
a wide community. By using Imperative_HOL we discovered some shortcomings that we
address with some tools to improve the proofs and to provide OO features.
Inductive Datatypes The principal means to define datastructures in proof assistants is
to a large extent – and like the majority of functional languages – the definition of inductive
datatypes. Proof assistants provide a large number of tools to natively manipulate them and
prove properties about functions defined on them. On the other hand, the pointer structures
seen as general graphs cannot be easily manipulated. We then propose in this thesis to
represent pointer structures as inductive datatypes with additional pointers that can be
refined to imperative programs manipulating pointers. We show this representation is well
adapted to represent certain classes of graphs and algorithms and that it allows easy proofs
on pointer structures at a higher level than usual.
Case studies We put this approach in practice with several examples and finally present
two substantial case studies illustrating two aspects of pointers, that are sharing – with the
formalization of an algorithm constructing Binary Decision Diagrams that are maximally
shared trees – and redirection – with the Schorr-Waite algorithm well known for its intensive
reversals of pointers.
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Abstract
This thesis stands in the general domain of formal methods that gives semantics to programs
to formally prove properties about them. It originally draws its motivation from the need
for certification of systems in an industrial context where Model Driven Engineering (MDE)
and object-oriented (OO) languages are common.
In order to obtain efficient transformations on models (graphs), we can represent them as
pointer structures, allowing space and time savings through the sharing of nodes. However
verification of properties on programs manipulating pointer structures is still hard. To ease
this task, we propose to start the development with a high-level implementation embodied
by functional programs manipulating inductive data-structures, that are easily verified in
proof assistants such as Isabelle/HOL. Pointer structures are represented by a spanning
tree adorned with additional references. These functional programs are then refined – if
necessary – to imperative programs thanks to the library Imperative_HOL. These programs
are finally extracted to Scala code (OO).
This thesis describes this kind of representation and refinement and provides tools to
manipulate and prove OO programs in Isabelle/HOL. This approach is put in practice with
several examples, and especially with the Schorr-Waite algorithm and the construction of
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs).
Keywords :vérification, structures de pointeurs, types de données inductifs, raffinement,
Isabelle/HOL, graphes, Schorr-Waite, BDDs
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Résumé
Cette thèse s’intègre dans le domaine général des méthodes formelles qui donnent une
sémantique aux programmes pour vérifier formellement des propriétés sur ceux-ci. Sa
motivation originale provient d’un besoin de certification des systèmes industriels souvent
développés à l’aide de l’Ingénierie Dirigée par les Modèles (IDM) et de langages orientés
objets (OO).
Pour transformer efficacement des modèles (ou graphes), il est avantageux de les représen-
ter à l’aide de structures de pointeurs, économisant le temps et la mémoire grâce au partage
qu’ils permettent. Cependant la vérification de propriétés sur des programmes manipu-
lant des pointeurs est encore complexe. Pour la simplifier, nous proposons de démarrer
le développement par une implémentation haut-niveau sous la forme de programmes fonc-
tionnels sur des types de données inductifs facilement vérifiables dans des assistants à la
preuve tels que Isabelle/HOL. La représentation des structures de pointeurs est faite à l’aide
d’un arbre couvrant contenant des références additionnelles. Ces programmes fonctionnels
sont ensuite raffinés si nécessaire vers des programmes impératifs à l’aide de la bibliothèque
Imperative_HOL. Ces programmes sont en dernier lieu extraits vers du code Scala (OO).
Cette thèse décrit la méthodologie de représentation et de raffinement et fournit des
outils pour la manipulation et la preuve de programmes OO dans Isabelle/HOL. L’approche
est éprouvée par de nombreux exemples dont notamment l’algorithme de Schorr-Waite et la
construction de Diagrammes de Décision Binaires (BDDs).
Mots-clés : verification, pointer structures, inductive datatypes, refinement, Isabelle/HOL,
graphs, Schorr-Waite, BDDs
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